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CH.APrER I
INrRODUCTION
Origin and Statement of the Problem
On

February 11, 1971, the Regents of Higher Education for

the State ·of South Dakota detennined to follow a course-of action

that would eliminate the 9ollege· of Enginee.ring at South Dakota

State University in favor of maintaining only one such college
at the South Dakota School ·of V.d.nes and Teclmology.

This course

.of action was implied through the adoption of certain recomnen-·
elations contained

in

the !vaster Plan submitted to the Board of

Regents by the Commissioner of Higher Education, Dr. Richard Gibb.
It had been suggested, through the prior investigation and subse

quent recommendations of various committees, that South Dakota
should have only one College of Engineering and that it should

remain a part of South Dakota State University.

An additional

recomnendation suggested that the South Dakota School of iunes
and

Technology should become a "Western" University.

The Boa�

of Regents voted·in opposition to this recommendation and supported
an alternate reconmendation that the South Dakota School of Mines

and Tecl:mology should remain relatively unchanged, thus maintaining

its engineering �dentity.

By

accepting the reconmendation that

there should be only one College of Engineering in South Dakota�
they implied that South Dakota State University would lose its

2
College of Engineering.

The Board of Regents' acceptance of_ this

combination ot alternatives was the caue of considerable con

troversy on the campus of each school, on the floor of the state

legislature,� in local newspapers throughout South Dakota.

The proposed closing of the College -of Engineering at

South Dakota State University- became a significant issue in 1971
and involved a variety of persons and interest groups in the
subsequent rhetoric.

Therefore, it has been the purpose in this

investigation to ·discover and analyze selected inventive components
in the. rhetoric of the "Engineering School Controversy" l from the
date of the Board-of Regents' decision, February 11, 1971, through
the final legislative day, March 19, 1971.

The selected inventive

components include thematic·emergence, lines of argument, and forms

of support.

In order

to

dis cover these inventive components, answers

were sought to the following questions:
persona

and

(1) Who were the principal

interest groups involved in the rhetoric?

were these individuals

and

interes t groups involved?

(2) How

(3) Were

themes developed through the rhetoric of these persons and �erest

groups?

(4) Were certain themes consistent throughout the rhetoric

of the controversy?

interests?

(5) Did themes vary according to special

(6) What were the lines of argument and f'o?mS of support

utilized to develop these themes?

3
Justification for this Study
It is acknowledged that the preceding questions a.re not
the only ones applicable to the rhetoric of this controversy.
However, preliminary investigation of the rhetoric revealed a
variety of assertions and subject matter, and it appeared that
an investigation into the comnonality or diversity of thematic
emergence, lines of argument, and forms of support would be a

pertin�nt consideration and would be of value to prospective
scholars in conmunication.

Additionally, it.is hoped that this study will be of some

value to historians since the controversy will likely have long
term political, economic, and-educational effects on the future
of South Dakota.

Procedures Followed

In completing this study, the.following steps were taken:

A.

Because of the. recency of the event under consideration,

only that literature from 1971 and 1972 was surveyed to determine

if any previous inquiries or studies had been completed on similar

topics.

The following publications we're surveyed:

Bibliographic Annual in Speech Com:nunication, Volume
II, 1971; and Volume III, 1972.

Index to American Doctoral Dissertations, Ann Arbor,
Michigan: University of 1/dchigan, 1971-1972.

No previous research on the topic under consideration was

discover d.

4
B.

A Master Plan 'for Public Higher Education in South

Dakota was analyzed to determine the foundation on ihich this
controversy rests.

c.

In order to discover those persona and interest groups

involved in the rhetoric of the controversy and the nature of

their involvement, news accounts and editorial conments from three

daily newspapers were analyzed.

These were:

the Rapid· City

Journal, the Brookings Daily Register, and·the Sioux Falls

Leader.

Argus

In addition, the school paper .from South·Dakota State

University, the SDSU Collegian, and the school paper from the

South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, The Tech, were ana
lyzed.

These five periodicals ware selected in tha· hope that they

would provide a cross ect.ion of the different attitudes revealed
in the rheto�ic of the controversy.
D.

The minutes from the Bo.ard of Regents' · meetings from

November, 1970; December, 1970; January, 1971; February, 1971;

March, 1971;_ and April, 1971, were utilized to detennine the

progression of events and discussions that took place regarding

the future of engineering education in South Dakota.
E.

The ·Journal of the House and the Journal of -the Senate

for the State of South Dakota were investigated to establish the
legislative action pertinent to this study.
F.

Representative John Bibby provided a tape recording

of bis and Representative Carvet�·Thompson•s remarks on the

floor of the House of Repr sentatives on March 10, 1971.

This

5
tape recording is the only complete text of any person' s remarks
during the controversy and was utilized to enhance the printed
accolmts available.
G.

The rhetorical statements gathered from the aforemen

tioned sources were analyzed to discover who the participants ere,

what themes appeared throughout the rhetoric of the controversy,
and how consistently those themes emerged.
H.

Subsequent to the identification of the participants

and themes, an attempt was made to identify the lines of argument
and the primary forms of support utilized in the development of
those themes.
I.

P.ollcwir:,g this analysis, conclusions ware drawn relative

to the six questions on

page

2.

Definitions

For purposes of this study, certain terms have been defined

as to their usage and implications:

(1) An assertive theme is de:f"ined as·an original statement
2
that embodies a rhetoritician's over-all idea and aim. This theme
is the position toward which all subsequent arguments and forms
of support are directed.

(2) Refutntional themes have been defined as being similar

to assertive themes except that they arise from or are motivated

by previous statements and are therefore attacks on opposing

positions or defenses of previously expressed positions.

6

(3)

An

argument is an assertive statement subordinate to

_ a theme which, if substantiated by evidence, partially supports
the theme to which it is subordinat .

(4 ) Forms of support, as defined- in Speech Criticism, are

utilized to substantiate either specific arguments or themes and

include

• • • the testimony of individuals, personal experiences,
• • • statistics, illustrative examples, or any so-called
0
factual" items which induce in the mind of the hearer
or reader a state of belief--a tendency to af£irm the
existence of a fact or proposition to which the evidence
attaches and in suppo� of which it is introduced. 3
Abbreviations

For convenience and ease in reading, four lengthy terms

have been abbreviated in- this text:

(1) A Master Pla11 for Public Higher Education in South

Dakota will be referred to as the Master Plan.

(2) The Regents of Higher Education for the State ot South

Dakota will be referred to as the Board of Regents.
as SDSU.

(3) South Dakota State University will be referred to
( 4) The .South Dakota School of Mines and Technology will

be referred to as either SDSMS11' or the School of Mines.
Scope and Limitations

Because tm.s study was limited to an identification of the

persons and themes, arguments, and forms of support within a

specific movement, that being the Engineering School Controversy,

7
the conclusions drawn are not necessarily applicable to other
movement studies, nor do these conclusions embody any rhetorical
elements other than the specified inventional components.
Because the time span analyzed has been limited to that

following the actual decision of the Board of Regents (February
11, 1971, through Iwlarch 19, 1971), later related events have
been excluded from the analysis.

. Additionally, the intent in this ·study was not to pass

judgment as to the rightness or wrongness of the Board of Regents'

decision, but merely to discover and analyze the various inventive

techniques mployed in the rhetoric of the controversy.
Since the available research resources consisted primarily

of edited and reported accounts of the original rhetoric of the

controversy, _it is fully acknowledged that this analysis is not

of the total rhetorical act.

Judgm nts ere not made as to th

completeness of the arguments nor to the sufficiency of the evi
dence, since. reporters may have chosen to delete much from the

original statements.

However, despite the above limitations, the intended.study,

as an item of organized research, should be potentially valuable

in providing further insight into the consistenc·es of inventional
components employed in contemporary controversy.

Only through

qualitative research can the body of knowledge in comnunica.tion

be further developed.

FOOTNOTF.3

1This has become the standard term of reference employed
hen referring to events resulting from the Board of Regents'
decision.

�ster Thonssen, A. Craig Baird, and Waldow. Braden,
Speech Criticism {2nd ed.; New York: Ronald Press Company, 1970),
P• 471.
3Ibid.,
P• 399

CHAPI'ER II
A CHRONOLOGICAL ACCOUNT OF THE EVENrS AND
INFLUENCES SURROUNDING THE CONrROVERSY
Introduction
The intent in this chapter is to give a chronological account
of the events and influen�es leading to and surrounding the Engi
neering School Controversy.
ical situation and to

The attempt is to recreate the histor

ocurately describe other influences in order

that the analysis of themes, lines of argument, and f'onns 0£ support
utilized by participants in the controversy might be placed in a
situational and historical perspective.

The Ap:pt?intment of Dr. Richard Gibb as
Commissioner of Hi5her Education

As recorded in the Journal of the Senate of the State of

South Dakota, January 16, 1968, Senate Bill�. 121 was introduced

by the Comnittee on State Affairs and Public Institutions,

• • • relati:ng to the appointment of an executive direc
tor to the Board of Regents, and creating the office of
Conmissioner· of highe education and prescribing the
duties and powers of the comnissioner. l
On

February 8, 1968, Senate Bill No. 121 was again presented

to the l egislature, was passed, and was then signed by the President
.
of the Senate, Lem Overpeck. 2 The_ bill read in part:
The Board of R gents shall appoint a commissioner of
higher education, ,ho·shall be a full-time employee of

10
the Board and who shall maintain his principal office in
Pierre. The Board is hereb empowered to employ such
professional, secretarial, stenographic and clerical
saistanoe as may be necessary. The conmiasioner of
higher education shall be responsible to the Board and
hall be removable at the p1easure of the Boa.rd, provided
how ver that if the cc:mdssioner is employed for a ·stated
term of two years or less · he s.na.ll not be removable during
uch stated tenn �xcept for c us • He shall have a post
graduate degree from a recognized college or university
shall by tr8-injng and experienc_e be familiar with the
operations and probl
of institutions of higher education.
The commissioner shall carry out the directives of the
Board of Regents and shall be under the Board'a general
jurisdiction and supervision.
· The comniasioner ·of higher education sha_ll be respon
sible for the maintenance of modern, unifonn systems of
accounting and record keeping at all institutions; the
compilation of a budget for the Board• for the office of
the conmissioner and for al.1 fJUCh public institutions in
the state under the Board of Regents; £or the development,
revision and modernization of (a) an academic master plan
P-rtaining to all p,.1blic institutions of higher learning,
and (b) a public educational. facilities master plan; he
sba11 be the principal representative of public higher �dcation and of the Board in all appearances b fore the
Legislature and its official com:nittees and before the
Governor; the budget director and all administrative tri
bunals; he shall, subject to approval of the Board, provide
for the appointment of all professional staff members and
hire secretarial, stenographic and clerical employees to
staff the office of. the comni.ssioner of higher education.
The conmissioner of higher education shall-be the execu
tive officer.for the Board of Regents and shall have the
power and authority to exercise on behalf of the Board all
the duti's powers, and responsibilities set forth in this
chapter.

Dr. Richard D. Gibb, hose appointment as Commissioner of

Higher Education became effectiv� July 1� 1968,4 stated in the

· Foreword to A

ster Plan for Pu lie Higher E:ducation in South

Dakota that the position of aonmissioner of higher education
• • • c e bout partly beca e of the rather general
feeling that if South Dakota was to provide quality
education in its institutions of higher education, it

would be necessary to provide for strong coordination of
the activities of the various institutions. 5

According to the 13th edition of Who's Who in the Mich est;

Richard Gibb as born and reared on a farm in western Illinois.

He was awarded a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of
Illinois in 1951, a Master of Education degree from the same uni

versity in 1955, and a Ph.D. from Mi-ohigan State University in

1959.

In addition to serving as an Assistant Professor, Associate

Professor, and Professor at Western Illinois University in Macomb,

Illinois, Dr. Gibb•� administrative duties included Acting Depart

ment Chainnan, Acting Coordinator of International Programs, Acting
Dean of Applied Science, Administrative Assistant to the President,

-Dean of" Administration, and Acting President of Western IllinOis
6

University in the years preceding his appointment as Conmrl.saioner
of Higher Education in South Dakota.

The Master Plan
As specified in Senate Bill No. 121, the newly-appointed

Commissioner of Higher Education' s responsibilities included the

development of an Academic Master Plan involving the seven �blio

institutions of higher learning in South Dakota.

In the Intro

duction to A Master Plan for Public Higher F.ducation in South Dakota,
submitted to the Board of Regents for their review December l,
1970, Dr. Gibb �escribed the finished project:

Thia is a Master Plan for .Public Higher Education
in the state of South Dakota. It is not a plan designed
exclusively for the stud nta, faculty, administration

12
nor tor any other specific group. Instead, it is a
plan for· the people of South Dakota. This plan caters
- -to no special interest group in the , state except one-
the citizens. While it does not tollow that this plan
will. be in the best interest of every student, every
faculty member or every individual, we feel strongly
that it is a plan that is in the beat interest of
students, faculty, administrators, and others taken
as a group.
This plan makes no pretenses at being a cure- aJ.1
,ror all of the problems in higher education in South
Dakota. Although it is a Master Plan, it ought not
be considered to be a "final" plan but instead a
plan to be used as a guide and implemented with enough
t'lexibility to make adjustments .wherever necessary aa
tille goes by . 7
The Evolution of the Master Plan
Pollowing Comnissioner Gibb' s appointment in July, 1968,

he spent the ensuing year "traveling throughout the state, becoming
famU1ar with the operations ot each o f the institutions, getting

acquainted with members o� the · legislative body, and with others

vbo hue an interest in education in the state. "8

J.ccording to Dr. Gibb, "In June, 1969, work was formally

begun an the . developnent of

the

Academic Master Plan for Public

Higher Education. "9 This work consisted of establishing seven study comnittees to meet, evaluate the existing programs, and
. 10
sulxnit reca:mnendations to the Comnissioner for his review.
seven camrl.ttees, as listed in the Master Plan, were :

A. Admissions, Retentio ns and Transfers
B. College Enrollments and Building Needs
C. Governing Structure, N\mb er of Institutions,
Location and Names
D. Academic Programs and Role of Each Institution ,
E. Financial. Aids and Scholarships

The

13
F. Faculty Salaries, Fringe Benefits , · and Working

o.

Conditions
Adult and Technical F.ducation11

Each comni.ttee consisted of a minimum of one - staff member
from each of the state colleges and universities appointed by the
presidents of the respective institutions.

universities

ere also represented by selected faculty members

from each facility.
way

Private colleges and

In addition, citizens not connected in any

wit.h higher education in South Dakota· were invited to serve

on the conrm.ttees in an independent capacity. "Consequently, each
.
12
of the comnittees had approximately ten persons in number. "
Four advisory comnittees, "Student, Faculty, Presidents

�.,_d

Citizens, " 1 3 were established to serve as intermediate links

between the study committees and the Conmissioner :

The jJitent was for the · seven study comnittees to
meet and develop reoomnendations which ould then be
reviewed by the four advisory committees. After the
advisory committees had reviewed and commented, the
comments would be taken back to the seven study com
mi ttees so �t,hat they could prepare a final report.
This :final report would then again Qe considered by
each of the advisory comnittees who would do ·their
own report CsicJ . All of this would then be taken
to the Comm.ssioner tp assist him in preparing his
ovm recommendations. 14

Of the s·even study comni.ttees established to work on the

Master Plan, only Comnittee D' s recomnendationa bear relevance
to this inve·stigation .

Within those committee reconmendations,

only those rela�ing to the role of ngineering in South Dakota will

be consider d.

Programs , were ,
288589

Those r co

OUTH

ndations, with regard to Academia ·

. KO A STATE UNI VER SITY LIBRARY

There ahould be only one professional school or college

ot each type in South Dakota. That is, there should only

be

one professional College of Agriculture, College of
Busin•s , College of Education, College of Engineering,
College o f Nursing, etc. 1 5

SpecificaJ.17, tbe Master Pl.an recomnended that . "there should
be one C91lege of Eng:ln'!ering in South Dakota. "16 This rec�endation
waa based on the :tollowing six f'ac�rs 1
1.

2.
:,.
4.
5.
6.

Quality

Coat
Student Need
Demand tor engineers in South Dakota
Industrial Developnent
Public service to the State of the Colleges o f ,
Bng:lneeringl-7

Ccmd.ttee D made further reccmmend.ationa concerning the

role of ea.eh institution.

The two involved in this investigation,

South Dakota School ot Mines and Technology and South Dakota State

11ll1Yerait71 were de:tined in the- following mannetts

The role of SDSM&1r sB9zW:d be that of a comprehensive
state college for Western South Dakota. Its main campus
aboul.d be in Rapid City with a junior college branch at
SpeartJ.sh. Engineering would be · trans ferred to SDSU.
There is merit in a comprehensive state college tor
Western South Dakota and Rapid City is the logical
location tor such an institution. It would be primarily
a teacher traiili.ng institution but also would have a
eign:iticant program in liberal arts and sciences• • • •
There is lltt1e Juatif'ication for two tour-year campuses ·
aa c1oae together as those at Rapid City and Spearfish.
I:t there i.s to be only one· :tour-7ear campus, Rapid City
is the more logical location.
As an alternate, the role of SDSM&l' should remain
relatively rmch.anged. It should continue to be an out
st..and1ng college primarily for the training of engineers
and science majors. Some liberal. arts programs will. be
necessa...7 but onl.y to support the major role. If this
alternate is accepted, SDSM&T ·should have the- responsi
bility "for the College of Engineering. Degrees offered

15
should be the Bachelor of Science, Master of Science and
Doctor of Philosophy if rejustified.
The role of SDSU should be primarily that of a small,
land. grant institution with 12!:warY empbasi!_ in the area
of agricul tu.re, science, and EE,_ i·ed sci ences. An
additional role of SDSU will be to operate the agricultural
experil'l ent st tion d the coopera'tive· extension aervi£_!.
If the recomnended role for SDS:M&T is accepted, SDSU
should have responsibility for the College of Engineering
in South Dakota. If the suggested alternative is accepted
for SDSM&T, SDSl) should have a program in Agricul.tural
Engineering. The degrees authorized should be the Bachelor
of Science Degree, Bachelor of Arts, Master of Science,
Master of Arts, Associate and if' rejustified, Doctor of
Philosopby. 18
Presentation of the Master Plan
to the Board of Regents
Commissioner Gibb stated at the Board of Regents t meeting
November 13, 1970, that the final Master Plan would · be sent to

the Regents, to the presidents of the various public institutions ,

and to the press for their review before the December meeting,

which would be devoted to a discussion of the reconmendations found
within the plan. 19
The minutes of the December, 1970 me�ting, however, indicate
extended discussion over dormitory visitation policies at public
institutions and no mention of the �..aster Plan. 20 The first

discussion of the recommendations of the ltlaster Plan occurred at

the next meeting, held in the East Oahe Room at the Holiday Inn
in Pierre, South Dakota, January 21--22, 1971 . 21 Ac�ording to

the minutes of that meeting, as recorded by James Derun, Secretary
of the l3oa.rd of Regents , the recommendations of the Master Plan

were sul:mitted by Commissioner Richard Gibb in three categories :

16
" essentially non c_ontroversial, essentially non controversial but
s ome opposition has been registered, and controversial. 0

22

Three

recomnendations , which bear. significance to this study, were "set

2
aside for the present " to be considered at a later date. 3 Those

recomnendations were:

The role of SDSU should be primarily that of a small
land grant university with primary emphasis in the area
of agriculture, science, and applied sciences. An addi
tional role of SDSU vrl.11 be to operate the .Agriculture
Experiment Station and the Cooperative Extension Service.
· There should be only one professional school or
college of each type in South Dakota. That is, there
hould only be one professional College of Agriculture,
College of Business, College of Education, College of
Engineering, Coll_ege of Nursing, etc.
The should be one College of Engineering in South
Dakota. 24

An adaitional reconmendation relating to the role of the

School of

Min.e a

and Technology was considered.

Regent Lauren Lewis

moved, seconded by Regent Marian Hersrud, that "the role of the
School of Mines should remain relatively unchanged. " 25 Af'ter a

brief discussion the motion was carried by a unanimous vote of
the members of the Board. 26 The acceptance of this motion implied
the retention of Engineering at the School of Mines without con
sideration of Engineering at South Dakota State University.
The Engineering School Controversy

The unanimous decision regarding the role of the School of

Mines would se � to be the beginning of the Engineering School
Controversy.

Because no mention . was made of' the College of Engi

neering at South Dakota State University, its future role appeared

17
uncertain to many.

Dr. H. M. Briggs, President of South Dakota

State University, remarked, "It is not what has been said or done

but what has been left unsaid and undone that worries me. u 27

l,lhat had been le:ft unsaid and undone at the January meeting
was both said and done February 11, 1971 , in the West Oahe Room
28 Prior to that
of the.Holiday Inn in Pierre, South Da.kota.

meeting however, as reported in the Sioux Falls Argus-Leader on

February 11 , 1971 , "Regents John Larson of Kennebec, Jim Deam of

Yankton, Marian Hersrud of Lerrmon, Ron Schmidt of Pierre, and Dr.

Richard Gibb, conmissioner of higher education11 29 gathered in the

motel room of Lauren Lewis on Wednesday evening, February 10 , 1 971. 30
Chairr-uan Richard Battey was of tha opinion that these regents met

to discuss the group ' s membership and the proposed recorrmendations
of the Master_ Plan. 31 This position was strongly denied by those
attending the meeting and their comnents have been . included in
the following chapter.

� the regularly scheduled meetill:8 on _ February 11, 1971 ,

as recorded in the minutes of that eating, Regent Lauren Lewis,
seconded by Regent Elvern Varilek, moved that the following

reconmendation b·o pproved :

The role of South Dakota State University should
be primarily that of a amall J.and grant u ·veroity
with primary emphasis in the area of agriculture,
science, and applied sciences. An additional role
of SDSU will. be to operate the AgricuJ.ture Experiment
Station and the Cooperative Extension S rvice. The
degrees a thorized should be th Bachelor o Science,
Bachelor of Arts, Master of Scionce .t 1-1.iaster of Arts,
As ociate and Doctor of Philosophy.-'2

18
Lengthy discussion followed this motion.
s

Dr. Briggs

ested three additional items to be included in the reconmen

dation:

"Engineering, the liberal arts program, and the Master

of Science in .Education degree. " 33 With - regard to Engineering ,
Dr. Gibb stated, "the matter is ' still open. ' 11 34 Dr. Briggs· then_
suggested that the Board. of Regents decide the matter of Engi

neering. 35

. After extensive discussion concerning the possibility of
maintaining two Colleges of Engineering in South Dakota, Regent
Elvern Varilek moved the same, seconded by Regent Battey,
yielded. hiss chair to Regent Lewis. 36 The. motion failed.

ho ha.d

It was

then moved by Regent Le-wis and seconded by Reg&--it Hersr-'1d, "that
there be one Coll ge of Engineering in South Dakota. 11 37 Regents

Jame Deam, ?4arian Hersrud, John Larson, Lauren Lewis, and Ronald
Schmidt voted in favor of this motion.

Regents Elvern Varilek

· and Richard Battey cast _ dissenting votes . 38

Considering this motion with the unanimous decision that

the role of School 0£ Mines should remain relatively unchanged

(ref r to textnote 25 ) , thus mainta� its engineering id�tity,

SDSU had lost its College of Engineering.

Initial Legislative Action
Regarding the Decision

On

Feb� 15, 1971 , John Bibby and seventeen other

legislators introduced House Bill :No. 766, " • • • relating to ·

the course of study to ba • provided at the South Dakota state

19
university

}fti�J . "39

The bill, known as the Bibby bill, outlined

the course of instruction to be offered at South Dakota State
University:
The course of instruction shall p
de professional
education in coll ges of agriculture ; Jme economics ;
pharmacy ; nursing; engineering, including mechanical,
civil, electrical and agricultural ; and the arts and
sciences , including the basic physical, biological, and
social sciences, teacher education, and the humanities ;
and such ottr fields as may be determined by the board
of regents.
After the bill was introduced, the Speaker referred it to the
Comnittee on State Affairs.
House

Concurrent Resolution No . 520 was introduced on

Februa.cy 27, 1971, by Representative Carvet� Thompson :

• • • citing legislative interest in, and the necessity
for, additional study of th teaching of courses in
engineering at public institutions of higher education
in South .Dakota, and requesting and urging the state
Board of Regents to conduct a thorough review of their
February 11, 1971 decisio� to have only one college of
engineering in the state. l

This resolution was also referred to the Comnittee on State Affairs
by the Speaker .

After

consideration in com:nittee, the resolution

was lost in the House by a vote of thirty-one Yeas to forty-two
Nays on �larch 10, 1971. 42
Interv Ding Responses by the Governor
and the Board of Regents

In view of the public ' s reaction to the Board of Regents '

decision and the impending legial�tive action, Governor Kneip
called a meeting of the Board

0£

Regents and the legislative

20

leadership on Thursday, March Ji, 1971, . in an effort " • • • to

4
bri.ng the whole spect� back into propsr foc us. 11 3

On

1arch 5 , 1971, the Board o� Regents h ld a special

meeting " • • • to discuss a letter submitted by Representative
John Bibby. "

44

The letter from Representative Bibby was a. request

that the Board of Regents " • • • reconsider their decision of

February 11, 1971 concerning the College of Engineering . at s.D. s . u. ,
and that they afford further hearings for- the purpose of such

reconsideration. " 45 After discussion of the letter, Regent Lauren

Lewis moved (seconded by Regent John Larson) that the following
resolution be adopted:

If requested by the Legisla:tu_� , the Bea rd of Regents
w-ill 11evi w any port.i.on of -:t.cisions made on the I•Iaste:r·
Plan with an open mind and pending such review, wiij not
implement the portion under further consideration.

Follod.ng a discussion of possible repercussions , the
Board of Regents ,manimou.sly adopted the resolution. 47
Subsequent Legislative Action

Representative Mer1e POll!ller moved, on March 5, 1971, that

the Comnittee on State Affairs deliver House Bill No. 766 to the

48
According to
House floor no later than Monday, March 8 , 1971.

the Pierre Daily Cauital Journal , March 8, 1971, the motion required

· one-third of the representatives support for approval and received
''backing from more than half of the members in a standing vote. "49
March 8 , 1971, the Committee on State Affairs returned the bill
to the floor of the House .without reconmendation. 50
On

21

House Bill No. 766 was read for the second time on March
10, 1971 , a.nd was passed by a margin of fifty-six to seventeen.
1
The bill was then sent to the Senate for its approvai. 5

After the passage of House Bill No. 766 in the House of

Representatives by such an ovexwheJming majority, Cotmdssioner

Gibb modified the earlier resolution of the Board of Regents with
a prepared statement to the press.

As reported in the Brookings

Daily Register on March 1_3, 1971, the statement read :

The decision of the South Dakota Regents of
E:ducation that there should b e only one college of
engineering in South Dakota located at SDS.M&T, and
that a departmen� of agricul.tural engineering should
be established at SDSU was conscientiously made after
lengthy hearings of all c oncerned parties . This
action was in agreement ri. th the recomnendation of
study com:nittee "l> , 11 the citizen ' s advisory conmittee
and with the recomnendations of other advisory
conmtlttees on the .Master Plan.
Howev:er, in view of the · considerable misunder
standings , dissent and controversy over this decision,
the members of the board hereby express their trllling
ness to reconsider their decision and pursue the
following cour e of action. An analysis of the engi
neering question would be made by a qualified group
from outside South Dakota . This group ould be
designated by the Regents and would be mutualiy agreed
to by SDSU and SDSM&I'. It would be an independent
group, but ·would work closely with all concerned
parties within th� state to insure that the decisions
made are consistent with the entire state ' s best
interests.
Board members have also expressed a willingness
to meet !fth the Senate Education Cormnittee on this
matter. 5
.
. ·

This statement was not readily endorsed by all the members

of the Board of Regents, specifically Chairman Richard Battey.

He indicat d that he had not been advised that such a statement
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was being considered and that it as released without his knowl
edge. 53

On

March 15 , 1971, the Senate returned an amended form of

the Bibby bill which was accepted in the Senate by a vote of
twenty- eight Yeas to seven Nay • 54 The amended bill read :

The board of regents shall inmediately initiate and
implement an independent anal sis and review of its
decision relating to engineering education at state
educational institutions. The independent analysis and
review shall be ma.de by a person, per·sons, firm or :firms
as recomnended by SDSU and SDS?-"'...&'l' and the board of regents
and the final selection of such person, persons , fi:nn or
firms sh.all be subject to the final approval of the exe
cutive board of the legislative research council. The
decision of the independent person, persons, firm or
finns as may be selected shall be binding upon the board
of regents and the s tate educational institutions and
shall • e submitted to the board of regents on or before
December 31, 1971 . Until the decision is rendered the
board of regents shall take no action to imp em.ent any
of its recomnendations as to engineering education for
the 1971--1972 school year. . All reasonable oos-ts and
expenses of such analysis and revi w as may be_ incurred
shall be paid from the contingency fund of t e board of
regents. 55

. Fifty- seven Representatives voted on March 17, 1971 , not

to accept the Senate Amendment to House Bill .No. 766. 56 The

Speaker of the House then appointed Representatives Thomps on,

Stalheim, and T� chetter to meet with Senators Bierle, Brown, · and
Collingwood to adjust the differences between the two Housea. 57
On

March 18, 1971, the Comnittee on Conference suanitted a further

revision of House Bill No . 766 hich as accepted in the House,

fifty-four to sixteen, 58 but fail d in the Senate by a vote of
sixteen to nineteen. 59 .Another Comnittee of Conference, comprised
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of Senators Poppen , Austad, and Hall and Representatives Bibby,
Barnett, and Kopecky, was appointed to adjust the differences
60
On March 19, 1971, the final da.y of
between the t'WO Houses.

the Legislature, the Comnitt e of Conferenc presented yet another

amendment to the Bibby bill for pproval.

This amended bill was

ceepted in the Hous , sixty-three to four, 61 and the Senate,

thirty-four to one, 62 and was delivered to the Gqvemor. for his
.
.
6
.
.
3: 30 p.m. , March 19, 1971 • . 3 · The amended bill, as
at
approval

accepted by both the Senate and the House of Repreaentatives, read:
In the event that the board of regents decides to
any dec_ision to close the college of_ engi
neering at South Dakota state university CsicJ , or
any substantial part thereof, it ah.all
diately
initiate and i:npl .ment an independent a.n�i yaia and
review of its decision relating to engineering eau
cation at state educational institutions. The inde
pendent analysis and review shall be made by a person,
persons , firm or firms as r�con:mended by the chief
administrative officer of the South Dakota state
university U3i�l and the chief administrative officer
of the Soutli Dakota school of mines and technology
lsicJ and the board of reg nts and the final selec
tion of such person, persons , finn or firms shall be
subje c t to the final approval. of the executive board
of the legislative research cotmcil. The decision of
the independent person, persons, :firm or firms as may
be selected sh.all be advisory to the board of regents
and shall be submitted to the board of regents for
final decision by the board in the month of November ,
1971 . The board of regents shall take no action to
implement c:my of its recon:mendations as to engineering
education for the 1971-1972 chool year. In the
event that the final decision of the board of rege,nts
is to close any chool or coJ.lege of engineering, or
any substantial part thereo�, at any state educational
institution, it shall first obtain the approval thereof
by J.egislative ct at the forty-seventh legislative
session. All reasonable costs.and expenses of ch
analysis and revi as may b incurred ha.ll · be paj__.d
from the contingency :fund of the board of regenta . 64

implement
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It was recorded in the Brookings Daily· Register, April 6,

1971 , that Governor Richard Kneip ; Lt. Governor William Dougherty,

the presiding officer of the- Senate ; Representative Don Osheim,

the Speaker of the House; Senate secretary William Berg,.lin; and
House clerk Paul Inman all signed the wrong bill. 65 The bill_,

which was thought to be the amended bill passed by the two . Houses
of the Legislature , was, in actuality, the proposed Senate amendment
of the .bill that the House rej ected on March 17, 1971 ( refer to

textnote 55) .

Although both bills called for an independent study

of engineering in South Dakota, the signed law made the results

of the study binding on the Board of Regents, while the passed

bill required legislative approval before action against either

school could be taken and was not binding on the Board of Regents. 66
Other Action in the State

From the date of the Board of Regents' decision on February

11 , 1971, through the legislative session, the Engineering School

Controversy remained a source of interest and discussion in South
Dakota.

Although centered in the legislature , certain other events

transpired that had an effect on the outcome of that legislative
action.

According

to the Brookings

Daily

Register of F.ebruary

1971, the Government Af:fairs Comlti.ttee of the Brookings Area

Chamber of Conmerce

11

•

•

•

23 t

formed a steering comnittee to handle

funds and coordinate activities to save the College of Engineering

a.t SDSU. " 67 The conmittee. was called the SOS (Save Our State )

25
Committee and was composed of " • • • a cross section of Brookings
and the State University Al.umni Association. "� The intent of the
SOS Committee was

tt

•

•

•

to raise sufficient funds and channel

all efforts to ensure that the College of Engineering remains at
SDSU. "

69

Wayne Hawley, Chairman of the committee and

a

Brookings

businessman, stated on March 3, 1971, "More than $2 , 000 has been
contributed • • • and many thousands of dollars have also been
pledged. 1170

On Wednesday, March 3, 1971 , after the House State Affairs

Committee voted eight to five against moving out of conmittee a

bill which would keep the College of Engineering at SDSU, the

students at SDSU '' • • • decided at a rally spearheaded by the
Student Association, to skip cla�aes for the next two days . 11 71

The �kings Daily Re�ster of March 4, 1971, interpreted

this decision as an " • • • indication of how most South Dakota

State University students feel about removing the College of

Engineering from s:bsu. 11 7 2 At a rally held on the SDSU campus ,

March 3, 1971, Tom Stanton, Student Association president , outlined
a four-point plan a.s to what the students should do :

Each student . is asked to skip classes, return home
contact opinion leaders such as ministers, teachers ,
lawyers, doctors , businessmen, :fanners and their pa.rents.
The students are asked to inf'orm those contacted what
the removal of the College of Engineering will do to SDSU
and then urge them to -w-rite or call their legislators to
get some action on the bill. 73 .
and
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A survey conducted by the SDSU Student Association indicated

-

74
that "approximately 85 percent of some 6, 000 students" were
absent from claasea on Thursday, �rch 4 .

According to the Sioux

Falla .Argus-Leader of March 4, 1971, an unidentified university
employee stated, "Well, · that might be a high estimate.

But it

looks to me as if no more than half the students nonnally on campus

are here. 0 75

On Friday, March 5, 1971, ''Of 522 students registered for

ll classes in the Home-ec-Nursing and Rotunda complex during -the

-

10:30 scheduled class hour, 23 were present . ..

76

The Engineering School Controversy did not end with the

legislative session.

Because of the issues and the intemperate

rhetoric involved, its effects were long-range and reflected a

degree of animosity.

Charles Donnelly, Jr. , a Democratic senator from Rapid

City, as ailed SDSU and its President, H. M. Briggs in the Rapid

City Journa1 on March 21, 1971, after the issue had been compromised :
At the heart of this matter now is whether the
administration and altmmi of South Dakota State University
at Brookings wil1 be allowed to run higher education in
South Dakota. • • • We kno ·1 beyond , a question of a doubt .
that President Briggs ha.s reached a position of political
power in South Dakota almost without precedent� His
influence on the . legislature was profound • • • • so strong
that even now his ambition to build a personal empire may
yet prevan . 77

Briggs :

Senator Donnelly then requested the resignation of President
I think it entirely proper and timely that the regents
now d ma.nd the - resignation of Presid t Briggs

Q ic]

because of h:1s diversion ot funds and university services ·
tor the purposes of lobbying legislation, rather than
\Udng such funds and services for iheir intended purpose.
The gross insubordination of President Briggs to the
regents ia in itself sufficient reason for his dismissal. 7S
Mrs. Marian Hersrwi, a member of the Board of Regents, made
no public statements during the actual controversy but insert� a

written statement ·1nto the minutes ot. the

Board

of Regents meeting

on April 15-16, 1971, attacking SDSU, ita president, its faculty,
and ita student bodys

There is much that should be forgotten in the past
nmths. However., as a Regent and a.a a parent, I am
appal.1ed and outraged by the use and abuse of the SDSU
. student body during the recent campaign involving the
engineering school. I read the distortions and non
truths which were circulated by the students and heard
them again in :ny own home when a delegation called o:n
me. These distortions and non-truths were known to be
exact1y· that b7 the adm:f n1 JJtration and faculty at SDSU
and b.r the elected representatives of the legislature
b'Olll tba.t area, and yet the �tudents were not only
allowed but encouraged to leave their classes and · to
spread. this propaganda all over the etate.
Our young people in South Dakota are our greatest
reeource. our greatest gi:tt,· and when they are used
as pa,,ms
the big game of power politics, I must
protestJ 7

gn

In addition

to these two statements which occurred outside

tbe time limitations of this study, there were news stories, edi
torials,

and

1ettera to the editors in daily newspapers during the

controYersy which al.l. dealt in sane degree with the future of

eng:ineering education in S outh Dakota. Alumni of the school from

al1 areas o� the comitry-, businessme n, legislators, parents, other

concezaed citizens, educators, and .students all expressed their
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feelings

and

opinions. · These opinions serve as the basis for

investigation in Chapter I II.

Stmnary
The

Ebgineering School Controversy was not the �esult of
It was a manifestation of many related events

a single event.

that, when considered together, comprised e controversy involving
a_ variety of interests in South Dakota.
single day.

beginning

It did not evolve in a

Rather, the controversy of 1971 emerged from events

in 1968.

On

July l, 1968, Dr. Richard Gibb was appointed Conmissioner

of Higher Education in South Dakota.

One of the specified duties

of his of'f'ice was "the de- elo1)i1lellt, rev-lsion, and modernization of
an academic Master Plan pertaining to all public institutions"
in South Dakota.

Higher &iucation

The
in

completed ·study, A

ster Plan for Public

South Dakota, published December 1, 1970, was

the com.po-site of the recomnendations o� seven study conmittees

and four advisory comn:ittees, made up of president$, faculty,
students, and citizens_.
Of

the

seven a1..-udy conmi.ttees,

only

Committee D, dealµ1g

with «Academic • Programs and Role of Each Institution, " bears
significance to this . study.

Comnittee D recomnended that "there

should be one College of Engineering in South Dakota. " They

further reconmended that "the ro1e of SDSM&l' should be that of a

comprehensive state college for Western [Pie] South Dakota • • • •
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as an

alterna:te,

the role of SDSM&T should remain relatively un

changed. 0 And, 1'The role of SDSU should be primarily
small land

grant

institution • • • • I f

SDSM&.-1' is accepted, SDSU hould have

the

that

reconmended role of

responsibility for the

the

College of Engineering in South Dako-ta. "
On

to accept

Ja.nua.ry 21, 1971, the Board of Regents

the alternate

reconmendation

or a

that

11

voted

the role

unan1ro011Sly

of

the

School

of Mines should remain rel.atively unchanged, u without mention of

the College of Engineering at SDSU.
On

February 11 , 1971, the Board of Regents voted five to

two that "there

should be one College- of

Engineering

in South

Dakota. " ·when considered -.;n_th the alternate racom:nandz:.ticn that

the School of Mines should remain rmchanged, thus main�-i u:i ng its
engineering

identity, SDSU had l�st its

College

of

Engineering .

Prior to that decision, on the �vening of February 10,

1971 , five

members of the Board of

Lewis's motel room.

Regents gathered

The intent of this meeting was suspicious

to many, particularly Chairman Richard
excluded .

Those in attendance at the

Battey, who had been

meeting disavowed

conduct or secret planning.

John Bibby and seventeen of

introduced

House

in Lauren

Bill No .

766

his

any

mis

legislative colleagues

on February 15 ,

1971 .

This

bill ,

which became known through usage as the Bibby bill, specifically
described the role of

"Engineering,_

including

electrical, and agricultural" at SDSU.

mechanical, civil,

Carveth Thompson introduced
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House Concurrent Resolution No. 520 on February 27, 1971, "urging
the state Bo

of Regents to conduct a thorough review of their

February 11� 1971, decision to have only one college of engineering
in the state . tt
On

ll'.a:rch 4, 1971, Governor Richard Kneip called a concil

iatory meeting between the Board of Regents and the legislative

leadership "to bring the whole spectrum back into proper focus. "
The Boa.rd of Regents held a special meeting on lf.arch 5,

1971, "to discuss a letter submitted by Representative John

Bibby. " After discussion, the Board of Regents unanimously passed
a resolution., " If requested by the legislature, the Board of

Regents ·will review any portion of decisions made on th.e Master
Plan. et

On

March 10, 1971, House . Concurrent Resolution No. 520

was defeated in the House and House Bill No. 766 was accepted.

However, House Bill No. 766 was amended by the Senate in such a

way that the House reject.ed it on March 17, 1971.

After review

in a Conmittee of Conference, the differences persisted and another
Con:mittee of' Conference was appointed.

differences

On

March 19, 1971, the

ere resolved and an amended bill was passed in both

Houses of the legisl�ture.

The final irony to ,hat had become

an emotional and controversial issue as the realization that

Governor Richard Kneip, Lt. Governor William Dougherty, Speaker

of' the House Don Osheim, Senate secretary William Bergtdn, and

House Clerk Paul Inman bad all signed the wrong bill.
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In addition to this legislative action, other events
transpired that affected the direction of the �ontroversy.

The

�rook:inga Area Chamber of Comnerce "formed a steering committee
to handle funds and coordinate activities to save the College of
Engineering at SDSU. " And, · on March 3, 1971 , the students of

SDSU elected to skip classes for two days and take home their

message of what the "removal of the College of Engineering will
do to SDSU. "
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CHAPTER III
PARTICIP.ANrS, THEMES, LINES OF ARGUMENI' , AND
FORMS OF SUPPORT IN THE RHETORIC OF THE
ENGINEERING SCHOOL CONI'ROVERSY
Introduction
The intent in this chapter is to identify those pe rsons and

interest groups who participated in the rhetoric of the Engineering
School Controversy, to describe the nature of their involvement,

to discover the themes employed, to identify the lines of argument
utilized to develop these basic themes, and to a_�alyze the forms
of support utilized in development of the lines of argument.

Due to the nature of this study, and the number of con

tributions involved, each individual ' s rhetorical contributions

were analyzed independently ,dthin three general divisions.

The

first division, principal contributors, · includes those individuals

whose participation was central in the controversy. · The second

general division, minor or less frequent contributors , bas been

further divided into se en descriptive categories :

members of • the

Board of Regents , legislative _s pokesmen, concerned citizens ,

educators at either of the two schools, alumni of the twc> schools

involved in the controversy , students who were enrolled in the
involved institutions , and special interest groups.

The third
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general division includes editorial comnents from the five news
papers utilized in this investigation.
Primary sources utilized in this analysis were the Brookings
Dail Re ister, the Rapid City Journal, the s · oux Falls Argus-Leader,
the SDSU Collegian, T e Tech, minutes from the meetings of the
Board of Regents held during the scope of this study, and a tape
recording provided by Mr. John Bibby of remarks made on the floor
of the House · of Representatives.
Although it is acknowledged that there was much rhetoric
before and after the inclusive dates of this study, only that
occuring between the Board of Regents' decision on February 11 ,
1971, and th fi11al legislative day, �..arch 19, 1971, has been
included in this study.

Because available data consisted primarily of edited and

reported accounts of the original rhetoric of the controversy,

it is fully acknowledged that this evaluation is not of the total
rhetorical act.

Final judgments can not be made as to the com

pleteness of the arguments nor to the sufficiency of the evidence

since reporters may have chosen to delete much from the original

s tatements .

Nevertheless, this evaluation is based on the

rhetoric as it reached the public through the various conmunication
ources.

:,8

Principal Contributors
l"
Richard D. Gibb
· Bhetorica1 analysis

nr.

Bi.chard Gibb, Comnissioner of Higher &iucation · and

author or the A Master Plan for Public Higher Education in South

Dakota. held a prominent position in a controversy rooted in the
recomnendations ot his publication.

His role was tbat of the

primary proponent o-r both the Master Plan and the reconmendations
of the J3oard o� Regents.

In the thirty-two pieces of rhetoric contributed by Dr. ·

Gibb, 1 three assertive themes emerged as predominant and inter

'l!le first ot these was Dr. Gibb' s initial . premise that
there should be only one College of Engineering in South Dakota. 2
related.

In

the SDStJ Collegian, Dr. Gibb expressed tbis opinion:

ill. inf'ormation I have weighs to one colleg.e of
engineering, whether at Brookings or Mines. Since· the
board has �lected to leave Mines an engineering school,
I reconnen� that it be the sole engineering college in
the state.
·

In an . interview with William C. Wertz, an Associated Press·

writer. printed both in the Sioux Falls Argus-Leader and the Rap:id
City Journal on March

4, 1971, Dr. Gibb o:ffered a personal desorip..

tion o� hi.a position with regard to his original recomnendationa
and the decision by the Eoard o:f R�gents:

I: wou1d prefer not being caught in the JD:i.dd1e or
aaaething� and in one respect I am caught in this since
MT original reconmenda.tion · was . to have an engineering
school. at. South Dakota State University • • • Now that
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the regents have said they want South Dakota School of
Mines and Technology to have the engineering school, I
had to support my original reconmendation that there be
only one . I felt 1/f1ch more strongly about the . number
than the location.
Dr. Gibb further expressed his position in the Rapid City
Journal o f Fe ruary 25, 1971:

I wouldn'� iant anything done to adversely affect
South Dakota tate Univer ity, but I believe the
recommendations of the Board of Regents, if carried
out , will strengthen all our colleges. 5
To support this theme, Dr. Gibb developed five basic lines

of argument, the first of which was that the switch would save the
state thousands of dollars each year. 6. To substantiate this argument,

Dr. Gibb provided, as his primary forms of support, personal opinion
and statistics :

The consolidation of engineering courses will save
the state 300 , 000 armually in operational funds as well
as $1. 6 million in state money .from a $2. l million engi
neering science building scheduled for construction at
the Brookings school that wil.l no longer be necessary •
• • • The majority of the annual savings, approximately
$250,000 would be in salaries • • • the amount saved
would repres nt the pay of about 20 full time faculty
equivalents.

1

Dr. Gibb further supported this argument that savings would

result from the move with bis opinion that "other savings would

result when the school purchased only one piece of equipment rather
.

'

than two. u 8 It is assumed that these statistics are from a study

conducted by Comnittee D concerning the cost of engineering edu
cation

in

South Dakota although credit 1 as never given by Dr. Gibb

to that source.

4o
The second argument deve .ped by Dr. Gibb in support of the
theme that there should be only one College of Engineering in
South Dakota as that the quality of education would be improved.

According to the R p d City Journal of February 11, 1971, "I think
it is genera.11y agreed by nearly everyone concerned that the
qu.ali ty of education would be improved • • • if the state had a
single engineering school. " 9 This argument was extended in the
Brookings Daily Reg ster of February 18, 1971 ,

en he expressed

the opinion, " • • • the quality of education, not cost, is the
·
prime reason for the conaolidation of engineering classes. " 10 To
support thia argument, Dr. Gibb offered only the opinion that,
because both SDSU and the School of lfd nes have excellent engineering

programs, "it stands to reason that if you combine the resources

of the two schools, you' re going to have a higher quality program. " 11
The third argument considered by Dr. Gibb in support of

his assertion that there be only one College of Engineering in

South Dakota was that economic and industrial growth in South Dakota
ould not be affected by this reconmendation. He expressed the

opinion:

If' I thought for a minute that the, conomic develoP
ment of the state would be a versely affected by a single
college of engineering, I ' d be for two . l1e must not
close an engineering s chool if it is a key asset to the 12
state . At this point I 'm inclined to think that it' s, not.
Dr . Gibb, as reported in the Sioux Falls Arrois-Le

r of

February 17 , 1971, was of the opinion that the engineering school

fl
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was not a prime consideration when projects were begun in the
Brookings area but rather,
• • • the availability of labor, transportation, raw
materi als and adequate utilities were far more important
than the presence of the engineering school when the 1
various projects were located in eastern South Dakota. - 3
The SDSU Collegian of February 17 , 1971 cited two additional statements of opinions used by Dr. Gibb to support this argument.

The

first was that uthe location of engineering at SDSU had no effect

on the decision to locate EROS [F�th Resources Observation System]
in Sioux Falls. " 14 According to Dr. Gibb, the choice was based
primarily on "geographical location, and political influences
(primarily those of Senator Karl E. Mundt, the then Senior Senator

1
from South Dako-ta] ._:; 5 The second was that of the 3M Company

located in Brookings.

"The impact of the loss of the engineering

college at State University to 3M will be practically none. " 16

Dr. Gibb's opinion was that 3M was more interested in the biological
sciences than in engineering. 17
Dr . Gibb ' s fourth argument supporting this assertive theme

assumed that the loss of the College of Engineering would do little
if any harm to snsu. 18 To substantiate this argument, Dr. Gibb
considered three general areas :

the student population at SDSU,

the interdisciplinary· approach among the various colleges at S DSU,
and the need for additional classrooms and office space on the
SDSU campus.

Iii

-

With regard to the student population, Dr. Gibb offered
supportive statistical data end personal opinion :·
State graduates only 1 20 engineers a year out of its
886 students. Considering the number who will probably
change majors, SDSU can expect to lose 150 students at
most • • • • I ' ll be awfully surprised if State doesn ' t.
have 6, 000 students four years from now. 1 9
In reference to the interdisciplinacy approach at SDSU, it was Dr �

Gibb ' s opinion that "most of the institutions in the United States

do not have a College of Engineering and a�e g�tting _ �ong fin� . 11 20

During discussion of the future of engineering education in South
Dakota at the Board of Regents meeting, February 10-11, 1971, Dr.

Gibb observed, "I am aware of the interdisciplinary approach among
the various colleqes on the SDSU campus and I thin..l{. this c ould be

provided with a Department of .Agricultural Engineering. 11 21 And

finally, Dr. Gibb argued , "Buildings vacated by Engineering classes

at SDSU will be put to good use for laboratory, classroom, and
office space . " 22
In addition to these �our basic lines

of

argument, Dr. Gibb

further supported · the yalidity of his recomnendation that there

should be only one College of _Engineering

in

South Dakota with the

argument that the conclusions reached by reliable authority should

be followed.

He reported that both Conmittee D and the Citizens

Advisory Conmittee voted for a single College of Engineer:it;l.g at

Mines after studying the problem for 18 months • . "These committees
considered such things as industriaJ. development to the state ,

the enrollment on the campuses, parents sending their youngsters

2
a greater distance . u 3 It

as Dr. · Gibb' s opinion that "these

comnittees ,ere neither politically motivated nor influenced by

any conmittees or alumni groups, and their recomnen ation should
not be taken lightly. " 24 Using this observation and his personal
opinion, Dr. Gibb reasoned deductively that their recommendations

should be accepted.

The second assertive theme developed by Dr. Gibb in the

controversy evolved out of necessity from the introduction of HB 766
by John Bibby. According to the Brookings Daily Register of .

February 13, 1971, Dr. Gibb expressed his opinion, "It would be

disastrous for the legislature to become involved in establishing
curriculum in the state-supported colle ges and universities . "

25

To support this theme, Dr. Gibb developed two lines of

argument, the first of which was that the Board of Regents, not

the legislature, should make academic decisions.

The Rapid City

Journal of February 12, 1971, quoted him, "In my opinion the Board
of Regents, which is a constitutional agency, should make the
academic decisions, not the legislature. "
authority to substantiate his argum nt :

26

Dr. Gibb cited statutory

"There are statutes hich

already give the regents this authority. " 27 He added, "The

legislature , of cours�, has the authority to pass any kind of bill

it wants to. " 28

Additional support of his objection to legislative inter

vention in the establishment of curriculum was offered through

his personal opinion that "Everyone suffers in the long run hen
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you throw education into the political arena, and legislation
such as has been filed would open the door for any kind of action

in education. " 29 I n an attempt to dramatize the seriousness of
the proposed legislative intervention, Dr. Gibb conceded , " I ' d

rather have my reconmendations overrul d than have education. in

the political arena. 11 30

Dr. Gibb defended his position that the legislature should
not intervene with a hypothetical example.

Speaking before the

House State Affairs Committee considering HB 766, he explained

the possible repercussions which might result from legislative .
intervention in the Master Plan :

If you agree �rith the concept that the state should
have a single engineering school and the legislature
says you mu t have one at SDSU, then that opens the
question of whether you should have another one at
SDSM&I' and what the role of that institution should be .
J.nd then you must consider what �he relationship of
Black Hills State should be to that institution. All
these things are interrelated. 31

He further observed, "Without a doubt, _ in my opinion, • • •

[the Board of Regents] would go back and start from scratch on the

Master Plan for higher education if forced by the l gislaturo to
keep an ngineering school at South Dakota tate University • .-32

Dr. Gi b ' s second argument opposing legisl tive interventio n

was that the pressure advocating such action was being exerted
from the supporters of SDSU.

In the intervi

of the Aa oci ted Pre s, Dr. Gibb

uith William Wertz

pported th.is argument with

non-documented testimony and c onstrue

d dialogu. · i

ly very legislator shes it had not
It
come to their att ntion • • • I've d the overwhelming
jorit
ll e they wi h the decision could have been
til after th session. I, too,
sh-it bad
held
been he d up.
t the p ople at SDSU, its president,
said, "Look, e
t a decision now. The faculty ha e
ri t to ow, t
tud nts have a ri t to know, and
hou.ld t e ction now so o '11 know hat ·
t
is." So the r nts decided. 33
The third as ertive them, as devel ped by Dr. Gibb, was
interrelated

·th the two preceding themes in that it concerned

both the Board of Regents' decision to consolidate ngine ring
ducation in South Dakota and the public's reaction to that decision.
He

ss rted that the public had been misinformed on the implications

of the decision and that their reaction might have a detrimental
effect on the future of higher education in South Dakota.

To

substantiate this theme, Dr. Gibb cited a decision in the 1930's
by the-Board of Regents which �ms reversed a� a result of public
reaction and hich tim later showed to have been correct:
Northern State College at Aberdeen at one time had an
agricultural school and the University of South Dakota at
Vermillion had applied sciences and home economics. Home
economics as removed from USD in the 1930's, as re
instated in the 194o's and eliminated again� the 196o•s,
indicating the first move as the right one. Yt

Applying tlu.s precedent to the current situation, Dr. Gibb

argued, "Scare taotics are being used by people opposed to the
reg ts• decision."35· According to Dr. Gibb, these tactics were a
result of i ccurate and ex.a.gg rated information.

To illustrate

this argum nt, Dr. Gibb observed that it had been specul ted by

some sources that the closing of the College of Engineering would
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result in the exodu of all 886 engineering students from SDSU.

Dr. Gibb's reply included a combination of statistics, personal
opinion and a

tatement of fact: "I think e may be talking about

100 students

o iill end up at Mines or another Engineering school�

not 8oo to 1,200 as ome have indicated."36

In disputing a premise

presented y a portion of the population concerning the necessity
of retaining Engineering at SDSU, Dr. Gibb presented a position
that was,

t that time, unknown to many and not publicized at all.

According to the R pid City Journal of February 14, 1971:
The re ents passed a motion to continue a full program
of agricultur 1 ngineering at State, as well as to have
personnel in mechanical, civil, and electrical engin ering
to upport the agricultural engineering and to support the
Remote Sensing institute at Brookings. I don't think most �7
people are aware of that and I thinlc it makes a difference .......
As was

noted previously, these three assertive themes

the foundation of the rhetorical contributions of Dr. Gibb.

were

These

themes and their support were established early in•the controversy,
from February 11, 1971, the date of the Board of Regents decision,

through the end of that month.

As the controversy became imnersed in the legislative ses

sion, Dr. Gibb's main themes diminished in prominence and were
supplanted

by

refutational assertions directed toward singular

vents and persons.

One of the important positions taken by those opposing the
decision of the Board of Regents was that inadequate public hearings

had been held by the Regents prior to their decision. Dr. Gibb

as
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adamant in his opposition to that point.
William We�z, he stated:

In the interview \d th

The regents held to public hearings in two cities
and before the 1st one as finished the Chairman Richard
Battey asked if there were any other people who wished
to be heard. Se eral people_�autioned us, in fact, not
to hear the tter to d ath.�

The March 5, 1971 issue of the Rapid City Journal repor·ted that

Dr. Gibb stated that the Regents had promised to make a "bonafide
study, to the point of hearing this matter to death to assure that
anyone at South Dakota State or any other campus feels he has-been

heard. "39

Evaluative

sumnary

Dr. Gibb•s !"irst assertive theme as that there should be
only one college of engineering in South Dakota.

theme he developed five lines of argument:

from the move.

To support_ that

(1) Savings ould result

To substantiate that argument, Dr. Gibb utilized

statistics, and personal opinions as his primacy forms of support.
(2) The quality of education

ould be improved with only one college

of engineering. · This argument as support d solely by personal

opinion.

(3) Economic and industrial developm nt in South Dakota

would not e affected by the removal of the engineering college.

from SDSU. His support again consisted olely of per onal opinions.

(4) The loss of the college of engineering would do little harm

to the status of SDSU.

To support this argument he

personal opinion and one item of statistical data.

elied on his

(5)

Reliable

tu

I 1/1'
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authority should be followed.

argument deductively.

Dr. Gibb chose to support this

Dr. Gibb's second assertive theme was that the legislature
should not be involved in establishing curriculum in the state
supported colleges and universities.
developed:

(1) The Regents should

the legislature.

Three lines of argument were

make

academic deci ions, not

Support for this argument was statutory authority,

personal opinion, and one hypothetical example.-

(2) Legislative

involvement came about as a result of pressure from SDSU rather
than the Board of Regents.

In supporting this a.rgument t Dr. Gibb

relied on non-documented testimony and constructed dialogue.
The third assertive theme. constructed by Dr. Gibb was that

the general public had been misinformed on the implications of

the decision and that their reaction might have a detrimental effect
on the future of higher education in South Dakota.

argument that scare tactics were being used.

He offered the

In support, he offered

statistics t personal opinions t and a statement of fact.

In addition to these three assertive themes, Dr. Gibb

offered refutation of the position that inadequate public hearings
had been held.

He utilized fact as supporting data.
John Bibby

Rhetoric

analysis

In an interviev1 with Tom Brettigen published in the Rapid

City Journal and the Sioux Falls

Argu

-Leader on

ch 8, 1971,

John Bibby, a Republican Representative from Brookings and a graduate
of SDSU, stated that his fight to save the College of Engineering
at SDSU" • • • is the most important thing I've done in my nine
.
4o
In the Brookings Dai y Register of
years in the legislature."
February 19, 1971, Representative Bibby observed, "My political

future is at stake and I mean business." 41 This would seem to b�

an appropriate analysis of John Bibby's role in the controversy.

He did indeed mean business when he introduced House Bill 766,
relating to the courses of study -to be offered.at SDSU.

His first

reaction to the Board of Regents' decision was expressed in the
the decision s "irresponsible n and indicated that the decision
Jeopardized the agricultural and industrial progress of the most

populous section of the state. 42 He further remarked, "There were

a lot of legisla·tors flabbergasted at the aotion of the regents,
·
.
mainly because they didn't think it would really happen." 43

This feeling may bave served Mr. Bibby as partial justifi

cation for his actions and his consistency of position.

As the most

prominent dversary of the Board of Regents' decision, he expressed

and developed only one assertive theme in his thirty-four rhetorical
contributions: 44

The legislature ha both the prerogative and the
responsibility to consider legisla�ion regarding the. 45
college of engineering at So th Dakota State University.
This th

.,

I

was supported with two major rgum nts and two

l ss significant arguments.

Te first

jor

gument developed by

,

I

f '

I

11r. B1bb7-to encourage legislative intervention waa that it was the
leglal&ture' a obligation and duty to a($, on tbia matter. He was
qaotecl in the Brookings Daily Register· ot February 21, 1971, "It
i• their duty to f'ace this issue."� To support this argument,
Bepreectati.ve Bibby relied on statutory authority. "The present
law ia ill conf'lict with what the regents propose to do.".47. By

l1aten1ng to a tape recording provided by Representative Bibby of

Id.a

remarb on the floor ot the House ot Representatives _preceding -;

the ·wte by that body on March 10, 1971, it �s established tbat
tba orfg1naJ purpose statute of 1887 defined the role of each
'
.
:lnstitution and that House Bill 766 waa easentiall7 that statute. 48
Spae1ficall7, "Section 13-58-3 ot that_code states that SDSU's
·
carricnala ahall include civil engin•�%'1Dg."ll9 Regarding the date.
ot the or.fg:tnal statute, 1887, and the limited provisions included
in-that statute, it was Mr. Bibby's. opinion, as stated in the Sioux
Palla Argue-Leader of February 23,· 1971, "It is time that we br:S.ng
the parpoae statutes up to date, as much of the language is rather
archaic.•50
'

'

To 1'Urthe;r support the argument that it was the legislature's
duty to intervene in this matter, Representative Bibby relied on
the Constitution ot the State of South Dakota, Article 14, Section 3
vbich.etated that higher education institutions
ehall. be under the control of a board of five member��·
appointed by the Governor, and· confirmed by the Senate,
under
rules and restrictions as the legislature shall
provide.

sui

I

I

'

�

I
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f

P.raD these two general provisions touw w1thin wr1tten
doCU11111ts, Representative John Bibby deductively concluded that the
legislators "would indeed be remiss" if' they failed to act. 52

Representative Bibby's second argument supporting the theme

that the legislature had both the prerogative and the responsibility
to intervene in the matter was that "the regents had no authority_
to make the change they proposed. The decision to remove SDSU' s
school of' engineering does, in fact, change the character of the

echool.•53 It was bis opinion that "What is proposed would amend

the parpoae of the university. .. 54

SUpport tor this argument presented by Representative Bibby
was secured in a 1933 Supreme Court precedent caae, Bryant vs Dolan,

which wae concerned with an attempt by the Board of' Regents to
cloa both the Department of Engineering and the Department of

Home Economics at South Dakota State· Colleg�. 55- The ruling of· the
Supreme Court read in part:

And though it be conceded the regents have broad pow
ers in respect to the curricula of the school under their
contro1, it is self evident they callJlot by the exercise
of that power change their character. 56

And,

• • • as to each educational institution under the control
� the regents, it must be held that the general scope of
the powers of the board as to courses of study and the
kind, type or nature of the school that shal.l in fact, be
llldntained, are limited by the foundation purposes of .the
achoo1 as prescribed by the legislature. 57
I

'

I

t

52
It was Mr. Bibby's conclusion, based on this ruling, that

"The Board of Regents must operat within th fr ework of these
lawa. 11 58

An alternate point of view expressed by Mr. Bibby was that, ·

regardless of individual legislator's attitude concerning inter

vention, there was still a need for legislative action. "If they
[the legislators) are in agreement with the regents then there

should be legislation supporting this action. 0 59

While admitting the need for some sort of legislative.action,
Representative Bibby opposed the adoption of House Concurrent
Resolution 520, introduced by Carveth Thompson, cal.ling for a
review of the Board of Regents' decision, because "A conci.._u-rent

resolution doesn't carry the force of law" and, in his opinion,
the action would be meaningless "if the regents didn't want to

review- the matter in good faith. "6o .

Speaking before the House of Representatives on �m.rch 10,

1971,
syst

urging

passage of HB 766, Representative· Bibby, after

tically establi bing the arguments of preo dent and respon

sibility in support of his assertive theme, mentioned two less

significant arguments, relating t.o economic savings and vax·ious

course offerings at S_DSU. He had not previously stated these argu

ments and they ere not fowid in any printed account of his remarks
on the floor of the House.

ll

I

However, in the tape-recording of his

he expr ssed the argument that savings would not result

from the decision.

It was his cynical opinion

I

�

I

53
••• that the real sa · s to the State of South Dakota
in closing the School of Engineering at State would be
because these young st dents would leave the state for
their ducation. This, at a time he ,e are concerned
with keeping th
here. This, at a time when we are
just beginning to pro�de job opportunities for these
kinds of young people. 1
Additionally, it was Representative Bibby's "considered
judgment that
one of

if Ag Engineering alone were to remain, it would be ·

the most highest co ts GsicJ educational programs tba t we
62

would have in the state."

This ju gment was based primarily �n

the opinion that nthe eng�ering labs that would be necessary to

remain would be under-utilized and the supporting staff that would
have to remain would

be

6
un r-utilized. 11 3

¥i� regard to the related course offerings at SDSU,

Representative Bibby expressed the argument that "The full engineer
ing program is an integral part of South Dakota State University,
and

oth r departments are

trong beQause

of it. "6!� Mr. Bibby

offered no evidence or supportive data to nhance this argument.

Because, according to Mr. Bibby, "We had been criticized

for trying to make this decision in the legislative hall,"6 5 he
sent a letter to the

Board

f

Regents on rt�ch 5, 1971, requesting

that they hold further hearings on

engineering

Dakota. 66 The request read in part:

education in South

• •• that the R gents of :Education reconsider their
de.cision of February ll., 1971 concerning the College
of Engineering at SDSU� and that thoy afford further
ha.rings for the purpo _ of such reconsideration.
As an essential part of such reque t I also a k
that the Regents delay t e implementation of that
decision for the 1971-1972 school year. This will

i+ I I, I

I

�

I

permit students, parents of students, faculty, and
admini trators at s.n.�.u., as well as interested
members of the public, to be assured, f'or planning
purpos s, of the retention of the p esent engineer
ing program· in the next academic year.
It is my judgment that the granting of this r quest
ould be in the best interests of the entire ystem
of higher education in So th Dakota and that it wou1d
help maintain harmony -......,.. our people. Further, this
will allow the Regents valuable, additional time to
more f'ully develop plans or alternative plans for th�
future of the t aching of' engineering in this state.07
-'e)

AB was noted in the previous chapter, the Board of Regents
If requ ste by the Legislature ,. the Board of Regents
will review any portion of decisions made on the Master
Plan with an . open mind and pending such review, will 68
not implement the portion under further considerati.on.
this resolution prompted Representative Bibby to reply, "This would

appear to mean that they (the Board of Regents] did not want to

handle the pro lem, and it becomes properly a legislative matter. 1169
It is noted that Mr. Bibby's first argument in support of legislative

intervention was that it was their duty and obligation to act.

would seem, through their action, that the Board of Regents
demanding this legisla
. �ive involvement.

ere

It

Mr. Bibby's intentions

were revealed mor fully in the Brooking Daily Reester of March

6, 1971:

I asked the Board of Regents iil good faith for this
re aring and I did it as an individual and not s
representing 1 the authors of the bill so that t
i sue could be eci ed outside·the le islati e
1
hich is what they ( the gents)
geat d • • • Then
they turned around and said we dl.1 do this if the

'
I'
:111,

'
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l gislators ask us . it puts it back into the legislative
hall • • • • If' we ' re oing to go to the legislature with
these things then let ' s go to the legislature with the
problem and get it solved. 70

The remaining comments of Represent·ative Bibby -were generally

fu.tationaJ.

sponses to the legislative ction that he had pur ued

with 1.tch. conviction.

or arguments . th inference of his intentions is

his basic th
clear.

Although these couments do not directly state

When the Senate pasaed a everely amended version of his

bill on March 16, 1971, Mr·. Bibby remarked, "I'm disappointed in

The Senate hould have met its obligation head on... 7i

the action.

His dis ppointment was mirrored in the Brookings Dailz Register of

March lo, 1971, ;iI;m hopeful that ·we on t t concur in their version
of the bill .

Considering that e passed it by a 56-17 margin,

I don ' t think the house will go along with it • • • the bill ha.a

some very severe_ legal deficiencies . • • • I would prefer legislative
2
action, not study. 07
On

March 18, 1971 � after a Committee of Corrference submitted

another amendment of �a bill for House approval, Representative

Bibby remarked, "I 'm extremely disappointed that they took the
action they did.

The amendment completely �hanged the subject

matter of the bill, but we ' re still in the bal1 game. "73
Though"still in the bal1 g

, " the Bibby Bill � l ft

somewhere in center field as both Houses of the legislature passed

a compromise measure rather than the original bill on March 19,

,,
I '
!f1 I , I '

�

I

spite his disappointment, John Bibby expressed a degree

19 71.

ot optimism and r

ief' in the Brookings Dailt Register of March

20, 1971 :

It is a c
romise , I feel, the regents can live with.
It is one that South Dakot State University can live ' th,
and I certainl. feel it is one that will best benefit the
entire state of South Dakota • • • • If the college of
ngineering ia to bJi closed it will be done only with leg
islative approval. 7
ry
Mr. Bibby

eveloped only one assertive theme in the Engineer

ing School Controv ray. That theme

s that the 1 gislature had

both th prerogative and the responsibility to intervene in this
matter.
and

Two m.a.jor '""-guments · ere presented :

obligation of the legislature .

(1) It was the du.ty

To support this argument , he

relied on two official documents, the purpose statute and the
Const

tion ot the State of South Dako� • . (2) The Board-- of R . . -�ts

had no authority to make the change they proposed.

He supported

this argument with a precedent case from the 1933 Supreme Court,

a personal opinion, and a defense of the advantages of his proposal.
In addition to these two major arguments, ttro less signi:f-

icant arguments w
the mo e .
College

of

Personal

presen ed:
opinion

(1 ) Savings ould not result from

supported this argument.

Engineering is an integral part

was offer d to substantiate this argument.

of

( 2) The

SDSU. No support

•'
:

l

1

'
1,

'

•

I
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Mr. Bibby offered refutational responses to Senate action
on his bill .

Support for

l these responses was in the form of

personal opinion •.

H. M. Briggs
Rhetorical analysis .
Dr. H. M. Briggs , as President of SDSU, contributed sixteen

items of rhetoric to the Engineering School Controversy. 75 He .

was

an

active proponent, speaking in support of the institution

that he had been president of for over ten years.

All of the contributions of President Briggs focused on

his concern for the future of higher education in South Dakot a · and

more specifically, SDSU.

When the decision to eliminate the College of Engineering

from SDSU was made by the Board of R:�gents on February 11 , 1971 ,

President Briggs expressed . his opinion that it was"the biggest step
backward ever taken in higher education in South Dakota . " 76 The
Sioux Falls Argus-Leader o� February 17, 1971, quoted President

Briggs
11

as

saying that the decision to move the College of Engineering

is unbeli vable and unnecessary.

clairvoyance which is beyond me. 11 77

I·t is based on some mysterious

To support his imp1ied assertive theme that South Dakota

s hould retain two Colleges of Engineering, President Briggs developed
four comparative lines of argument which dir ctly disputed those

utilized by Comnissioner Gibb to establish the need for only one

11 I I ' I

�

I

College of Engineering in South Dakota.
first ar

It was President Briggs'

nt that avings would not result .

In his opinion,

fillancial · savings- would be minimal with the move and much lower
8
than tho e dicated in the Master Plan. 7 To support this argument,
he relied on a minority r port of Com:nittee D which in.die ted that
"Recalculations estimated at most a 30, 000 savings with a single _
engineering chool . 11 79 In addition to these st tistics, President
Briggs further observed i

• • • the oost of educating a student is higher at T ch
than at SDSU--$1 , 543 to $1, 190--and • • • there would e
added
nae for students and parents and unknown
added costs which no one can at this time foresee. Bo
Dr. Briggs ' second argument supporting his theme that there

hould be two Col1eges of Engineering in South Dakota

s that

insufficient evidence had been presented to warrant the decision

to move the College of Engineering from SDSU.

In the Broo;ld.nga

Daily Regi ter of February 18, 1971 � he observed :

I have yet to hear any concrete evidence to justify
such a drastic step as the dismantling of a university
hich since 1864 has served the students and citizens of
South D ota, by pro "'ucing well educated citizens as
well as teohnicians . l

The Rapid City Journal of February 11, 1971 , quoted President

ggs in a

re familiar context , "in my barny

rd

langua e,

castrating a bull doesn' t impro e him and it certainly alters his

operation. tt82

Dr. Briggs, in opposition to Conmissioner Gibb ' s position ,

expressed the

gument that the enrollment at SDSU would drop

,,
I

'
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significantly without the Colleg
aupported by his personal opinion:

of Engineering . This argument was
"No one can say what the loss of

Enginee1� will - do to the ·enrollment . at State, but I can a sure
8
you enrollment will drop drastically. 11 3

The fourth ar_gument developed by President Briggs was that
the College of Engw.e ring was an influential factor in industry
and agriculture in eastern South Dakota. To support this argument,
Presi

nt Briggs expressed his opinion that "The Engineering College

at Brookings is close to industrial development and potential . work

forces and is needed to as ist in the remote sensing institute GsicJ

and the EROS projeot." 84

President &-i"ge �eveloped a second assertive theme that

the decision by the Board of Regents could have an adverse effect

on the university. He expressed concern for the futur effect . on

the 1200 students presently enrolled. in engineering at SDSU, and
on the grad tea of ngineering from State Unive sity. 85 In
addressing a Boa.rd of Control meeting at SDSU

he expressed hi

on

February 16 , 1971,

concern for the future of SDSU and encouraged

students to become involved:

The ext few elts may be the most crucial weeks in
the history of State University. We appreciate· your
interest and concern and I encourage you to do anything
you c n; the most effective people are students in
d1r ct contact with legislato " d parents • • • • T
he
hole ball o:f wax is in the hopper right now, and the .
hole na.v.2re and q ality,..o:f the entir program at State
Uni: ersity is at ake.tso
,,
l

'

!I ' l , J

6o

Dr.

Briggs developed no ap cific arguments and offered no

support to ubsta.ntiate thi

s cond them .

It as obvious from the onset that the dectaion by the Board
of Regents would not go unchallenged.

President Briggs . in the

ant to sit back an4 take a hard look at this and deoide

hat we ' re

going to do and how to proceed • • • • We've got a lot of hard
fight

to do. n

87

He presumably

not ppeased with the

tion

by the Regents to retain a Department of Engineering at State .
Univ rsity.

His rem.arks, as reported in the Rapid City Journal

of F bruary 12, 1971, confirm this hypothesis : "I' ve never heard
of such a thir..g a.s a • ....pa....�nt' of engineer-f...ng . " 88
As c

evelopnents of

taper

· tted as Pr sident Briggs

ppeared to e in the

Engine ring School Controversy, his rhetoric

off to littl e more than official

troversy spread throughout the

tate .

he issued only two public statements.

arly

tements as the con-

After February 18 , 1971,
The first stat ent as

concern d with the walkout by SDSU student and how absences would

be tre t d .

Ve-ry concisely Pre dent Bri s tated, "T"ne question

of b encea is a

tter b tween instructors and students, as is

always our policy. "89

The second of these prepar d sta
atu nt walkout s

nts

as r ported in the

I

l

•

ain dealing with the

I

'

'
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e
e be
xtr ly proud that our students have
been doing uch a fin job for SDSU croso the state.
We hav eceived � call complimentin� the students
and their actiona. 90

President H. M. Briggs offered two saertive themes.

The

first as that South Dakota should retain two Colleges of Engineering.
This implied assertive the
of argument :

as s pported by four comparative lines

( 1 ) Savings would not result from the move .

This

argument as supported by personal opinion and documented statistics.
{ 2 ) Insufficient evidence had been presented to warrant moving the
College of Engineering :from SDSU.
argument.

Personal opinion supported this

( 3 ) The el'..rollment at SDSU would drop significant,ly

without the College of Engineering.
solely by personal opinion.

This argument was also supported

( 4 ) The College of Engineering was an_

influential factor in industry and agriculture.

Again, personal

opinion. supported this argument.

The second assertive theme was that the decision by the

Board of Regents could have an adverse effect on the university.
President Briggs

of:fered

no direct arguments in de:fense of this

position, but h- did utilize personal opinio s to support this

theme.
t

In addition to th ese two assertive themes, Dr. BriimS issued

pr pared r futational statement that

by personal opinion.

fl'I

I

I

re supported primarily

,,
I

•
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Harvey R. Fraser
Rhetorical

lysis

As President of the South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology, _ Dr • �ey R. Fraser made only limited remarks - in the
.
controversy . Although three pieces of significant rhetoric were
discover d, only one fell within the time limitations of this
st dy .

· rn

the Rapid City Journal of February 21, 19n,

Dr.

Fraser

discussed the future of the School of ?4ines with regard to the
Master Plan and its reconmendations.

He

expressed his opinion :

The master plan for higher education has had much
publicity 1 tely, and with the plan only partially
finalized, predicting th futur·e of any collt.tge ould
still be risky. 91

He did, however, emphasize the need for "prudent haste in

finalizing the plan because it affec�s recruiting, morale, and

campus improvements. "9

2

Following this statement Dr. Fraser

expressed his only assertive theme that the School of Mines is an

outstanding educational institution.

In his opinion, "South

Dakotans have been justifiably proud of SDSM&T as an institution

they have mn"tured over the years into an outstanding educational

institution serving t;tieir youth. 0 93 Dr . Fraser established only
one argument to support this heme.

Board of Regents, by their decision,

of the whole state in the hi

' School of Mines .

It was his opinion that the

d expressed the confidence

-quality program offered at the

11 • 1 , 1

The support we have received from the regents, state ,
con:munity, and alumni has been a major factor in the
success of the college • • • • We hope that this support
will continue in 1971 and the future ; and that with
uch assist&J;lce, and · th the top-quality student body,
and faculty that we have,_ 4ue can greet the future with
confidence and optimism. �

The

only ·aserti e theme developed by Dr. Fraser was that

the School of Mines is an outstanding educational institution . • He
expressed one argument in upport of that theme , and that was based
on personal opinion. The argument was that the Board of Regents ,

by their decision, had expressed the confidence of the whole state
in the high quality program o ffered at the School of Mines .
Riobard Kneip
Rhetor cal analysi�
The newly inaugurated Governor, Richard Kneip, became

involved in the Engineering School

Co

troversy _ primarily as a

result of a related issue involving the Board of Regents' decision

to eat the "lame duck" appointments of Gover.nor Frank Farrar , Ron

Sc idt of Pierre and El.vern Varilek of Geddes.

As reported in the Sioux Falls Ar s�Leader • of February 11 ;

197l t Governor Kneip stated that it as important for Charles Burke
and Harry l itt to continue the deliberations they had

Master Plan

begun . on

the

as therefore withdrawing Governor Farrar-' s appoint
ments of Ron Schmidt and Elvern Varilek. 9 5 Attorney General Gordon
and

Jf ' , . ,

'
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MydJ.and concurred with the Governor's decision and sulnitted the
:following statem nt to the Board of Regents implying that the
Regents were not .properly constituted :
Statutory law in imposing certain duties upon the
attorney eneral makes him the chief legal official and
U icJ , hose opinions shall guide these offices until
superceded by judicial decision.
If they follow this course they will perform their duty,
and even though the opinion thus given them be later eld
to be erroneous, they will ba protected by it. If they do
not follow this course, they · 11 be derelict in their
duty. 90

Despite this notice from the Attorney General, the Board of

Regents voted !our to one to overrule that opinion and a at Va.rilek
and Schmidt. 97 Thie disregard for his deci ion and the opinion
of the Attorney General prompted Governor Kneip to consider le e-al.
Upon reflection, however, he deci ed
not to pursue that course of action. 98
action against the board.

Governor Kneip expressed no as. s rtive themes.

Rather , his

comnents were of a refutational nature or supportive of hie actions
in the controversy.

Regarding the s pecial meeting called by the

Governor bet-ween the Board. of Regents and legislative leaders on

March 4, 1971, Governor' Yilleip described his motives as wanting

"to foster clear and calm communication bet een the Regents and

leaders of the 1 gislature concerning the status of the engin ering
school at SDSU. H 99 As repo�d by Paul Cross, a legislative

correspondent for the Rapid City Journal in the March 5, 1971

issue of that newspaper, Governor Kneip cited an additional reason

'for calling the meeting:

: ·

ii I

I

I , I

I

,
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�
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In 11JY view this matter has reached a point of emo
tionalism in which neit r body, nor the public, is
properly prepared to deru. with the matter carefully
d deliberately • • • • By sitting down together in
· an atmosph re o complete candid di ouasion, the Board
of Regents and the legislative leadership can find
oomnon
wid which will diffuse the emotion created
in this situation. 100
He :further added hat h hoped the m eting would clear up ·

many of the misunderstandings surrounding the decision by the Board
of R gents ,

Beyond this, I ould hope that e could lay this
sis for giving the public a clear understanding and
vioion of the future of higher education in outh
Dakota • • • • I can understand that t
far the delibra.tions on the Master Plan have ppeared fragmentary
and confusing to much of the public. In the current atmosphere of emotion d confusion, it is ·all too
possible that decisions may be ma c whinh [ma.- damage
higher ecr�cation in this state for decades to oma .
This oul.d accomplish xactly the opposite of what was
intended under the Mas r Plan. 101
Although expressing an interest in the controversy, Governor

Kneip was conscientious in stablishing his own neutrality:
It is not my intention to intrude on t}?.e decision
making of the Board of Regents or the legislature , but
I think there is a responsibility on the part of this
office to assure "comnunication" a.t the very least. l02

His primary concern in the controversy was its effect on

other legislative duties and reconmendations.

In the Rapid City

Journal of March 5, 1971, Governor Kne- p observed:

Certainly reapportiomnent is a contro ersial issue
along with tax reform d yet there eems to b more
interest in th iaster Plan and the school of engineer
ing than all else. 103
,,

I

'
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Becauoe there did

to b a slight conflict of l gislative

priorities, Go rnor Kneip xp ssed his opinion regarding the
pecially o led meeting s

b efits of

son the legislativ 1 adert
1
st ni t. They elcom d
d e
th board and di. cuss the
o t
tho ard' a past action and to try to let
know they o a.lao etting he t from around
the i SU . lO4
Altho

Gov

or

eip never expressed hio

rsonal opinions

on the ba ic contentions of the controversy, and never xpressed
a pref renc

bet1

en t e bill requiring an engineering college at

SDSU and the re olution asking the regents to reconsider their
d cision,
of

did state , as r ported in the Sioux Falls

gus-Lead r

h 8, 1971 , "The only problem I ee is putting off the deci-

sion for a year. That seams to b prolonging the agony, and it
probably

10
uld throw a good deal of the Master Plan up for grabs. " 5

Eval
In an attempt to remain n utral in the controversy, Governor
Kneip expr sa d no distinct assertive hemes and limited hi s remarks
to ef\lting t

ctions of others or

pporting his

own

He opposed the Board of Regents ' decision to seat t

acti ons .

appointees

of th _ fo er Gov rnor Farrar and supported that opinion with the
for calling

m eting betwe

the Board of Regents and the legis

lative leaders with per onal opinion and objectivity.
11' 1 1 , i ,,
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William Dougherty
Rhetorical anal sis
Will iam Dougherty, Lieutenant Governor of South Dakota and
presiding officer of the Senate, was relatively open in his limited
and not too candid remarks in the controversy. Within his nine
rhetorical contributions, 106 two assertive themes emerged and
dominated. his remarks.
Mr. Dougherty ' s first theme, as reported in the Sioux Falls
Ar

-Leader of February 17, 1971, was that the decision to move

the College of Engineering fr
on SDSU.

"The

SDSU would have a detrimental effeot

otion by the Board of Regent s is certainly a sever

bl ow to South Dakota State University and to the fine engineering

school at that college ." l07

To substantiate this theme, Mr. Dougherty established two

generally unsupported lines of argument, the first being that
s avings would not result from the move.

He st�ted:

Certainly the intention of the master plan to cut
· costs of higher education is comnendable, but I can see
no ay that any money will be saved by moving he long
time, ell-established e� ering school from one end
of the state to another. 10

llis only support for this theme and argument was found in

the Brookings Daily Regis� of February 18, 1971, when he reflected

from his personal experience :

I

I

"As a graduate of ' South Dakota State,

I have personal knowledge of the fine · ork that bas been ·done by
the staff of the college of ngineering at snsu. 0 109

11 I I . I
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The econd argument developed in support of the . theme that
the loss of the College of Engineering would have a detrimental
effect on SDSU, was reported in the F bruary 18, 1971, issue of
the Rapid City Journal .

It was his opinion that the Board of

Regents did not follow proper procedures in making their decision .
Thia argument was based on the before-mentioned question of se ting
the appointees of Go�ernor Farrar and his pinion that their actions
in that situation might· renect their irrespons ibility :

The future of higher education in South Dakota is at
the crossroads • • • • The decisions to be made will be
difficult at best, and certainly the people of our state
have the right to have these decisions made by a board
that does not have a legal cloud hanging over it. 110
The second assertive theme dev loped by Lt. Governor
Dougherty was that the legislature has the responsibility to inter
vene in the decisions of the Board of Regents.

His only argument

in support of this theme was that intervention was necessary because

the legislature represented the feelings of the people • . He stated:
When the Board of Regents or any other agency o'f state
government takes an action which is not in the best inter
ests of the people of South Dakota, then the legislature
has the right and duty to over rule them, because members
of the legislature are representatives of the people. Ill ·
On

this basis alone , that members of the legislature.

e

representatives of the people, Mr. Dougherty reasoned fallaciously,

"I ' m going to stick my neck out and pr diet that ,the engineering
college will stay at South Dakota State University. " 112 The major

premise of that ent}cymene oes not allow the conclusion reached _by

Mr. Dougherty unless the

entioned minor pre

se were to provid.e

I

I, I

1

�

t

that the legislature consistently followed the mandate of its
constituents .
As was indicated previously, Lt. Governor Dougherty ' s
contributions were generally personal reflections with no concrete
d.ep ndable arguments or support.
Evaluativ

ry

William Dougherty' s first assertive theme was that the loss
of t e College of Engineering would have a detrimental effect on
SDSU. He developed two lines of argument :
result from the move.

(1) Saving s would not

He supported this argument with personal

opinion and his experience as a student at SDSU.

(2 ) The Board of

Regents did not follow proper procedures in ma.Ir..ing their decision.
He offered no support for this argument other than his personal
opj.nion.
His second assertive theme was that the legislature has the
responsibility to intervene in the decisions made by the Board of

Regents. To support this theme, l/.1r. Dougherty developed only one
argument , that ·the legislature represents ·che feelings of the

people. From this argument, he established a faulty enthymene.

The conclusion he reached 1,ras that the College of Engineering �rould
be retained at SDSU.

70
Carveth Thompson
Rhetorical analys_!_!!
As author of House Conaurrent Resolution 520, Representativ�
11
Ca.rveth Thompson's six rhetorical contributions, 3 were all made
in reference to his· resolution requesting the Board of Regents to ·

reconsider their decision of February 11, 1971.

The first assertive . theme expressed by Representativo

Thompson was th.at passage. of HB 766 "could set a precedent for the
legislature to override any decision by any _ state boa.rd or com
mission. n

114

In the Rapid Cit� Journal _o;" �ch

18,

1971, Repre

sentative Thompson argued, "If we adopt this proposal, we are
establishing the precedent of rwmlng tbs colleges from the legis

lature . 0115 It was his opinion that passage �f the Bibby bill

would be much the same as telling the Board of Regents, "We lmow
more- about this than you do and we're overruling your decision. "

116

He continued, by citing an implication of this_ int�rvention:

In future years people from various - institutions will
- be knocking on our door wanting us to establish colleges
· on different campuBes� to set up different departments_
different programs. ll t

In an effort to . reconcile this implication, Mr. Thompson

introduced Concurrent . Resolution 520 as "another route this
conmittee and this 1.e gislatura can follou. " 118

Mr. Thompson's second assertive theme was that responsibility

for such decisions belongs to the Board of Regents, not the legis
lature .

"I believe the responsibility fo� the administration of

71
the state ' s seven institutions of higher education belongs to the
regents, not the legislature."119
To support this assertive theme, Mr. Thompson developed
the argument that within the legislature, emotion not reason was
the basis of the controversy.

In

the preface to the actual content

of the Cone� nt Resolution, it was observed by Representative
Thompson:
• • • th recent decision by the Board of Regents regard
ing the teaching of engineering at public higher educa- tion institutions in the state has aroused a great deal
of controversy, resulting in nn1ch heated and emotional
rhetoric • • • • a cooling off . period would be beneficial
to a11 · parties concerned and in the public interest of
al.l citizens of the state. 120
Speaking on the floor of the Rous on March 10, 1971 ,
Representative Thompson supported this argument r garding the
emotionali

of the controversy with the dva.ntages that his

resolution offered:

We are not debating the question of engineering at
ither college in thi resolution ••• It. is unfortunate
the legislature as in session Febru.B.rl1' 11 when the
engineering decision as made because- inluediately it be
sic] were
. came an emotional issue and legislatures [put under great pressur . 121

Repres :tative Thompson offered two ass rtive themes

lating to legislative involvement in the controversy. The first

assertive t

fl,'t

I

as that legislative intervention could s t a

dangerous precedent.

His only argument, supported by personal
11 1 , . ,

,

lo

1111
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opinion and implications, was that passage of the Bibby bill could
result in running the state -supported schools from the legislature.
Hie second assertive theme was that the responsibility for
acadomic decisions belonged to the Board of Regents , not the
legislature. Mr. Thompson offered the argument that within the

legisl ture, emotion not reason was the basis of the controversy.

Support for this argument consisted of personal· opinion concerning
possible advantages of his resolution•
.

Paul Brown

Rhetorical analysis
A Republican Sena.tor from Arlington, Paul Brown served as
the chief spokesman of Representative John Bibby's bill in the
Senate.

Because the bill was not considered in the Senate until

late in the legislative session, Mr. Brown's contributions were
limited both in frequency and point of reference. 122 They were
generally of a refUtational nature.
His first refutation concerned recr:iJDi.nations and attacks

against the legislature for becoming involved in the issue.

It

was his opinion, as recorded ,in the Sioux Falls ArGMs-Leader .of

March 13, 1971, that he did not think it ·was the responsibility
of any bo-ard to say that their report was "pure gqspel and un
touchable by the people. of the state.

I'm surprisea. that all of

a sudden it' s such a sin for the legislature to act on a matter
they feel is wrong. " 123

;I ! :! i
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As a staunch supporter of the Bibby bill, Senator Brown
was notably disappointed i.n the Senate'a action on the bill.
thought

friflmis

o f SDSU

had

enough support comnitted

for the_ Bibby bill to receive the necessary votes. 11

in the

124

"I
Senate

He argued,

"The amendment means the engineering school at South Dakota State
will be destroyed. The amendment solves notbing. u 12 5 However,
he did choose to seek support for the amendment to that bill to
insure

that

the issue

would

not die

in

the Senate :

After the amendment was tacked on, I still advised

passing the bill because , even as amended, it would
still be alive. If it had gone do-vm to defeat , we
would have lost it all. It wouldn ' t have even returned
to the house. The bill would have been dead. 1 26

In

further justification of his actions , Senator Brown

stated, "I felt keeping it alive in hopes something could be worked
out in conference committee rather than have the bill die and have

the decision of the Board of Regents stand. «127

As a member of the first Conmittee of Conference

appointe d

..

to adjust the differences between the Ho�ses, Senator Brown
explained,

In farmer language , e • re trying to compromise be
horse and a cow. These are incompatible deci
sions e I feel the only way e can proceed is to try
one course of action by modifying ne of the proposals ,
and then if that approach doesn't ·work, another con
ference conmittee can try something else. 128
tween a

Senator
understand that

Brown

we

further reminded the comm:i.ttee , "I hope

feel we have really made a

you

compromise. · You

11' I I , I ·'
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know "e had the support if we had wanted, to put the Bibby bill
out in its original fonn. " 129
Aft er a second conference c ommittee agreed on an- acceptable

compromise, Senator Brown remarked, "The law is satisfactory to
everyone.

I believe it is real good and John (Representative John

Bibby) feels it is a. good compromise. 11

1

30

Eval tive sunmary
Most of Mr. Brown's limited remarks were of a refutational
nature .

Responding to criticism against legislative intervention,

Mr. Brown utilized personal opinion as his primary form of support.
Regarding Senate action on the Bibby bill, Mr. Brown argued again
in tem.s of his personal opinion.

As a member of the first Com

mitt ee of Conference , Mr. Br<»m again relied on his personal opinion
in discussing the inequities of compromise.

Minor Contributors
The Board of Regents
Rhetorica1 analys _ s
The Board of

Regents ,

as a composite unit,

S\lbmitted .

only

one piece of rhetoric- that wa.s endorsed and accepted by all. It

c onsi e d of the resolution p ssed on March 5, 197]. (refer to
textnote 68 ) .

The resolution read as follows :

If' requested by the legislature the regents will
revi
any portion of the decisions made on the master

Il l l , J ; ,

b

I
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plan · · th an open mind and pending such review will not
implement the portion under consideration.131
sp:1te this single d claration of unity and agreement, the
Board of Regents were deeply divided on th basic issue of this

study, that of the future of engineering education in South Dakota.

Richard Battey and Lauren Lewis

enerally acted as spokesmen of ·

their respective factions and of the two, Mr. Battey, as chairman
of the Board of Regents , was the more outspoken.
Richard D. Battey
As . chairman of the Board of Regents , it might

ve been

exp cted that Richard Battey would serve as pokesman for the
�ard.

This was not the case. Mr. Battey as not theil"" mentor

and more often than not spoke out against the actions and inten
tions of the other members of the board.

All seventeen of the

rhetorical contributions attributed to Mr. Battey132 seemed to
emerge as a reaction to his minority status on the board, rather

than as a deliberate aas·ertion of themes .

This as clearly indicated in his first assertive theme,

that the Boa.rd _ of Regents had not followed proper procedures in

mak1ng their decisions.
so-call.ed "

eting"

This theme emerged as the result of . the

ld in Lauren Lewis's motel room, Wednesday

evening, F bruary 10 , 1971, before the reEralarly ,s cheduled meeting

of Thursday, February ll, 1971.

In Mr� Battey's opinion, "There

ra.s a caucus that took place to decide many items in the Master

Plan. u 133 He offered the_ supportive argument that tho e "kinds

11 I
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of meetings are suspect. tt

1 34

He reasoned deductively that because

''Many of the issues facing the South Dakota Board of Regents ere

eting, 11 135 and that "There ' s no question
that th seating was decided at that meeting, ,.136 it is only logical

decided in a
to

ss

tel room

that perhaps the engineering question was also decided

at that meeting.
era.
hie vo

This position as. strongly refuted by other board

However, his conclusion was based on the premise that

on both the seating is ue and the question of ngineerin&

education was the single dissenting opinion from those members
ho

been athered in Mr. Lewis's room the previous evening.
Another instance cited by Mr. Battey in support of his

theme that the Board of Regents had not follm ed proper procedures
in making their decision referred to a statement issued by

Conmissioner Gibb on March 13, 1971 , expressing the willingness

of t e Board of Regents to reconsider their decision concerning

the future of the College of En8ineering at SDSU.

Mr. Battey

stated that he was never in.formed that the. . Regents wanted to re

c onsider their decision.

"I ' m not sure how the decision w s reached,

but I lmow that I was not asked my · opl.¢.on.
this should be made in sessions

Judgments such as

· th all the regents present. "

137

He then indicated bis- suspicions regarding the int ntions of the
Board of Regents by asking a aeries of questions :,

I have a 1ot of questions in
mind. How long would
the study take ? How much would it cost? Is it merely an
attemp·t to con ert some . enators to vot against the Bibby
bill? These are matter that us d to be considered by a

jl' I I , I , ,'

�
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full meeting of the Board. Obviously , ome people have
taken it upon th� lves to dictate board policy without
a board meeti,ng.l�
It was Mr. Battey ' s candid opinion that this- statement
issu d by Comnission r Gibb

s nothing more than "just a last

ditch effort to prevent the Senate :from taking the same action •

was

• • • the Regents were hipped in the House rhen Bibby's bill
1
pass d 56-17. " 39

At the Board of Regents Meeting of F brua.J.7 10-11, 1971 ,

as recorded in the minutes of that meet

, Richard Battey advanced

bis second assertive theme that there should be two Colle ges of
Engineering in South Dakota.

"I definitely will speak in support

of the motion that there be two engJ.J."1.eering schools in South
1 4o
Dakota."
The first argument supporting this theme was that
savings

ould not result from

the

decision.

In bis opinion, 1We
1

are educating kids cheaper than junior colleges in other
states. " 141. Although offering no vidence to support this argu-

ment, Mr. Battey further expressed his opinion that any savings
that might result would not begin to justify the damage done to
SDSU by moving its College of Engineering .

As reported in the

SDSU Collegian, "At best, ta�ing engineering away from SDSU would
result in a 300,000 saving to emasculate an inatitution. " 142

A second argument developed by Mr. Battey , to support the
theme that there should be two Colleges of Engineering in South

Dakota, taken from the Rapid City Journal of February 11,

1971 ,

I I' I
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was that common
of Eo.gineer:ing at

en..� e forbids such an action as closing the College

snsu,

AB adults 1 are prepared to fold, punch, and muti
late students. I don't think �e can tell ·1, 200 students
at State who want to talce engineering that they · 11 have
to t e water d down courses or transfer.l43
He further added his opinion that "the facts have been so·
clouded n this i sue that I think as responsible people, open
minds mu.st prevail. "

144

Mr. Battey reinforced his position that South Dakot a should
retain both Colleg s of Engineering when he replied to a remark
by Comnissioner Gibb that legislative action would cause the Board
of Regents to "go back and start from scratch on the t4aster Plan
for Higher Education" (refer to textnote 32) :

It is regrettable that the statements ere made. It
clouds the issue of engineering at State . As far as I ' m
concerned the decision to maintain the present role of
SDSM&T is unrelated to the engineering uestion at SDSU. 145

He supported this refutation with the opinion that"The
· related. " 146 And
roles of each institution were separate and not
further,

••• I can't nvision the ard ever changing SDSM&.1: to
a comprehensive college just becau e the legisl ture says
in its view it thinks an ngineering college should be
retained at snsu. 147

To illustrate his ind p ndence and alienation from the

jority of the Board of Regents, Chairman Battey defende

his minority status and his

both

· ght as an individual to speak his

convictions and assert his basic theme at

Boa.rd of Regents on March 5, 197].:

special meeting of the

•' j
I

•
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My conduct as Chairman of this Bo · d has indicated
that I on ' t necessarily let the Board do my thinking
for me • • • • In my opinion , the matter of the major
role change is a matter of legislative parietal • • • •
I don't change that opinion based pon the fact that
the majority of the Board do not agree with me.148
He

further observed that if his ctions, as Chairman of

the Board, se ed contradictory and confusing to the public, as had
been indicated by som sources, the actions of other members were
equally confusing and contradictory :
Th publ o is contused, they are confused and misled
not only by the Chairman but by the conduct of the entire·
Board• • • • This Board has chosen a course of action
hich is confusing on the seating issue • • • if you con
fuse the public on one �r two issues, they will be con
fused on the next one.l 9
As a. final co

nt regarding the actions of the Board of

Regents, Mr. Battey expressed his own feeling, " It ' s absolutely
incredible.

I doubt if the board will have any credibility with

the public after this is all over. "1 50

Lauren Le, · s
Lauren Lewis ' s first recorded statement of the controversy
appeared in the minutes of the Board of Regents '
11, 1971, in reference to the preceding evening:

eeting, February

Last night in my room ere at the Holiday Inn, five
of the Regents got together and had a meeting • • • • I
only mention this because I :feel there is going to be
som conment on this . 151
There was indeed co ent on this matter. This meeting

served as a basis for the conclusions of Chairman Battey that

11' 1 I , 1 1 /
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decisions wer made at that meeting.

In the Sioux Falls Argus

Leader of February 11, 1971, Mr. Lewis offered an xplanation of
the meeting:

They Wohn Larson of Kennebec , Jim Deam of Yankton,
Marian Hersrud of �._......n, Ron Schmidt of Pierre, and
Dr. Richard Gibb, co
sioner of higher education)
just dropped by to shoot the breeze.1 52
He then modified the statement made in the confines of the

Regents ' meeting by stating to the press , "There as no meeting.

1
We didn't decide anything. " 53 One can only assume that Mr. Lewis's

definition of the word "meeting" was altered in the interim between
the Board of Regents ' meeting and his statement to the press.
Throughout his fi:rteen rhetorical contributions, 154 Mr.
Lewis seemed to agree consistently with the Comnissioner of Higher
Education , Richard Gibb. His first assertive t eme , taken :from
the minutes of the February 10-11 , 19 71 meeting of the Board,

as

that "We should have one engineering school in the state and it

should be at Mines. 11 155 It was his first ar�nt that this

decision should be made because it affected the future of many

people.

We have gone dmm the line :far enough and today we need

0

to make a decision as there are many people involved. t,l56 Mr.

Lewis offered no supportive data f'or this argument. ·

The second argument developed by Mr. Lewis in support of

the theme that South Dakota should have only one engineering schoo�
as that SDSU would maintain a limited · p ogrrun ihich would satisfy

its needs.

"You

[snsu] could have .Agricultural Engineering with·

11 1 1 , 1 1 !
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staff support in other areas such as civil, mechanical and
1
electrical . " 57

Speaking

in reference to the R solution adopted

by

the ·

Board of Regents on March 5, 1971 , (refer to textnotes 68 and 31 )

Mr. Let- • s implied a econd ssertive th

, that decisions regarding

curricula should be made by the Board of Regents, not the legis
lature .

In his opinion, although the request of Mr. Bibby was

fair, ( ref r to textnote 67 ) he did not think · t represented the
wishes of a sub tantial number of legislators or a majority. 158
He argued that while the Board of Regents should make decisions,
they ere under the jurisdiction of the legislature .
bj ct to the direct.ion of the legislature insofar

principle are concerned.

''We

e

s general

If the legislature asks us to do some
1
thing, th board rl.11 respond a.a it always has. 0 59 Extending
this argument, Mr. Lewis stated:

If the legislature as a group asks us to review any
portion that we have ne, then we will do . so with a fair
and open mind • • • I am will.ing to listen t o further
facts • • • I want everybody to have a complete and f'ull
· hearing without any re ervations. 16o

Despite his expressed intentions that the matter should be

freely heard, Mr. Lewis . was �dament with bis second. argument . that
"the proponents or opponents on any portion of the Master Plan have

had

very fair and complete hearing."
To support this ar

meetings of the board:

161

ent, Mr. Lewis cited two previous

11 1 1 . 1

,
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We met in December in Sioux Falls, we d further
hearings in January in Pierre. These were all public
eari.ngs. Ev ry institution as eard and eve one
ho as there 1 s heard. And I recall at t e end of
t hearing in January, the cha..__.. ............,. asked very spe
cifically, if anyone else wished to be heard and the
bo
was willing to stay as long as anyone had any
thing else to say. And hen there was no r sponse ,
the meeting closed. 162
Miss Dona Brown, a former member of the Board of Regents
for twelve years , was critical of the regents ' lack of adequate
public hearings on the Master Plan (refer to textnote 234 ).

Her

remarks prompted Mr. Lewis to respond :
To my knowledge , Miss Brown was 11ot at either the
hearings in • ioux Falls in December or those in Pierre
in January. I think it was most ill-advised on her
part to make comnents hen as far s I know he has
not had an opportunity to avail herself on this mate
r1al••• • She is factually incorrect in many of the
statements she has mada . 163
Mr. Lewis then obs erved, " It' s unfortunate to say this,
but the fact that Miss Brown is strongly affiliated with South :
.
164
Dakota State University ha l ent oolor to her remarks. "Mr. Lewis ' s third ·assertive theme
was that iegisl·-· ative
..
.

·,. '

..

:

.
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intervention in this matter would restrict the :Board's effective

ness in future matters.

bill

In his opinion, the passage of the Bibby

ould make meaningless . puppets of the members of the

board. st165 He offered the argument that the positions would lose
their· attractiveness.

"The time and energy would, be worthless ,

and I oubt that e could attract high quality peopl

for this

Job . "166 It was his opinion that if legislative action were

impl

_nted t "then there really is no need for the Board of

11' I
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Regents. " 7 To avoid that possibility, Mr. Lewis was persist nt

in expressing the willingness and good intention of the board
regarding a reconsideration of their decision :
I feel that we have made the right decision after a
great deal of study and effort . But I'm willing to admit
that we could have made a mistake. We ' re willing to re
consider our decision with an open mind, and we ' re willing
to call in an outside group for recommenmions. I don't
see how we can go any further than that. l
Ronald Schmidt

As a new member of the Board of Regents, Ronald Schmidt ' s

eleven contributions169 reflected a more active involvement than
might have been anticipated.

Mr. Schmidt supported the theme that

South Dakota should have one College of Engineering and that it
should be at the School of Mines. At the meeting of the Board ·

of Regents on February ll, 1971, Mr. Schmidt argued that savings

was low on the list of criteria when considerin8 the engineering
school question.

Rather, he expressed the opinion that the Regents

should "strive for quality and the best possible program in every

are a . u 17 0 His second argument was that the College of Engineerin8

was not an essential factor to programs at SDSU.

He stated that

he had been told (he did not . indicate by whom) that "eI'l..gineering
support to the EROS project and the Remote Sensing Institute is

not a primary consideration • • • · • The

ngineering support for

those programs insofar as Brookings is concerned · s not critical
and the Remote S ensing Institute could stand alone . " 171

1
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The second assertive theme presented by Mr. Sc�dt as
that the legislature should not become involved in matters of
curricula. With regard to HB 766 suhnitted by Representative
• Schmidt expressed his opinion :

Bibby,

I am very much opposed to the principle and concept
of 1 gislating on curriculum and would be opposed to the
bill as subnitted by Representative Bibby • • • • [because
the bill] includes many other things besides Engineering •
• • • other are
of curriculum which are not a pa.rt of
the J1aster Plan . 172
This theme reappeared in the discussion of the letter sent
to the Board of Regents by Representative Bibby requesting further
discussions by the Regents on engineering education (refer to
textnote 67 ) :

I know this proposal was developed in the best faith
in every sense of the word • • • • But I'm opposed to the
principle and the concept of legislating curriculum • • • •
The thing that is bothering me is that there have been
other individual legislators who also have s�ken out
very contrary to the thought of this letter. 73
Regarding what seemed to be a popular opinion that John

Bibby ' s position represented the thinking of the majority of the

population, Mr. Schmidt argued that leg-lslative intervention would
not represent the feelings of the majority of the population.
observed,

maybe 3

He

I have had very 1.�ttle communication on this issu�-letters and 2 _ phone calls . " 174 He concluded that, because
11

there was so little conmunication, "there certainly is strong

support for the actions of the Board on the Master Plan. "175 It

was Mr. Schmidt ' s opinion that the general public had not stated
1 6
their support because "they didn ' t think �f it. " 7

85

A second argument defending his position that the legis
lature should not become involved in the matter was that the issue
was based on emotion rather than facts or logic .

Mr. Schmidt .

expressed his disappointment "that the movement is to appeal to
the emotions and politics and the use of misleadjng words and

phrases • • • • it is Wlfair to the publio. " 177

In another interpretation of this argument, taken from the
Sioux Falls Argus-Leader of March 5, 1971 , Mr. Sc

dt said:

I am personal.ly very disappointed with the appeal to
motion, the appeal to politics , the use of catchy and
misleading catch-words to catch the public fancy without
any relevsncy to the post [sic]. It ' s not fair to the
public. 17
In an attempt to establish their good i.'ltcnticns, Mr.

Schmidt figur tively patted the Board of Regents on the back when
he observed , "I am not aware of any study in the history of the

state that had been given more time, effort, thought and consider
ation than the Master Plan• • • • I think the fact that we ' re

willing to subj ect our decision to tmbiased scrutiny speaks well
for. the

Board. 0

1 79

John Larson

Although John Larson voted with the majority that there

should be only one College of Engineering in South Dakota, he did
xpress reluctance to limit Engineering at SDSU: ,

I don ' t believe we can afford two completely ful.l
b1own engineering schools. I can't accept the idea
that it should be so severely limited to an Agricultural
Ellgineering Department with limited support• • • • Ia

1 ' I
I
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it necessary to go to this srremity to achieve the
result we are looking for? l
To support this theme, Mr. Larson made limited references
to the arguments of savings , industrial development, and enrollment_
at SDSU.

The following statement was taken from the Board- of

Regents m eti.ng on February 11 , 1971 :

In

the list of criteria for making this reconmenda
tion, cost savings ranks low. Another criteria. :i.s ·
tudent need and it is indicated that less than 1/2
the students would transfer to Mines. I am also greatly
disturbed on the question of industrial develoi:ment,
• • • I don't think there is any �ig hazard as far as
enrollment is concerned at snsu . l 1

This was the total scope and development of these arguments .

No support was presented.

With regard to the before-mentioned "me eting" held in

Regent Lewis ' s motel room Wednesday evening , February 10, 1971,

prior to the important discussions on Thursday, February 11, 1971 ,

Mr. Larson offered the refutation that "We just happened to wander
together as has happened time and time aga:�• _ There were no plans
or programs involved.

These things just bappen. "182

Mr. Larson offered refutation against the premise that

inadequate public hearings were held on the Master Plan.

According

to the minutes. of the Special. Meeting of the Boa.rd of Regents on

March 5, 1971, Mr. Larson expressed this opinion:

Somebody is trying to convey to the public and the
students
that we did not hold adequate and proper hear. a. This
is amazing that this view should be advanced.
I ras astounded to see material distributed to students
s ying, "remember, the regents ne er held public hear
ings on the question 0£ the college of engin ering at
SDSU. " 183

1 1' I
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Elvern Varilek
Elvem Varilek , who with Richard Battey cast the only
dissenting votes against the recommendation that there be only

one College of Engineering in South Dakota , contributed only three ·

items of rhetoric in the controversy.
the

Board

A!3 the other new member of

of Regents , Mr. Varilek was far more subdued than his

counterpart, Mr. Schmidt.
The first item of rhetoric attribut -d to Mr. Varilek was
in the form of a motion at the
11 , 1971 .

Board of Regents ' meeting of

February

"I move that there be two Colleges of Engineering in

South Dakota. 0

184

According to the minute · of that meeting, Mr.

Varilek's position was based on bis opinion that "he didn't think
a dime could be saved"

18 5

by eHminating the College of Engineering

from SDSU.
Speaking in :reference to the controversy involving his
seat on the Board of Regents , Mr. Varilek confided to Paul Cross

of the Rapid City Journal, " I've ridden horses· for a long time

and- worn out a lot of saddles , but I've been seated and unseated

more times in the last year than any time in my life . " 186

Mr. Varilek's only other recorded remarks were fol.llld in

the minutes of the S�ecial Me�ting held March 5, 1971 , when he

expressed his opinion that the public seemed confused with regard
to the Board of Regents ' position.

Varilek cited three examples:

To support this opinion, Mr.
1 1 i '. 'j ;
I '
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Mr. Battey indicated that it was up to the legisla
ture . to make these decisions. The Governor and Lt.
Governor have made so bad statements. We have had
news releases from this Board wbich are confus�ng. We
have to be fair to the public . 187
Others

No rhetorical conments were discovered that could be

attributed to Regent James Deam or to Regent Marian Herarud during
the time limitations of this study.

The Board of Regents expressed two differing points of
view.

Richard Battey represented one faction. His first assertive

theme was that the Boa..."rd of Regents had not followed proper pro
cedures in making their decisions .

One supportive argument was

offered, that meetings without all members present are suspect.
Deductive reasoning, and an example supported this argument.

The second assertive theme developed by i1r. Battey was

that there should be two colleges of engineering in South Dakota .
Two . arguments were developed :
the eljmination of one school.

(1 ) Savings would not result from
To support this argument, Mr.

Battey relied exclusively o personal opinions.

(2) Conmen �ense

forbids such an action as closing the College of Engineering at

SDSU.

Personal opinions again emerged as his only form of support.
Mr. Battey also presented four refutational statements

regarding the decisions of the Board of Regents and his alienation

from them. These statements, too, were supported by personal opinion.

;1 i
I
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The other members of the Board of Regents expres�ed three
assertive themes .

The first of the e was that there should be

one College of Engineering in South Dakota and it should be at
the School of Mines .

Four arguments were developed :

( 1 ) This

decision should be ma.de because it affected the future of many
No supportive data was offered to substantiate this

people.
argument.

(2 ) SDSU ' e ngineering needs would be satisfied with

the Deparbnent of Agricultural Engineering.
t he basis of this argument.

( 3 ) Quality education , not savings,

should be the prime consideration.
this argument.

Personal opinion was

No support was presented for

( 4) Engineering was not an essential · factor to

programs at SDSU.

To support this argument, und cumented personal

opinions were utilized.

A second implied assertive theme was that decisions regard

ing curricula should be made by the Board of Regents, not the
legislature .
sented:

Four arguments, in defense of this theme, were pre

( 1 ) While the decisions should be· made by the Board of

Regents, they

re under the jurisdiction of the legislature.

Personal opinion supported this argument.

(2) Adequate public

hearings were held before "tbre decision was made .

Two previo:us

meetings of the Board were cited in support of this argument .

(3) Legislative

intervention would not represent ,the feelings of

the majority of the population.
argument.

Personal opinion supported this

( 4 ) Emotions, not logic, were the basis of the

,I i
I

'
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controversy. Again, personal opinion was utilized to support this
argument.
The third assertive theme was that leg1slative intervention
in this matter ould restrict the effectiveness of the Board of
Regents.

One argument, that the position would lose its attrac

tiveness, was developed with per ona1 opinion as the only support.
Refutationa.l statements were expressed in defense of the
:Board of Regents • position that there was no meeting in Mr. Lewis ' s
motel room, and that the Board of Regents had acted in the best
interests o:f the state .

Personal opinions were the only form of

support utilized in these refutations.
Legislative Spokesmen
Rhetorical analysis
Seventeen State Senators

and

Representatives contributed

minor items of rhetoric to the Engineering School Controversy.

Most of these contributions were a direct result of some action
on the floor or comnent by another individual and, in that respect

were considered refutational

The comnents of these seventeen

c ontributors have been arranged in alphabeticaJ. order.
Grant .Amundson

Grant AmUndson, a Republican Representative from WatertO\/m, _

favored the retention of the College of Engineering at SDSU. Thia

theme was not stated by Mr. Amundson , rather it was implied in
his remarks.
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In the Rapid City Journal of March 10, 1971 , Mr • . Amundson
expressed the theme that emotionalism had become the· basis of the
c ontroversy.

He stated:

I regret that it appears necessary for the legislature
to ct. It is unfortunate the regents did not reconsider
their decision sooner in view of the opposition to their
action. It might y� prevented the emotionalism now
clouding the issue. l�
Although implying that the legislature should intervene in
this matter, Mr. Amundson expressed the desire that his motives
and preferences not

be

misinterpreted.

"My opposition to this

decision should not be interpreted as a lack of confidence in the
regents. "189
Joe Barnett
A Republican Representative from Aberdeen and a member of .

the House State Affairs Conmittee that considered the Bibby bill,
Joe Barnett made three short rhetorical contributions in support

of the implied theme that the legislature shm.µd intervene in this

matter.

The first of these was recorded in the Rapid City }ournal

of March 4, 1971 , regarding the resolution passed by Regents ex

pressing their dllingnesa to reconsider their decision.

He

implied the possibility that they might then make a final decision

not subject to legislative approval:

"There is a' risk and gamble

in th.ts for both the opponents and propone11ts of keeping · the

engineering college at South Dakota. State. " 190

jl I
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ithin the House State Affairs Comnittee, Mr. �rnett
nded that the Bibby bill leave that comnittee without

rec

reconi:net�tion, rather than with a "do not pass" r conmendation,
which

s the other feasible alternati e .

engine ring issue has beco
underst

His ar

ent, as stated ·

"very emotional, and those who do not

d the 1 gislative process may think it

ul .-.harsh to
. ....

1 1
rec nm nd the do-not-p ss. · I think this wil1 be mor , pal :tabl�. .. 9
On

Wednesday, March 10, 1971 , Mr. Barnett urged the House

of Representatives to send the Bibby bill to the Senate �d.th the

largest possible affirmative vote "to show the faculty, students
1 2
and the public that there is unity in the leg:islatv.re. 11 9
It is apparent that there will r in an eng�eeri.ng
school at South Dakota State, and I l.ll"ge you to send
this bill
the Senate with the largest possible major
ity vote.1

�S

Don Bierle

It was the opinion of Don Bierle, ·a Republican Senator from

Yankton and a member of the :first Comni.ttee of Conference set up
to adjust the differences between the Houses, that the legislature

should not become involved

in

the establishing of curricula : _

We are going far beyond our scope by establishing
colleges in home ·economics, physical and biological and
social scie ces, secondary teacher education and the
humaniti � This hould be left up to the Board of
Regents. 4
;1 j
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Julian Cheney
Representative Julian Cheney, a Republican from Creighton ,
implied his support of legislative· intervention when he referred
to the amendment to the Bibby bill calling for an outside group
to come in and tudy the engineering question :
le did hire one man {Dr. Richard Gibb, conmi-s sioner
of higher education) to make this decision and didn't
take bis advice . I think we · should do it ot selves,
rather than hire another group to study it. 195
Robert Gi bink.
A Republican Representative from Sioux Falls, Robert Giebink

made tlo consecutive references to the Bibby bill and its detrimental
effects on the Boards and Comnissions in state government.

With

regard to the Bibby bill, Mr. Giebink observed, " It's an ill-timed

bill, no matter how sincerely it was introduced. 0 196 It was Mr.

Giebink's opinion that the Board of Regents were not to blame, but
rather the legislature, they asked for the Master Plan.

"Let's

put the blame right were it belongs--right on the legislature.
h uld at least give the regents the courtesy of letting them
reconsid r their previous decision. " 19 7

We

P :ul Cross of the Rapid Citz Journal quoted Representative

Giebink regarding the. implications of legislative intervention on

other state boards and commissions:

It is questionable ,hether anyone will want to serve
on t Board f Regents, or any other of the boards and
con:mi.saion i if the legislature has the right to tell it
hat to do. 98
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Woodrow Hawley
As a Democratic Representative from Brandt and a member of
the House State Affairs Co

ttee, Woodrow Hawley observed that

mail on the engineer-lng issue was "the heavie at in my seven years
1
in the House . 0 99 Mr. Hawley further conmented that the l�tters

ere rnnning about

"99

to l " in favor of keeping engineering at

the Brookings schoo1. 200
James Jelbert

James Jelbert, a Republican Representative from Spearfish
and a member of the House state Affairs Con:mittee, was very much
opposed to the concept of legislative involvement in the estab
lishing of curriculum.

This theme was implied in his concern with

the precedent that might be established by such involvement :
I can see many bills next year, asking the legisla
ture to add courses to every college in the state. I
could even ask a request that a college of law be imple
mented at Black Hills. 201

AB a member of the House State Affairs Committee, Mr.

Jelbert urged that the Bibby bill leave the Comnittee with a "do

not pass" recoIImendation because that "states my philosophy on

the bill.

I am strongly op�sed to the principle embodied

in reversing the decision of the Board of Regents by legislative
action. " 202

Curtis Jones

Curtis Jones, a Democratic Senator from Britton, implied ·

the theme that he did not ·

pport l gislative intervention in the

,, i
I
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eatabl1sbing ot curricula.

He did observe, however, that both

aides in the controversy were guilty of} wrong-doingz
I haven't agreed with many things that have been
done by the Board of Regents and I haven't agreed with
eaae. tbings_tbat have been done by South Dakota State
Um.varsity. 20:,

It was his opinion, that while both sides had legitimate

arguments, the Bibby bill contained some lmderlying implications
that could be dsmag:f ng:

"This bill _i� saying more than just a

question of engineering, you will be telling the Board of Regents
that anything you want to do must ·come ·back to us. "

204

Robert l'mltaon
A Democratic Representative :tran Rapid City and one of the

sixteen co-authors of·HB

766,

Robert Knutson also held the dis

tinction of being the only West River representative to support
John Bibby's bill.

In an interview �th Paul CrQSS of the Rapid

City Journal� Mr. Knutson candidly discussed the motivation under
lying his decision to support BB 766:

"I

know people

want to

know the hard, solid tacts of why my name was on the bill.

Some

times JOU have to be emotional to let them know your imler
fee11ngs."205
Mr. Knutson had four �tional $rguments for sUpporting the
Bibby bill,� first being, according to Mr. Cro�s, "He is a
graduate ot SDSU, his father graduated from the school in 196o,

and he is one of six children who has attended the,same school." 2

06

The second argument offered _by Mr. Knutson. was that "South Dakota

;• i
I

•

'j.
'

needs a •western university, ' one of the points which D!'. Gi_bb
ma.de in one of' his Master Plan recommendations that the state

school of ngineering be located at South Dakota State. 11 207 Mr.

Knutson supported this argument with his statement:

I want to l!ID e the School of Mines gI'Olf, and I believe
it can bC st be done by making it a western South Dakota
Universit':I as was proposed in the tfaster Plan. 208

RepresentatiV e Knutson's thir-d argument was concerned with

the student population and need in South Dakota:

If we switch the engineering college at South Dakota State to the School of Mines, we ·will be hurting the young
people of the state, especially those who live in the
eastern halt •••• Ninety per cent of those who take
engineering at SDSU come from east of the river, and the
other 10 per cent from the west. 209

Finally, Mr. Knutson justified his not-too-popular position

by stating, "Industry is beginning to develop in the eastern part
of the state, and I believe it has located where it has because

of the engineering schoo1 . 11210

Representative Knutson told Mr. Cross _that he regretted

being caught in the middle and that the oontroversy could have
been avoided had the decision not come during the legislative

session:

I'm caught right in the midcile. I ould have pre
feITed to see the Board of Regents hold up on this
decision Wltil after the legislative session because
of the political :implications •••• The Board of
Regents should have gone straight ahead with'the first
line of' recommendcttions, because if the bill that I am
oo-sponsor for goes through, i·t will open a great big,
huge box. Everyone in the state will come down here
.and want the legislature to help them out. 211
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Bernie Kopecky

The Democratic minority leader of the House of Represent

atives, Bernie Kopecky of Aberdeen, expressed his opinion in the

Sioux Falls Argus-Leader of March 20, 1971, that the Board of

Regents ere so divided and were causing "so much friction they

s hould all

be

asked to re ign and let a new board be picked. 11

212

Tom Mills

A Republican Senator from Sioux Falls, Tom Mills supported

t he theme that it was the responsibility of the legislature to
"reverse. irreaponsi'ble acts" 213 of the Board of Regents.

To support

this theme, Mr. Mills argued, as was stated in the Sioux Falls

Arg'U.§::Leader of March 2, 1971, that it was "quite evident n that the

people of the state did not want the College of Engineering removed

from SDSU and that the Board of Regents had "ceased to act in the

best interests of the people. 0214

It was Mr. Mills' opinion that

he

was _certain that the

legislature did not want the burdens of the Board of Regents, "but
since the legislature was empowered to create the board, so also

the legislature

has

the power and duty to eliminate it. 11215 Mr.

Mills then speculated on the fut�e actions of the ·Board of Regents
if the legislature did not intervene in this matter:

If this irresponsibility is allowed to continue
there is no doubt the next step will be to move or·close
the CoJieges of Nursing, Pha.rmacy,·and Home Economics at
SDSU.
•'
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Jamee Ne1son
J'ames Nelson, a Republican RePXfesentative from Rapid City,
expressed a neutral position in his remarks. No particular themes
or direction were d�veloped in his cOIJ1Dents.

In discussion of a

bill before the legislature which would permit two Regents on the
seven-member board to be chosen at large and from counties in which
a state institution was located, Mr. Nelson observed, "Alumni

ties to schools may be argued to have more influence on voting

than county residence•••• If this proposal had been in effect,
·
217
we might not have seen the decision by- the Regents that we did."
.Aa a member of the House State Affairs Comnittee reviewing
both House Concurrent Resolution 520 and House Bill 766, Mr.
Nelson obs.erved:
I have heard much testimony on the bill to retain
engineering at State, but we have had no testimony on
tbe reaol.ution. I'd like to at least give this resolu
tion sane serious consideration as an alternative�
legislative intervention in the regents decision. 21
Don Osheim
The Speaker of the House of Representatives, Republican
Don Osheim, expressed initial reluctance regarding legislative
intervention but, because
later :felt that

the

oi the Board

legis1ature

was

of Regents I actions,

he

.,..

compelled to intervene. In

the,Rapid City Journal on March 10, 1971, Mr. Osheim C0JIIDellted:
I have felt al1 along this was ·properly a regents
decision rather than something �or the legislature.
But their decision to reconsider only i:f' directed to
do ao by the legislature makes this a.legislative
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tter. I see no reason now· why the legislature should
not take it o t of their hands, pass the bill- and put
an end to this dispute . 21 9
Jam a Rothstein
James

othstein, a R publican Representative from Mobridge

and Chairman of the House State Affairs Conmittee considering the·
proposed legi la ion, �stablished the neutrality of the Comnittee

t

with regard to the upcoming comnittee action on the Bibby bill:
"We will appraise and evaluat d.th logic not emotion. "220 After
both HB 766 and House Concurrent Resolution 520 had been sent to

the floor of the House, Mr. Rothstein explained the possible alter

natives of the ensuing legislative action:

I have no idea what will happen to either the bill or
the resolution. If the bill is defeated and a reevalua
tion of_ engineering is approved, the Board of Regents
would be sustained in their decision. The resolution
· ould still give the school some hope. 221

IJ.oyd SchrB..g

Lloyd Schrag, the Senate Majority Leader from Marion, ex

pressed no assertive theme r position in the controversy.

His

only pertinent remarks were of an infonnative nature regarding the
apparent confusion between �he Bibby bill and another bill giving

formal approval to the merger of Dakota State College and South

Dakota State University.

As quoted in tl e Rapid City Journal of

March 11, 1971, Mr. Schrag explained the confusion:

A lot of people are tying these two bills together.
They feel that if e p ss the Bibby bill, we hould kill.
the Dakota 'tate bill. That• a why we had the Dakota State

11
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bill det'erred until Saturday. We should have the Bibby
b111 � then and we can discuss them both on the same·
2
day.
1;

otto·stern
Regarding

the

actions of the Board ot Regents, it was otto

stem's implied theme that they should be supported for their
As a Republican Representative from Freeman and

forthrightness.

Cba:Lrma1l of the Joint Appropriations Comnittee which "had be@
etJmled in hearing requests and budgets
b:igber education

because of

by the previous board,"
came on, there have

223

been

the

:r.rom· the

'inaction

iDstitutions of

and lack of leadership'

he stated that "since the new members

decisions

made

on

the Master Plan which

have mabled the camti.ttee to have a sense of direction in hearing
those regents."

224

Menno Tschetter
The

Democratic

Representative

implied two themes in his remarks.

�m Huron, Menno

Tschetter

First, · he favored the retention

of the College of Engineering at SDSU, and secondl.y, he supported

legislative intervention in the matter:
been given to the legisla�.

"It is sad that this

Now that it is here, it is for us

to bandle it, l: think this college has been hurt. n

Others
Senators

.Burke, Burns,

has

and

225

Grams, and Representatives

Gunderson, stern, and Young released the following statement in ·
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the Sioux Fal s Argus-Le der on February 24, 1971, in support of

Comnissioner Gibb's recomnendations for ngineering education.
Two ·

lied themes inherent in this statement were that the leg:is

lature should not be involved in establishing cU?Ticula, and that
the Board of Regents hould be supported in their decisions:

Criticism of the Regents of Education cone rning
some of their action on the academic master plan is
most unfortunate.
The legislature, in 1968, called for the developnent
academic ster plan for public higher eduction.
of
For years, the regents received criticism for pennitting
tmnecesaary duplication of courses and programs. It was
hoped, with the development of the academic master plan,
tbia could be eliminated. The regents have now considered
the master plan and taken very positive steps toward ·
improving the quality of higher educat·on while, at the
ame time, improving the efficiency of its operations •
.Altho
we do not nece arily "gree with all the
ecisions made by the regents, we feel that they made
their decisions objectively, intelligently, and �tlth the
best interest of the people of South Dakota in mind.
They deserve the support of the legislature and the226
people of South Dakota for their farsighted action.

Evaluative SUlllil8;IT

Within the rhetorical contributions of the seventeen

legislators discussed in this section, no ssertive themes ere
expressed.

Rather, the legiolators implied assertive themes re

lating to the actions occllrl;'ing in the leg· slature.

Five of these

implied themes emerged and were discussed in terms of individual

interests and implications.

The first of these themes, as developed by tt-ro legislators,

that the College of Engineerillg at SDSU should be retained.

This theme was supported �Y p rsonal opilµon.

I
I
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I
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second implied theme, expressed by one legislator,
that motionali

had become the basis of the controversy.

theme was also supported by per onal reflection.

as

This

Seven legislators expressed their personal opinions in

terms of the implied assertive theme that the legislature should
intervene in the establi bing of curricula.

Of the e seven, one

le islator expressed four arguments supporting his opinion that

the legislature should intervene:
had emotional reasons.

(1) He, as a graduate of SDSU,

(2) South Dakota would benefit from a

Western University at the School of •lines.

(3) '11he :numb�r of

students from eastern South Dakota attending SDSU enhanced the

need for the school to remain there.

(4) The College of Er�.JL ,.. ring

at DSU was influential in attracting industry.

vere supported by personal opinion.

All these arguments

A fourth implied theme, discussed by five legislators, was

that the legislature should not become involved in establishing
curricula.

The main argument developed to support this them was

that dangerous precedents for other boards and commissions could be
established.

Personal opinion was the basis of this argument.

Two legislators exp�essed the theme that the Board of'

Regents should b conmended for their actions. Again, personal
opinions supported this theme.

•

•

The comnents of four legislators were neutral in that no

assertive or implied theme could be detected.

Their remarks

ere
1.1

,
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of an informative nature and were supported by fact and personal
opinions.
Concerned Citizens
Rhetori
thro

c

al

anal s is

Included in this very broad category are those citizens

out South Dakota who expressed concern for the future of

engineering ducation in South Dakota.

Their concern was voiced

most fequently through letters to the editors in the various ·

newspapers, but some conments within news releases were discovered

and have been noted.
professions

These citizens represent a broad spectrum of

interests.

Agairi, these con erned citizens have

been arranged in alphabetical order except when a time sequence
required a chronological organization.

John Beatty

Jolm Beatty, a. merchant of Brookings, wrote a lett

t e editor which appeared in the Sioux F

March 14, 1971.

-Leader on

to

His remarks were concerned with "an article pub

lished in the R nid City Journal :indicating secret, undisclosed
plans concerning higher education in South Dakota. 1227 There

were two such articles found in the RaEid City Journal, one by
Paul Cross, a staff writer (refer to textnote 611) , and one by

R. E. (Dint) Furois, a former state repre entative from Pennington
County (refer to textnote 260) .

Mr. Beatty did not state spe- ·

ci�ically which rticle he as r ferring to, but analysis of' .his

I
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inferences indicates that he as referring to a column by Paul

Cross in the March 10, 1971 issue of the Rapid City Journal.

Ref'erring to that column, Mr. Beatty stated in his letter: ·

The columnist revealed that a secret study has been
de y for some time hich would result in the transfer
of the College of Medicine and possibly the College of
from the University at Vermillion and the College of
l'Jur ing and the College of Pha.:rmacy from the University
at Brookings to Sioux Falls. 228

Using this hearsay evidence as the basis of his concern,

Mr. Beatty asked five questions about the intentions of previous
actions by the Board of Regents :

1) Is it the thinking of the Board that a University be
established at Rapid City, using the engineering
college as a base?
2) Is it the thinking of the Board that a University be
established at Sioux. lt'alls, using the Colleges of
edi.cine, Nursing, and Phal."Dlacy and possibly law as
a foundation?
3) Was the agreement by the Regents Friday an attempt to
keep these possibilities alive? Affirmation of the
'Bibby Bill' would preclude the poa·sibilit •
4) Why has the public not been informed on these matters?
5) Wby was the public told that moving the Engineering
College to Rapid City would be an "eco�omy move? 11 229

These five questions and their · _plied answers were utilized

by Mr. Beatty to support the assertive theme that the decision to

mo e the College of Engineering was the first step in other secret,

undisclosed plans for the future of higher education in South Dakota.
It was Mr. Beatty's argument that the Board of Regents had been less

than open in their intentions, and that t1The current effort to move

the College of Engineering from South Dakota State University is

merely a preljmjnary to the final. efforts. n 230 Mr. Beatty offered
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no other arguments or evidence to support this theme, other than
his personal opinion.

Dona

s . Brown

A graduate of SDSU, a Guidance Counselor at Huron High

School, and a fonner member of the Board of Regents for twelve

yea.rs, Miss Dona s. Brown contributed two significant pieces of

rhetor c. The first, as reported in the Bro okings Daily Regi ter
i
of February 26, 1971, revolved around the theme that the Comnissioner
of Higher Education and the Board of Regents had apparently ignored

four previous engineering studies made by competent outside author
ities. According to Miss Brown :

Between 1953 and 1964 , ·chere were :four studies made
either on authority of the legislative council or the
Board of Regents • • • • It is a bit surprising to see
these same answers from prominent authorities being
ignored, but more surprising is that they are not even
reported to the public or mentioned in the current
Master Plan. 231

To support this assertive theme , Miss �own cited four

items of authoritative testimony.

by Miss Brown, were :

These four studies , as described

1 ) The Griffenhagen Report of 1953 reconmended that the
school [sicJ remain separate, but that if enrollment
dropp�d, engineering · should be moved to Mines and that
institution be made the engineering branch of SDSU-
to satisfy the· requirements of law and tradit.ion for
the State ' land grant college . It also suggested the
general engineering be discontinued at tines . But the
enrollment at each school is now more than double. what
it was in 1953 .
2 ) The U. S . Office of Education Report of 1960 said
"al.most all of the programs at the t·wo institutions
ve been accredited by the engineers council for
professional develo ent [sicJ a fact which

. ..
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attest fsicJ to their good quality. Although there is
duplica ion in several of the engineering specialities
at the two colleges, these spec�alities are basic engi
neering curriculums and are not viewed by the survey
staff' to be wasteful duplication. The two institutions
are at opposite ends of the state and the enrollments
are sufficiently large to warrant separate existence
of the programs. Furthe:nnore, the necessary extensive
capital outlay for modem equipnent and facilities bas
already been made.
3) Dr. Harvey Davis said in 1963 that the two schools are
in opposite ends of the state and the two . programs over
lap only in part so it is not necessary to curtail them.
-) Dr. Max Myers, in the 1964 study, said that the engi
neering schools "both have sufficient volume to permit
efficiency and have other, non-supplicated programs, "
and he also reccmnended no change. 232
Mias Brown argued that "all of these studies, made by

eapecial.17 selected , bigbJ.y competent authorities, recomnended

that the State retain both of its schools of engineering. "233

Miss Brown' s second assertive theme was that the engineering

question had insufficient hearing before the Board of Regents .

vaa quoted by the Brooking s Daily Register of March 5, 1971 :

She

Regardless of how one stands on the issue of closing
the College of' Engineering at South Dakota State University,
certainly no one can deny that this specific issue had
insufficient hearing before the Regents, and the notion
shoul.d have been under stµdy by the boarq. for two weeks
rather than 20 minutes. 234

This theme was supported by three arguments, the first being

that "The decision to close · the engineering school wa.s made by a

.,..

board which included one member who was attending only her third
235

meeting and two who were at their second session. "

It was Miss

Brown's opinion tbat maj or decisions should never be made by persons .
"with such limited experience. "236
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T

second argument developed by Miss Brown in support of

the theme that the engineering question had had insufficient hear
ing efore the Board of Regents was that the Board of Regents had

heard only one side of this issue, that of Commissioner Gibb .

She

obsenr d, "Conmissioner Gibb has taken matters into bis own hands

and many member of the current Board of Regents have heard no

2
arguments · but hi.s . tt 37

To support this argument, Miss Brown cited two instances

when Dr. Gibb seemed to dominate the discussion of his reconmen
dations:

When the matter was before the House State Affairs
Conmittee, Commissioner Gibb himself gave the burden of
the testimony, s,�pposedly representing the Regents . 238

The comnissioner and his staff over- ed many of
the reconmendations of the comnittees which Gibb himself
appointed and he never permitted these conmittees to air
their views in public or give concerned interests, such
as students and parents, a chance to express their
views . 239

Miss Brown's final argument was her f�eling that the Board

of Regents "have not had time to gather pertinent facts concerning
the

orthiness of his reconmendations• • • • The most s tartling of

all , was the lack of factual information on which the ultimate
decision was based. " 24o
Merle J. Burns

A resident of Menno, South Dakota, Merle J . Burns wrote

a letter hich was printed in the Sioux Falls Argus-Leader of

March 11, 1971.

The assertive theme w:i.thin this letter was that

i

:j ;
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the qualifications for membership on the Board of Regents were

inadequate .

as Mr. Burns' opinion that "As it stands now,

I

the only qualification for appointment is that you must be an ally

of the govern.a • "

241

•ro support this theme, Mr. Burns argued that the Board of

Regents were

ble to make decisions without guidance from

Comnissioner G bb:

It appears to most South Dakotas CsicJ they &he
Board of e gentsJ cannot make a decision without the
consent of the learned Dr. Gibb who was impo�ed to
tell us
to run our e ducational schools. 2 2

Referring to those reconmenda.tions of Commissioner Gibb,

Mr . Burns xpressed his opinion that

"Dr.

Gibb is about 30 years

too late to make the drastic changes he proposes . • • • It would
have been mor

:feasible then as most schools did not have ve-ry

many buildings or students then. Today it will c reate more problems
24
than it will sol.ve . " 3

As a taxpayer, Mr. Burns expressed coll.cern because "The

taxpayer is the one who pays for all these ideas and so far he
has not been contacted as to what he thinks about the Master

Pl.an. "244

As a s lution to the limited qualifications of the Board of

Regents, Ivlr. Burns presented an alternate possibility for their
selection which ould also insure that the taxpayers' feelings

would be

repre ented :

! ·:

i

I . 1 1 ,1

&
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I would like to see five of the board elected by
the people of outh Dakota on a non-political ballot.·
The remaining three should be appointed by the

Gov rnor.

Mart

Bush

Martin Bush, executive secretary of the State Educational

Television Board and faculty member at the University of South
Dakota, expressed no assertive themes in the controversy.
remarks

His only

ere in reference to a five-minute telecast, originating

during half-time of the SDSU-Augustana College basketball game,

Thursday, Februa1"Y 25, 1971, which included an interview with a
professor of Agricultural Engineering at SDSU:

I object to the program. According to the people
I � e talkea to, the people in Brookings didn : t tie the
program in with the engineering issues, but they made
a strong pitch for what they ' re doing • • • ,. � It was an
oblique move, but obvious to most people. 2LtO

It was Mr. Bush' s opinion, "According to the Federal

Comnunications Conmiasion ' s fairness doctrine, if someone wants
equal time we ' ll have to make the time availabie. 11 247
Frank Denholm

A Brookings resident, a member of the U. S. House of

Representatives , and a graduate of SDSU, Frank Denholm implied two
assertive themes in his remarks r lating to the controversy.

The

first of these was that the Boa.rd of Regents ' decision was not in

the best interests of the citizens of South Dakota.

Taken from

the Sioux Falls Argus-Lead r of February 13, 1971, Mr. Denholm

I , f l ,I

•

I I•
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argued, "The board could have spent its time better than in forcing
students to move from one end of the state to the other. 11248

Another implied assertive theme expressed by Mr. Denholm

was that the Board of Regents had not followed proper procedures
in ma.king their decision.
in

t

he
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It was Mr. Denholm' s opinion, as stated

gister

of

Febru

ary

13
,

19

71

,

that
,

"the
y

frhe Board of Regents] made their decision quickly, • • • I hope

its not definite becaus it certainly should be based on facts. "

249

To support this theme, it was his implied argument that

the decision as not based on facts.

These facts, according to

Mr . Denholm "should certainly include the number of students attend
ing

SDSU from Eastern South Dakota• • • • Also, the tax dollars

that South Dakotans have spent on the engine ering program here
�t SD�U]. 0 2 50
Mr. Denholm contributed two additional items.

They were

general conments rather than themes and both ere related to student
involvement in the controversy.

The first corrment reflected the

position of the SDSU students in the controversy :

Some of us have been guilty of c riticizing young
people ho fi ht the establishment, but today your
[sic] f · ghting the establi bment • • • • Let ' s ee
�t your (:sic] going to· do about it. 2 51

And the second comment of Mr. Denholm as in the form of a

compliment to the SDSU students and their conduct, in the effort to

retain the College of Engineering at SDSU.

Rap d City Journal of �!arch 16, 1971 :

t

It as taken from the

I , 1 1 ,1

...
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Students have pursued legal
d peaceful methods of
prot st through parli entary proceedings in resistance
to an arbitrary decision of a mal-constituted administra
tive boa.rd that is re ponsible to the legi lature . 252
Mrs . Tom Elsa ser

Mrs. Tom Elsasser of Brooking , identified herself as "a

2
concerne d citizen for South Dakota 0 53 in a letter printe d in

the Br okings D ily Regist r of March 9, 1971 , and the Sioux Fal s

Ar s-Leader of March 15, 1971.

In that letter she stat.e d the

overgeneralized theme that ttTo remove the engineering department
from SDSU is the most damnging thing that could happen to the
state. 0 254

To support this t.i.11.ame, Mrs. Elsasser presented two ar� ents,

the first being that the move " doesn ' t affect just the largest

university of our state, it affects all citizens who are proud to

be South Dakotans . .. 255 In support of this rgument, Mrs . Elsasser
provi ded no specific instances i here both SDSU and South Dakota

would be affected by the

ove.

A second argument presented by �Ira . El asser was her opinion

that " It is not within the Regents ' power to change the char cter

of a school . " 2 56 To suppo� this argument, Mrs . Elsasser observed:
To tear out �s large a department as this is not
saving money, it is destroying a school . It is destroy
ing those things that are vital to the growth of the
state . It invites the loss of students--of 2eople-for whic h South Dakota eems to be famoua . 2 5·r

�s . Elsasser ' s second as sert ive theme was hat two engi�

neering schools were not too many for the state "when there are 8oo

!

::

j

'I

•
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2 8
or more students in each school of engineering in the - state. 0 5

Mrs . Els

ser offered no other evidence in support of this theme .

As a final consideration, unrelated to her other remarks,

Mrs. Elsasser expressed concern that legislators were ignoring
the

shes of their constituents :

"It is a sad state of affairs

when the will of the people is ignored by those el ected to office
by the p ople. 11 259
R. E. (Dint) Furois

Speaking before the R pid C ity Chamber of Conmerce, R• . E.

(Dint) Furois, a former State �epresentative from Pennington

Count , implied th ass rtive the e that the Board of Regents '

decision to move the Coll ge of lmgineeri.ng was the first step to
other plans.

Furois observ d:

ty Journ

I n th e Rapid Ci

of March 1 2 , 1971 , Mr.

• • •
e Board of Regents is still a aiting a study
that is being made into all the medically-related
curricula in South Dakota, inclu
pha�cy and
nursing at SDSU, and medicine at the University of
Sout Dakota. If' this study were to r c end that
ll a �ch tudy be consol · dated at Brookings, there
o d be nothing to prev nt it. However, if it
reco ended r-moving nursing and pharmacy from SDSU,
the recomnendation probably co d not be carried
out because of the Bibby bill that specifies what
shall be taught t Brookings . 260

Because legislative intervention on the engineering issue

could a:ff'ect these future plans, l'/'il' . Furois argu d that ttThe

legi lature probably feels it is doing hat the people re asking
it do GsicJ do by overruling the Board of Regents • • • • This
26
could be disastroun for the egents . n
· l

' I

/, ,I I • ·
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To support the implied argument that the legislature should

not ec me involved in this matter, Mr. Furois expressed his opinion

that "The pressure legislators have felt on the Bibby bill is not
o much as population pressure. 11 262

.. politics

parti

Phillip N. Hegg

Phillip N. Hegg, a Brookings businessman and fonner student

at SDSU, expressed the theme that the decision to move the College

of Engineering

uld affect the whole state.

In a letter printed

in the ioux. Fal.la Argus- eader of March 15, 1971, Mr. Hegg stated

that the Master Plan " goes beyond ' just a change. '
the

tire state of South D ota .

sud�:n vs �] .

South D

ota

[II

It will affect

It doesn ' t affect just the

It aff ots t�he profes ors , the ii1uus·vry of eas ver.a

6
the population and you ! " 2 3

Mr. He g implied the argument, to support this theme, that

the decision by the Board of Regents had been based on insufficient

evi ... nee.

He noted that he had not found "one solid argument to

warrant such a change. "
Heg observed :

264

To add credence to this argument,

•

The argument that ,ras presented in favor of the
proposed Master Plan has been discredited · th such
force that I am asking that we 11 do something, to
save our mistake. I say "our mist . ·e" becaus in a
democracy �� _ have a voice through our elected
officials.

5

Regarding the future implications that the implementation

of he Master Plan might incur, it was Mr. Hegg ' s opinion that

"If the Master Plan engineering concept is follo ed, stude ts will

i ' Ii
'

j

I , j l ,I
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leave the tate, profess.or will find a more stable poai tion, and
industry and people will think twice about staying in eastern
. .
South D ota, and that includes me. " 266 Mr. Hegg offer d no
supportive data to substantiate this opinion.

Mrs. Jane Jackson

As a m mber of the Brookings Chapter of the American

Association of Univer ity 'omen and as a member of their _ com:nittee
a

on pollution , Mrs. Jane Jackson, Ph. D. , expressed the assertive
theme that the College of Engineering at SDSU was essential in

solving ecological probl ms.

In a letter to the Sioux Falls Argus

Leader on February 28, 197 1 , Mrs . Jackson observed:

F-rom a.n envlronmental viewpoint, all of us in central
and eastern South Dakota stand to lose if the South D� ta
State University College of Engineering ia phased out. 2 7

This theme was based on the fact that "The engine ers are

conducting much important research on environmental problems in
268

- .And, Mrs. Jackson . argued that if the
engine ring college were to be phased out,
this part of the state. "

• • • the ngineers doing this research will lose their
Perhaps a fe r of them might be able to g t work
at the School of I�es . 8'�t even if they go there, they
will probably not be able to continue this research be
cause they will be so far away from here . 269
jobs .

Mrs . Jackson offered no evidence to support this argument.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Jones

Mr. and Mrs . Harry A. Jones o.f Brookings expr saed the

theme that South Dakota should retain two Colleges of Engineering.

: j i
I .

I;

,I

,, .

I

I •·
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In a letter appearing in the Sioux Falls .Argus-Leader on _ February

28, 1971, Mr. and Mrs . Jones stated, "We feel there is room in this

state for two engineering s chools since they are located at opposite ends of this state. " 270
Mr. and Mrs. Jones developed three argument.a to support

this assertive theme.

Their :first was that the students and their

education should be the first consideration and that "the possibility

of reta.irdng the better instructors and the good students seems
2
remote. " 71 To support this argument, Mr. and Mrs. Jones questioned

Dr. Gibb ' s logic and intentions regarding student need and savings

_with statistics as their primary' support :

Dr� Gibb has stated that he f elt this drastic step
would transfer only about 100-150 students to Mi11es.
How this could save the state $300, 000 sounds a little
out of proportion. . • • • What about the other 700-800
atudents' who do not wish to study at the proposed
diluted engineering department? Most educators will
tell you that instructors a."'ld students alike want to
be affiliated with a quality accredited schoo1 . 272

As further statistical support, YLI'. and Mrs . Jones noted

that "South Dakota lost 1 3. 6 per cent of its population from
.
.
group. " 27-;;
1960-197 0--many in the younger

A second argument supporting the need for two engineering

schools was that sav:i.ngs would not result from the move .

Mr�- and

Mrs . Jones ' rhetorically inquired, "Do the loss of federal ftmds,
loss of scholarship programs, loss of students to ' other states ,
.
discontinuance of research programs sound like saving money? " Z/4

Their opinion was, " Indeed not. 11 275 Mr. and Mrs. Jones observed:

i

:j i
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New buildings at Mines would be required--both in
dormitories and cl ssrooms. SDSU now has about $10 .-1/2
million in bonded indebtedn s for donnitories that
are already built. Taking way about Boo-1000 . students ·
woul urely eave s me of these buildings unoccupied.
We ould imagine the tate or some one has to pay for
the bonds on these orms whether they re filled or
ot. Only conmen sense would tell anyone that this
is not good business. 276

It wa the opinion of Mr. and Mrs. Jo nes, as their third

argument, that the Board of Regents' decision was motivated by t heir

loyalty and affiliation to the University of South Dakota :

We feel it is unfortunate to have a majority of
regents as graduates from one school--a rival of State ,
at t at. This only adds to question the decision of
the Board of Regents and the fact that all arguments
have fallen on apparently· deaf ears. 277
To s pport this argument, Mr. and

a . Jones expressed

their personal opinion, "No graduate from any school whether it
be SDSU or any other can completely rule out school loyaltie s. "

278

Orrin Juel

The Mayor of Brookings , Orrin Juel, wr? te a letter to Tom ·

Stanton, the Student Association president at SDSU, conmending the
actions of SDSU students during their walkout.

This letter

appeared in the SDSU Collegian on March 18, 1971.

It was Mr. Juel ' s

intention to compliment the actions of the SDSU students rather

than to

dvance any ssertive themes and for that reason, this

letter has not been included for analysis.

:j i
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Harold Jtnuat

Harold Knust of Chancellor, c� of the Citizen' s

.AdY:lsory Camd.ttee which studied the Master Plan, made only one

statement in the controversy and it was in defense of his comnittee • s

anal.J'BiS of the Master Plan.

As recorded in the Brookings Daily

Register ot February 26, 1971, Mr. Knust stated that the Citizen's
.idY:iso17 Camd.ttee considered both the "quality of education and
the cost thereof and gave full co�ideration to the institutions
and their character. "2:19

Ae1red

J • Kurtenbach

Aelred J. Kurtenbach, President of Daktronics, Inc. , a

local fina "that assigns, develops, and manufactures electronic

inatrumenta, systems, and displays to be marketed throughout the

.
.
United States, " 280 . expressed
the �sertive
theme that the College

o-r Engin"ering at SDSU was influential in attracting industry

Eastern South Dakota.

Leader

OD

to .

In a letter written to the Sioux Falls Argus..

March 7, 1971, Mr. Kurtenbach stated &

In order to continue o� growth as planned we need
the support of SDSU' s Engin�ering College . It has served
as a spawning ground for our canpany and I am confident
that it will be the source of other technical companies
·
in future years. 2cil

To support this theme, Mr. Kurtenbach provided an example

o� how his company utilized the College of Engineering at SDSU.

He observed that on the present staff' Qf Daktronics "are 23 people,
technicians, assemblers, and five engineering students ltdlo .assist
.
·
282
·
·
·
1n the _design and checkout of new products . "
· According to the

,

I
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Brookings Daily Register of

opinion that thes

rch St 1971. it was Mr, Kurtenbach's

five engineering students were ttthe finest young

de sign team in the nation. 0

283

As a final observation supporting

this theme, Mr. Kurtenbach stated,

It is clear that Daktro ni.cs, Inc. has be 1efited from
the nvironment , the tale nt, and the technical s t port
provided by the College of Engineering at snsu. 2

H. W. McGaughey

A concerned citizen of Aurora, South Dakota , H.

w.

1, cGaughey

expressed the assertive theme that the Board of Regents ' decision
as not in the best interests of the citizens of South Dakota.

a letter printed in the Brookings Daily Reg ster on February 16 ,

In

1971, Mr. McGaughey observed :

The action by the Board of Regents calling for re
moval of the Engineering College at SDSU simply appears
to be the result of personal and political feuds be
tween individuals . No one with the interests of the
people of South Daitota at heart would b likely to make
uch a decision. 2 5

It was l/Jr . McGai..lghey ' s first argunient, supported by a map

published in the Brookinp.:s Dailz Register, February- 7 , 1971 , that
"the vast

j or�ty of engineering tudents at SDSU reside in the

East River portion of this etate. " 286

A second argument expressed within Mr. McGaughey ' s letter

was his opinion that 11Eastern South Dakota indus�ry and other

study fields at SDSU need the support of the engineering college. " 287

Ya-. McGaugh y offered no additional. support for this argument.

I

'
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R.

• Mueller
On

January 27 , 1971 , R.

w.

Mueller, pr sident of the

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing . Company (3 M) , sent a letter to
Mayor Orrin Juel of Brookings.
19,

February

19 1
7

issu e o

f

the

Thia letter. was reprinted in the

Brookings Daily R g·ster.

Mr.

scrted the theme th t the College of Engineering at SDSU

Mueller

was influential in attracting industry to eastern South -Dakota.
He

tated, "I am happy to go on record with som of the consider

ations that led to our oelection of Brookings as the site for a

3 M Company Medical Products Division Plan-t . " 288 Mr. M eller cited,
as the prime consideration, the fact that Brookings was the home
of South Dakota S-cate Univer ity :

"This has been str�ased by 3 M

on everal. occasions as one of the important factors in our
choice. " 289 It

s lwir. Mueller ' s opinion that a rmiversity conmunity

offered four essential dvantages to a company like 3 M:

A university spins off cultural activities that
attract and keep good people in a conmun;ity • • • • It
offers our employ es continuing and advanced educa
tion. • • • (it of era] faculty embers who may serve
as consultants in pharmacology, microbiology or
engineering • • • • An institution each � ear graduates
a ready pool of - profes sional employees. 90

Karl E. Mundt

The senior United States senator from South . Dakota, Karl

E . Mundt,

ent a telegram regarding the election of the EROS

site in the Sioux Falls area.

Taken from the Rapid City Journal

of February 19, 1971, the elegram read in pa.rt:

"There is no

'i
'

, ,

i
,1

:

'

I• • I
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change in the EROS data center capability, operation and fUnction

from last year with respect to factors which influenced selection

of the Sioux Fall area. 11 29 1

It was Senator Mundt ' s assertive theme that the College of

. Engineering as an influential factor in attracting the EROS
l"I,

project to Sioux Falls:

.Among factors leading to location in southeastern
South Dakota of the data center wa.s the presence of
supporting engineering and scientific · erv-ices such as
those available at ioux Falls and Augustana. College
and So th Dakota State University mere the Institute
of Remote Sensing is located . 292

..

Senator Mundt_ provided no evidence or supportive data to

substantiate this the e .
Overpeck

A Belle Fourche ttorney and former chairman of the Board

of Regents ho was also lieutenant governor of the · state when the
:reconmendation to hi.re Dr. Richard Gibb was made, Lem OVerpeck

expressed the assertive theme that the College of Engineering should

be retained.

It was his opinion that the decision to close the

College of Engine ring at South Dakota State University in Brookings
was 11 nearsighted· and not a look into the future. " 293 Rather, Mr.
Overpeck felt that the decision �as a "retreat backwards. 11 294

To upport the theme that the College of Engineering at

SDSU should

be

retained, Mr. Overpeck argued that the loss of

Engineering iould affect the university.

As

stated in the Sioux

'j

F ls .Argus-Leader of March 4, 1 971, " It would be a terrible

•
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mistake if this is allowed to happen• • •• You can' t build up one
2
school y tearing something out of another . " 95

Referring to the situation in the 1968 legislature when

the Master Plan ,.as requested, Mr. Overpeck further supported his

opinion that the College of Engineering at SDSU should be retained

with the argument that the 1-laster Plan was conceived under less
than honorable motive :

"When a few people have a pet peeve or

an axe to grind they asl for another study and t t is what generated
2 6
Implying a degree of dissatis
the idea for this Master Plan. 0 9
faction ·with these underlying motives, Mr. Overpeck concluded hi s

remarks by stating that "the process continues to keep higher
education stirred up and unsettled

businesa of education. " 297

and

it ' s time we got on with the

B. H. Schaphorst

B. H. Schaphorst, a Brookings attorney who represented the

Board of Regents in the before-mentioned Supreme Court ruling of

1933, expressed the assertive theme th.at ·the Board of Regents did

not have the authority to make the decision they did.

In the

Broold..ngs Daily Register of March 2, 1971, Mr. ScbD.phorat stated,

" I doubt Very much that the Regent,s have the authority to remove

vital program as engineering from South Dakota State
University. " 298
such a

To

....

support this theme, Mr. Sch.aphorst argued that legal

document u exist restricting s1\1ch decisions .

: i
,

I i
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Mr. Schaphorst's argument was based fir·st on the Morrill

Act hich grants that "certain publi.c lands are set apart to endow
and aid at le st one college in each state • •• • namely SDSU. " 299

Included in the Morrill Act is a . statement that reads :

• • • each state must maintain and support at least one
college where he leading obj ect shall e without ex
cluding other sci ntific and classical studies, and
including military tactics, to teach such branches of
learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic
arts in such a manner as the legislature of the states
may. respectively prescribe in order to promote the
literal and practical educ tion of the industrial
classes in the several pursuits and professions in
life . 300

Mr. Schaphorst's second legal support was that "when the

State Legislature approved acceptance of grants for SDSU, it bound

the state legally and morally to carry out the purposes for which
the grants and annuities are ext nded. 0 301

To- further support his argument regarding �egal restrictions,

Mr. Scha.phorst referred to the precedent case, the SUpreme Court

ruling of 1933 which gave the legislature retaining power over the

Board of Regents.

The Supr me Court observed· in their ruling:

Unless our institutions of higher learning ar.e made
to serve a practical purpose , we may expect our young
people to seek their education at the il.1�titutions of
other states· where . a complete course may be obt ined
upon one campus within a specific term of years . 302

Referring to Article 14, Section 3 , of the State Constitution

which gives authority to "five members appointed by the Governor

and confinned by the Senate under such rul.es and restricti ons as

the legislature hall provide, " Mr. Schapho st observed, "One can

•: i
• J I
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eee that the curr:l.�um of higher education has been involved in

polltics �or a long time. n 303
Al Schock
President of the Sioux Falls Industrial Developnent

Foundation and an active citizen 1n industrial and agricultural

developnent in South Dakota, Al Schook expressed the assertive
"The removal of the

theme -that the College of Engineering at SDSU was influential in
attracting incbistry to eastern South Dakota.

Engineering College from eastern South Dakota where industry is

most likely to 1ocate would be a very serious error. " 304

123

To support this theme, Mr. Schock argued that the location
of a College ot Engineering nearby is ''most definitely a factor
considered by potential industry. ••30 5 · Mr. Schock relied on his

personal experience to substantiate this argument :

Having worked on the EROS project I know firsthand
tbat the College of Engineering and the Remote Sensing
Institute at SDSU were definit� facto�s considered when
sites were being investigated. 3()0
As a second assertive theme, Mr. Schock was ·skeptical of the
savings that might result from moving the College of Engineering
f'ran SDSU. The Sioux Falls ·Argus-Leader of February 26, 1971,
reported his opinion that "t1:te economic savings would be ve17 small
if moving everything 4oo miles to the west will �sult in any

In his opinio?,

savings at al1. "YJ7 Rather, it was Mr. Schock ' s argument that the

decision woul.d cause students to leave the state.

"Students who desire more than a merely technical engineering

•
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8
Dakota economy many thousands of dollars each year. 11 30
Paul A. Schuchardt

A resident of Hot Springs, South Dakota, Paul A. Sclm.chardt

expressed his " congratulations to the Board of Regents , or as

Dick Kneip c alls them ' the political renegades, ' "309 in a letter

printed in the 2�d City Journal on February 18, 1971.

It was

his implied assertive theme in this letter that the Board of

Regents should be c onmended for the forthrightness of their
decisons.

To u port this theme, Mr. Schuchardt developed two arguments,

the first being that the Board of Regents were dealing with the

problems of higher education in a realistic way :

"At last they

are trimning the sacred cow in South Dakota called _higher education.

Now if they will just finish the job and close two or three
colleges. 0 310

To support this argument, Mr .. Schuchardt observed that

'!South Dakota has less than 700 , 000 people and can no longer af:ford

seven tax supported colle es . " 311 After noting, without documented
vidence, that a high perc entage of all the graduates leave the

State each year, he ond red "why e should serve as education
factories for other states. " 312

A second argument expressed by .Mr. Schuchardt as that the

education priorities in South Dakota need to be revamped.

In

his

:j
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opinion, "For too many years the seven colleges· have gobbled up

the lion ' s share of the state budget while our primary and second

1
ary schools have :fallen into mediocrity from lack of financing. " 3 3

Further support for the need of revamping as Mr.

Sc huchardt ' s opinion that the taxpayers were at a breaking point·:

" It has been said that there will never be a taxpayers' revolt in

America or in conservative old South Dakota.
BabY • ..31 4

Don ' t be too sure--

As an analogy to the present situation, Mr. Schuchardt

observed:

Dr. Briggs says State University is now like a cas
trated bull. Now he knows how taxpayers have felt for
years. I 1\v nder :how Dr. Briggs would feel if the regents
were to fire seven college presidents and take a top
notch American and educator like Harvey Fraser and make
him chancellor of higher education.315

o. s.

Steen

In a letter appearing in both the Broo}d.ngs Daily Register

of February 28, 1971, and the Sioux Falls ··.AFJIBs-Leader of March 3,

1971,

o. s.

Steen of Brookings observed , "Everyone knows that the

Master Plan is the most ridiculous thing that has ever happened
16
to our educa.tiona1 system itl South Dakota. " 3
Utilizing the

assertive theme that savings would result from the move, Mr. Steen

· developed three arguments, the first being that estimated savings
can not be i.nteryreted as real savings.

It was Mr. Steen ' s opinion

that "Up to now the theme song on tax avings has been

:j
I

I

:1

�; . I I • ·

$3() , 000

and on up as £ar as you would

l

oul d not result from the move was that the

Mr. Steen observed:

In 11.ir. Steen ' s opinion :

The basis for

This theme was supported b the argument that students do

not pay taxes • . In her opinion:

tion.

students should .not have a voice in the processes of higher educa

her arguments was her opinion that " students are demanding repreentation without taxation. 0 3 20 It was her assertive theme that

to the Sioux Falls .Argus-Leader on March 10 , 1971.

Falls , was critical of the students at SDSU in a letter written

Miss Eudora Stegner, a r tired teacher living in Sioux

:Eudora Stegner

Why not be realistic--guarantee the taxpayers at
least · 160 , 000 each year by abolishing the office and
departmen� managed by Dr. Gibb, by so doing estimates
would b done away with, and taxes saved. • • • Why
not choose one ember from each county--in which the
school is located. This would do awa-y with the
pparent lopsided deal we now have . 31�

Higb.er Education.

better be assured by eliminating the office of Comnissioner of

Mr. Steen, as his third argument, felt . that savings might

J

No doubt there is duplicati on i11 our schools--the
same as lsewhere, but why burn the house d°"'m, just
bec�u.se there is a broken window, that should all be
accom.pli hed without closing entire inst · tutions, agd
ta.king the heart our Csic of an excellent school . 31

result in savings.

elimination of duplication between the two programs would not

the thrune that saving

The second argument developed by Mr. Steen in support o-f

like to imagine--just to make it look good, --WHY ' estimates ' ? "3l7

estimates--estimates from

126
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The students of South Dakota State co11·ege, in .
putting on propoganda against the moving off [sicJ the
College of Engineering from the state institution at
Brooking...,, are tending to what should be none o f their
concern but the concern only of those citizens who are
paying truces on what they have earned. 321

Because, in her opinion, students do not pay taxes, Miss

Stegner developed a second argument that students should be under

the jurisdiction of those who do pay truces.

Referring to the students missing classes, Miss Stegner

supported this argument with her opinion that "Those ho are

cutting classes should be penalized and those who instigated doing
so should be doubly p�nalized. "322 Additionally, Miss Stegner

offered further personal opinion to support the argum nt that

students should be wider the jurisdiction of the taxpayers :
One wonders if they realize that the tui"tion which
they pay 9overs only a small portion of the expense of
providing state institutions of higher learning. Be
cause of the contribution which they make to the
establishment and upkeep of these schools , the tax
payers have a right to expect that all students be
absent from classes for no reasons except their own
illness or death in the immediate fa.mily. 323

As a final support, Miss Stegner advised the Sioux Fa11s

Argus-Leader that they would

o well to print no readers letters

tt d

on this subject from those 'who do not provide proof that thE:!y are

paying taxes on what they have earned.

College students whose

e,..rpenses ar being paid or partially paid by their parents should

no

be heard. " 324

:i
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Evelyn Griesse

In reply to the preceding c onments by Eudora Stegner, an

Evelyn Griesse wrote a letter to the Sioux Falls Argus-Leader on

March 21, 1971, refuting those conments and expressing her own

observations regarding the rights of students and the educational
processes.

It was Ms. Griesse ' s · rirst refutational theme that a

student ' s education involved more than attending classes :

. Isn ' t there a larger purpose in college than to just
put in one ' s time in classes; hat of active involv ment
in decision makings that directly affect the student,
future students and state ; hat of acting on one ' s own
decisions , detennining priorities, making value judgments,
weighing issues � involving oneself in situations that go
beyond oneself?�2 5

It was Ms. Griesse ' s argument supporting this theme, that

the actions of the students at SDSU had reflected this broader

interpretatio� of education.

She offered her opinion:

" I ' m sure

ome of the students who cut classes have a better ·understanding

of the engineering school question than I do and I ' m �tllling to

li..,ten. "326 Ms . Griesse :further commented that, although not all

of- the students who cut classes were effective promoters of their
cause, those who were "should be comnended not condemned. "327

The second refutational theme developed by Ms . Griesse was

that " a lar e number of students are self-supporting and p y
- taxes . " 328 To support this theme , she argued :

Miss Stegner seems to place students in a subservient
position to · taxpayers ; is the voice of the dollar sign the
only voice that should be heard : A sad interpretation of
our system of republican democracy. Surely an opinion
action shoaj.d not be judged by an incµ.vidual ' s tax
statement . 329

: i

i
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As a final conment, Ma . Griesse refuted Miss Stegner ' s
general attitude,

0

0ne day of classes cut? · No, Wlless you limit

your classroom to four alls rather than to the self and the

universe. " 330
A. Stene

A. St ne of 'Worthing, South Dakota, expressed the assertive

theme that the Conmissioner of Higher Education ' s reconmend.ations
did not have the best interests of the state in mind.

In a letter

printed in the Sioux Fal ls Argus-Leader on March 2, 1971 ,

Mr. ·

Stene stated that he was :

• • • sick and tired of individuals like Dr. Gibb being
hired b the state of So ·h _ akota at a salary of �27 , 000
i,
and a "helper" at $20, 000 to
tell us to tear down what
we have sweat and toiled to b · 1d in years. I demand
prompt firing of such people. 331

To support this theme , Mr. Stene was criti�al of many of

the recomnendations

ubmitted by Dr. Gibb, including:

• • • the closing of Dakota State College at Madison,
d] the Karl E. Mundt Library, · which the Pres · dent
of the United S tates saw fit to come and dedicate. 332

• • • Ii'

Mr. Stene, in additional support of his theme, that the

recommendations � ere not in the best interests of the state,

expressed his opinion:

Past experiences have taught us that there is no
economy in any of these recormnendations , including the
moving of engineering school from Brookings to Rapid
City. Wher� the majority of the
o le live is where
the educational fac · lities belong . 33)
:j

!
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John (

tt)

utton, Jr.

A resident of Agar, South Dakota, and a member of the

Citizen ' s Advisory Conmittee which studied the Master Plan, John
(Matt) Sutton, Jr. supported the retention of the College of

Engineering at SDSU.

He expressed the assertive theme that the

Colleg of Engineering at SDSU as essential in solving ecological

problems .

w

As reported in the ioux Falls Argus-Leader of February

26, 1971, Mr. Sutton argued that the way to meet ecological prob

lems and keep agriculture moving forward was to "keep a close work

ing relationship between agriculture
4
Engineering. 033

and

a complete College of

To s pport this argument that there is an interrelation-

hip between the various colleges and departments at SDSU, Mr.

Sutton expressed his opinion in the Brookings _Daily _Register of
February 26, 1971, "It ' s hard to justify divorcing . the engineering
college from agricultural engineering at SDSu. 0 335

It was Mr. Sutton ' s opinion, in refut�tional terms, that

the $300, 000 estimated savings that would result from the consol
idation of the engineering courses "should be looked at s an

investment in the future rather than as n op rating expense . " 336
The Brookings Da

a letter written by Mr.

r of March 13 , 1971, printed

utton commending the efforts of John

Bibby and Wayne _ Hauschild and their work in the legislature to
retain the College of Engineering at snsu. 337 Because this letter
I ;

•1
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advanced no assertive themes, it has not been included in this

analysis .

I •

Mrs. R. Williams

Mrs . R. Williams, a resident of Sioux Falls, wrote a

letter to the Sioux Falls Argus-Leader on March 11, 1971, in which
she expressed the assertive theme that the Board of Regents should

be 1eft alone in their decision rnak1ng.
•1:t we don' t let the

Board

It was her opinion that

of Regents perform their j ob of governing

the state colleges, we might as well not have a

Board

of Regents . "338

To substantiate this theme, Mrs . Williams presented the

argument that the reaction of SDSU supporters was typical.

In

her opinion, "Everytime State supporters stick their band out for

more and don' t get it, they � going to make trou.ble. "339 She

supported this theme with her memory of previous, similar :reactions :
J: have watched State College for 50 years . The
University of South Dakota had the College of Home Eco
nanics ; State decided it should be with the agricultural
division. What has a "Cow College" gQt to do with home
ec! They fought for that and the ;regents went along
with them there. State decide� it should be the State
University and again a fight . 340

"Where, " asked Mrs . Williams, "do some o f these people in

Broold.Dgs and State College get the idea that everyone in South
.
.
Dakota thinks they should have everything �hey ask for?"341 It

was Mrs. Wil1iam' s opinion that the people in Brookings "try to get

it � they ask folj by kicking, scratching or collecting
money �or a fight, even to ousting the Board of Regents . ..34-2

,,

I
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Mrs. Williams argued secondly that "The Board of Regents

and State Leg islature have their work to do.

Are we going to let

part of one small dot on the South Dakota Map run our state
4
colleges? " 3 3
And

finally, in a call to action to prevent history from

repeating itself, Mrs. Williams advised, "It seems to me that we,
st of the people of South Dakota, Sioux Falls, Mitchell, Rapid

City , Aperdeen, Madison, Huron, Pierre, and all other cities,

farmers too , better wake up and think or better still, act. "344
aluative sum:nary

c-itizens

Sixteen themes
in

erged through the rhetoric of twenty-six

the Engineering School Controversy.

Because of the

nature of their contributio ns, those being primarily letters to

the editor , each citizen developed themes and argume nts consistent

with his personal opinions and interests in the controversy.

that reason, the most frequent forms of support were personal

For

opinion, recollection, and speculation.

Two citizens e xpressed the assertive theme that the Board

of Regents ' decision to move the College of Engineering from SDSU
as th first step to other plans.

Two arguments were developed :

( 1 ) The Board of Regents had been less than open in their intentions.
This argument ,,as supported by personal opinions and interrogati e
peculations. ( 2 ) Legislative action in the ngineering question

•

t ould

be disastrous :for ·these future pl.ans.

al.so supported this argum nt.

Personal opinions .

I

,I

r,

I ·•
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A second theme expr ssed by a citizen ·as that the Comnis

sioner of Higher Education and the Board of Regents had apparently

ignored previous studies of engineering education in South Dakota.

Four items of authoritative testimony were cited in support of
this theme .

The only argument presented in substantiation of this

theme as that all four tu.dies recormnended the retention of two
Colleges of Engineering in South Dakota.
data wa� provided for this argument.
The third assertive theme

N'o dditional supportive

as that the engineering quest1.· on

had had insufficient hearing before the

Board

of Regents.

Three

arguments were developed: (l ) The decision as made by a Board
with 1 · · ted .... q) rience .
and

speculation. ( 2 ) The

Thi s argument was supported by fact
Board

of Regents· had heard only one side

of the issue. _ Two examples were noted in support of this argum - nt.

( 3 ) The Board of Regents did not have sufficient time. to gather
the facts .
argument .

all

No supportive data was provided to substantiate this

A fourth assertive theme was that the qualifications for

membership on the Board of Regents were inadequate.
that th Board of Regen

One argument,

were apparently unable to make decisions

r.i.thout guidance from Comnissioner Gibb, was presented and was

""

· supported by personal opinion.

Two citizens expressed the theme that the Board of Regents

ere not acting in the best interests of the citizens of South

Dakota.

Another felt that the recomnendations of the Conmissioner

;

,I

I• · I , , .

of Higher Education were not in the best interests of the state.
Considered collectively, two arguments were developed: (1) The

majority of Engineering students at SDSU reside in the East River
portion of the state.

This argument was supported by a map. ( 2 )

Engineering at SDSU.

No supportive data was provided to substan

Industry in Eastern South Dakota is dependent on the College of

tiate this argument.

The sixth assertive theme was that the Board of Regents

did not follow proper procedures in making their decision.

This

theme was supported by the argument that the decisions were not
based on fact.

Two examples were cited to illustrate this argument.

Two citizer...s expressed the composite theme that the decision

to move the College of Engineering from SDSU would be damaging _and

would affect the whole state.

Three arguments were developed :

(1 ) The decision affected the whole state. ( 2 ) It was not within
the power of the Board of Regents to change the character of a
school.

This argument was supported only by persorial opinion.

The decision was based on insufficient evidence.

was also supported solely with personal opinion.

This argument

The eighth assertive theme, that the College of Engineering

was essential to solving ecological problems, was expressed by two

· citizens .

Two arguments

and jobs -rould be lost.

ere developed: ( 1 ) Research would stop

..

..

No evidence or other supportive data

was presented to s upport this argument. (2 ) There was an

,,
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interrel tionship between the College of Engine·ering and the College
of Agriculture.

Personal opinions supported this argument.

A ninth theme, implied in the statements of many citizens,

that South Dakota should retain two Colleges of Engineering, was

This theme was substantiated

expressed directly by two citizens.

by four arguments : ( 1 ) Th re are over 8oo students in each College .

No evidence was provided to support this argument. (2 ) The students
and their education should be the first consideration.

Personal

opinions and statistics supported this argument. (3 ) Savings would

not result from the move.

To ...upport this argument, personal

opinion and rhetoricai questions were utilized. ( 4 ) The Board of

Regents were motivated in their decision by their affiliation to
the University of South Dakota.

Personal opinion was the primary

form of suppo� utilized to substantiate this argument .

The most frequent assertive theme , developed by four citizens,

was that the College of Engineering was influential in attracting
industry to Eastern South Dakota.

Personal opinions, experiences,

advantages, and specific examples were the primary forms of support

utilized to substantiate this theme .

One argument emerged, that

the College of Engineering -at SDSU was an important factor con

sidered by potential industry, and was supported by personal opinion.
The spec ific assertive theme that the College of Engineering

at SDSU should be retained was expressed by only one citizen.

Two

argument were offered : ( l } The loss of the College of Engineering

would af:fect the whole university.

No support was provided to

,

I
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substantiate this argument. ( 2 ) The Master

Plan

was conceived under

Personal opinion was the form of

less than honorable motives .

support utilized to add credence to this argument.

The twelfth assertive theme developed by the citizens of

South Dakota was that the Board of Regents did not have the author

ity to make the decision

they

did.

One argument was . expressed,

that legal documents exist restricting such decisions .

To support

this are;uznent, four citations of legal documents were presented.

Two citizens asserted a thirteenth theme that savings would
Four arguments substantiated this theme :

not re sult from the move.

(l ) Students would leave the state to complete their education.

This argw.nent was su.pported by personal opil"..ion.
savings can not be interpreted as real savings.
supported thi� argument.

(2 ) Estimated

Personal opinion

(3) Elimination of the duplication

the two programs would not result in savings .

bettreen

Again, personal

opinion was the only :form of support developed. ( 4 ) Savings would
be better assUJ.-ed by eliminating the position of Commissioner of

Hi gher

Education.

Personal

opinion was the only support utilized

to substantiate this argument.

A fourteenth theme was

that the Board of

Regents

commended for the forthrightnes s of their decisions.
· emerged :

( 1 ) The Board

of

tion in a realistic way.
(2 )

Regents

were

dealing with

should be

Two arguments

higher

educa

..

Personal opinion supported this argument.

Prio1"ities in education

in

South Dakota need to be rev·amped. ·

I

I

l
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To support tllis argument, personal opinion and an analogy were
utilized.

1'

Another theme was that students should not �ve a voice
in higher education.
do not pay taxes .

Two arguments were presented: (1 ) Students

'l'his argument was supported by personal opinion.

(2) Students should be under the jurisdiction of those who do pay
taxes .

Again, personal opinion was the only support for this

argument.

The sixteenth and f'inal assertive theme expressed by the
citizens of South Dakota was that the Board of Regents should be
left alone in their decision making.

Two arguments were presented:

(1) The reaction of SDSU supporters was typical .
lection supported this argument .
not be pressured by- one -area.

Personal recol

(2) The Board of Regents should

No support was offered to substan

tiate this argument.
One citizen expressed the refutational theme that a student ' s
education involved more than attending classes .

It was argued that

the actions o� SDSU students reflected a broader interpretation of
the educational process .

This argument was supported by personal

opinions .

...

other retutationa1 themes emerged in conflict with the
argumeilts that savings might result from the move .

These were

also supported by personal opinions .

I

,I

�• .
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Educators
Rhetorical anal Vsis
Though it must be assumed that the individuals included

under this heading qualify as concerned citizens, they have been
considered separately because of their special interest in the

controversy.

All nine educators at SDSU involved in the rhetoric

of the con"'roversy were , to ome degree , concerned with the int·er

action between the various disciplines and departments at SDSU.

Although it was the intent to include instructors from both schools
involved, · no rhetoric was discovered that could be attributed to

professors from the School of M:l.nes.
John Lagerstrom

As reported in the Sioux Falls

rgus-Leader of February 12,

1971, Dr. John Lagerstrom, dean of the Col leg of Engineering at

SDSU, expressed his candid opinion that ,.The decision of the South

Dakota Board of Regents to reduce South Dakota State University' s
College of Engineering to a department i.s incredible . u:34-5 Dean

Lagerstrom expressed the assertive theme that the Board of Regents'
decision -was not based on facts .

Re§ister. of February 12, 1971 ,

Aocording to the � okings Daily

it was Dean Lagerstrom ' a opinion

that HThe board had acted contrary to facts before it showing an

I

t;lli\

expressed need by South Dak.otans to retain the Brookings

facility. ti:;46

,:
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To

pport this theme, Dean Lagerstrom evelope_d four

ants related to fact that ere not considered by t e Board

ar

of Regents , hen they made their decision.

The first fact , as considered by Dean Lagerstrom in the

· Ar s-Leader of February 14 , 1971 , was the argument
that nsouth Dakota is on the threshold of industrializa.tion. ":;47
Sioux

To

Falls

pport this argument, D an Lagerstrom expressed his opinion

that "For the first time South Dakota has adequate water and power
capabilities for new industry as a result of engineering. " 348 _

Expanding on this opinion, he observed :

Because of the population density in eastern South
Dakota, along with 75% of the state ' s industry located
here, it \' Ould be a mistake to rip apart this partnership
and ould have a serious effect n the entire economy and
future growth of South D ota.349

Taken from the Brookings Daily Register f February 14,

1971, it as Dean Lagerstrom' s opinion that it would not be in the

best interests of the state to move the College of Engineering from
those capabilit

i

s.350

The second argument, based on a fact that had been over

look d by the Board of Regents in their decision, , as that the

College of Engin ring at SDSU 11a.a "deeply involved with th� College
of Agriculture . 11 351 To support this argument, Dean Lagerst:rora·
described this involvement between the two colleges as :

• • • see
to it that the fanning d ranching industries have he best po sible assistance in not only ·
training ualified lead rs dth broad background in
other sciplines, but in helping the rur people of
South Dakota solve the problems of today ' s gr' cultural

,I

�• .
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automation, se of Remote Sensing, data processing and
irrigation. 352

As additional support for this argument that the College of

Engineering and the College of Agriculture were· interrelated, Dean

Lag rstrom observed, "South Dakotans must relize (!icJ that most of
SDSU' s research is a cooperative venture between the College of

Engineering and the College of Agriculture • • • • It would not be
in ther

bs · cJ
l.

best interests to di member this partnership • .,353_

Despite the apparent emphasis on these two arguments,

Denn Lagerstrom 1 s third argument was that the student should be

the tt foremost considera.tion, u 354 and that the ·moving of the College
5
of Engineering would be detrimental to the whole u.niversity. 35

'I'o support thi.s argument it was Dean Lagerstrom i s opinion :
A university environment allows students in engi
neering and agriculture and all other disciplines to
take supporting C$?µrses in other areas of the univer
sity curriculum. 3'.:>0

A fourth argument developed by Dean Lagerstrom in support

of the theme that the Board of Regents • decision was not based on
facts , was that savings 11ould not result from the move .

As

reported in the Sioux Fall a Argu -Leader of February 14• 1971 ill

Dean Lagerstrom observed that he could see no savings in moving

the College of Engine�ring from SDSU, but he could visualize the

'

tearing down of a university and at the same time, the need for

ljl�i\

increa ed revenue to build new strt.tctures at the .S chool of tines

while paying off bonded indebtedness of empty facilities at
SDSu. 357

;1
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Speaking in re gard to the imp nding legislative action,

erstro implied the assertive theme that be favored such

Dean
a c
on.
t i

he

In

the

Brooldngs Daily Regi ter

of

February

12,

1971,

clared, "The future of Eastern South Dakota is tied to hat

e can do • • • •

e ' re just beginning to fight. 0 358 To su�po rt

st be a way , to come to grips with

this theme, h argued, "There

the conomics of the situation and allow the College of Engineering

to o on with its mission. 0 359

Af'ter Febru.acy 1 4, 1971 , De

Lagerstrom made no further

public remarks in regard to the nginacring question until after
the legislative session had been concluded on March 19, 1971 .

Dennis Moe

As head of the Department of Agricultural Engineering at

South Dakota State University and director of the Institute of
Irrigation Technology, Dr. Dennis i�oe was naturally concerned

ab ut the effects of the loss of Engineering o� his department .

It as his implied assertive t eme that the loss of the College

of Engineering rould have a det · ental effect on the Department
of Agricultural Engineering.

In the Brooldn); s. Daily Re ist r of

February 14, 1971 , Dr. Moe st ted that the removal of the College

of Engineering would place the Department of Agricultural Engineering
in a precarious and crippling ituation in attempting to

a high quality continuation of a nationally accredited

curriculum. u 36o

intain

,I
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To reinforce this theme, Dr. Moe developed two _

jor

arguments, the first of which was that the Department of Agricul

tural Engineering is very dependent on the College of Engineering.

As 0 upport, he cited the l and grant tradition and the fact that

while one state, Georgia, does have a land gra nt institution •here

Agrl.· cultural Engineering stands alone, Georgia Tech, only 70 miles
a ay, has a College of Engineering. 36l It was Dr. Moe ' s opinion
that "It is vital to have interaction with other disciplines and
I ,ould question that this interaction is possible due to the 

Regents decision to move the College of Engineering 4oo miles to
the West . •1 362

Dr. Moe ' s second argument in support of the theme that the

loa of the College of Engineering would have a detrimental

0ffect,

was that the Department of .Agricultural Engineering would not be
able to

intain its national accreditation.

He observed, HAt

the present time we are able to utilize the College of Engineering
faculty and laboratory space for these fully accredited courses

and thereby have no problem in keeping accreditation in the Ag
Engineering Deparbnent. "363
If i.t

was the

. intention

of

the Board

of

Regents that the

Department of Agricultural Engineering shouJ.d not b affec ted by

the loss of the College of Engineering, Dr. �1oe as of the opinion
ths.t economic [\l l.y such a proposal

ould not be practical :

I.f' the College of Engineering were removed from the
campus there would still be needed to be taught over 25
highly echnical engin ering courses in a ve.riety of
disciplines which are· now taught within the Co lege of

,I

�• .

I

I • ·

Engineeri • •• • a full, competent staff ould be
required to teach thw se many and Va.l ied courses. This
�ouid r quire a reduction of students per class, which
would eventually mean a reduction of teacher fficiency. 36 4

Dr. Moe implied a second asse1--tiv , theme, that the Board of

Reg t were not acting in the best inter sts of the students.
his opinion:

In

We ho are involved in education in the 20th Century
ar dealing with the oat pr cious conrnodity , the human
being, and ore specifically, our coll ge d university
students . It appears that t e welfare of the student a
it cone ms his c oice of affiliation with a complete
university ystem and his desire of selecting an availble acer dited engineering curriculum has been over
looked. 365

thi

Dr. Mo

theme.

offered no arguments or upportive data to develop

Duane Acker

The dean of the College of Agriculture at SDSU ,. Dr. Duane

Acker, express d the assertive theme that- the loss of the College

of E1'lgineering would have a detrimental effect _ on griculture and
ustry

in

South Dakota.

The Brooking§ Daily Register of February.

14, 1971, reported that Dr. Acker was of the opinion that th.e

val of the College of Eng:in !!!Iering at SDSU "'t··ould cripple and

in some instances suffocate programs vital to South· D ota ·agri
66
culture and industry. ,,3
Dr. Acker' s first ar

ent in support of this theme was

t t th Colle e of Engine ring, the Coll ge f .Agriculture, and

the Deparunent of .Agricultm..aJ. Engine ring worked closely

_cooperative ventures

in

·

search :

in

"Research endeavors involve

;1
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the me1 ding of

Engineering. "367

ci ntists from the College of Agricul� and

It was his opinion, in support of this argument :

It would be a mistake to rip apart this artnership
and ould ve a serious effect on_ _ t entire economy
and future gro
of South Dakota. 3b
A econd ar

ent oited by Dr. Acker was that "both tho

Coll g of Agriculture and . th College of Engineering have extension
. .. 36 9 To support this argument, he offered his per onal
progr
opinion s

"To disrupt this traditional. and proven partnership of

resident eta.ff 1 ho support extension would make t e t sk of taking

0

new information v ey difficult. "37

As additional support, Dr. Acker questioned the sensibility

of t...b.e mov ,

ow can
sinessman in Sioux Falls or farmer
ne r Watertown get water if they ha e to et the pail
er and the � ater 4oo miles to the West?371

James N. Dombush

In an rtiele printed in the Broo kings Daily Register on

February 27, 1971, Dr. James N. Dornbush, a professor of Civil

Engineering at SDSU, explained the importance of maintainjng a
College of Engineering in terms of a federally

ed program.

He

as erted the theme that the loss of the Coll ge of Engineering
uld

..,_ ��tal effect on thes
a det....-1-...

programs .

Specifically,

" If the College of Engin ering at SDSU is bandoned, the tate

uld los an ctive progr
pollution contro1 . 0 372

in the are

of t ater resourc s and
,I

�• ,

I

I •

· -To aubatantiate this theme, Dr. Dombush developed five

arguments, the first of which was that the proJect was initiated

before the decision by the Board of Regents to 9lose the College
of Englneerillg.373 Al.though Dr. Dornbush never stated that the

tunda would now be dropped, that opinion was strongly implied within

h1.a remarks.
Dr. Dornbwsh' a second argument in reference to this program
vu the fact that grant funds were available for equipnent, supplies,
and stipends for graduate students.37

4 To support this argument
,

Dr. Dom.bush referred to a detailed article published by himself
and his fellow civil engineering instructors in the Spring, 1970

iesue of the South Dakota Farm and Home Research:

All important factor in the growth ot this program
waa. a five-year $175,000 tra1n1ng grant from the Federal
Water Pollution Control Administration which provided
statfi.Dg for new course offerings at the graduate level.
The recent federal budget included $49,500 to c_ontinue
the program through 1975 • • • · • These additional funds
will all.ow for expansion to include more graduate students
in the program at snsu. 375
..

In a

letter published in the Brookings Daily Register ot

·February 16• 1971, the Rapid City Journal 01" February 17, 1971,

and the Sioux Falls Argus-Leader of February 21, 1971, Dr. Dornbuah
cited additional statistics:

Last year [tra1ni ng · grant� brought over $100,000
.
in federal funds to South Dakota and paid over $30,000
�or faculty salary •••• These grants still have
several yea.rs to run so the loss.to South Dakota would
be iDDediate if the Erutineering College is moved from
SU>U to Rapid City.37b,I

ii,•· I

I•·
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Dr. Dombush' a third argument in support of this program
and its importance

as that undergrad ate education in civil

engineering has improved as a result of the avai ability of rese

p

Jects.

"Six undergraduates hav participated in the

National Science Foundation
years."}77

poneored p ogram over the past six

The fourth argument developed by Dr. Dornbush was that
the Coll ge of Engineering and the College of Agriculture interact
in rese ch projects. As support, he xplained that research.
projects d aling with pollution from feed lots and agricultural
runoffs require "expert advice and asaistanoe obtained from the
staff in the College of Agri.cultur • 11 378 It wa Dr. Dornb sh's
opinion that if -the College of Engineering were moved, research
and extension would have to be achieved by uremote control 0 from
hundreds of miles a ay.379 He further added his opinion:
Only a complete univeroity s the multidisciplined
expertise necessary to provide the educational and
rewearc�ap bilities for South Dakota's engineering
future.
With a degree of optimism Dr. Dornbush stated his fifth
ent, that this program as of · portance to the future. To

support this argument, Dr. Dornbush expressed his opinion: ·
Although th program is officially less than five
years old and its graduates are just etting started
professionally, there is little doubt that among them
will be found many of the leaders ho will guid our
state and tion in the technolog-ical battle against •
wat r pollution d the full development ·of our
water resources.381

I

�• .

I

I ••

/

Robert Lacher ·

In

a letter printed in the Brookings

February 2:,, 1971,

Robert Lacher,

Daily Register on

an·assistant professor of

mathematics at SDSU, ·implied the assertive theme that the legis-·
lature should intervene in the engineering question:

"If'

ever a

legislative body has been given a in.and.ate for.action, the South
Dakota legislature has • • • • No issue in the history of South
2
Daltotahaa so united the citizens of this state . .. 38
To support

this theme,

Mr.

Lacher argued that the "wishes

of the peopl.e--especial.17 the young people--o:t the state are

clear, .383 and tha.t faith in representative government would suffer
another blow if' the legislature were to ignore the wishes of the
people,� and if
•• • a amall and unrepresentative body (the regents)
are allowed to decide what is 'good for the comnon
peopl.e • w1thout either consulting the . people involved
or gj.vingo• single valid reason.for the decisions
reached. ;)O:>
This

lack of valid reasons for the Board of Regents' decision

was the second argument developed by Mr. Lacher to support his theme
that the legislature should intervene.

It was bis opinion, as

taken from a letter printed in the Sioux Falls Argus-Leader of
Pebruary.2li,

1971,

that "the recent action by the Board of Regents

regarding engineering at South Dakota State
day and age,

University is, in this

nothing short ot incredible."::,86 �o support this

argument. Mr. Lacher cited facts contrary to the Regents' decision:
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untains of vidence xist to the effect that
moving the College of' Engineering would be a cultural
and financial blow unpreced nted in the history of the
entire region.
DSU is t e largest, ost growing
titution of higher ducation in South Dakota ince it
is located in the mos�,.J20p·ulated and industrially vital
section of the state.�7
Because this evidence xists, it was Mr • Lac er' a opinion
.
that the peopl de erve c1 ar, honest statement by the individual
gents xplain:i.ng the r true

d

en. u388

:ve

The third rel ted

ctual motives for the action thy

gument expressed by Mr. Lacher in his

two letters as that the decision could cause irreparable damage to
the tate of South Dakota.
What they have one could have a dramatic and e,rY
unpleasant effect on hundreds or even thousands of people
right now, and do untold �=&e to South Dakota for many
years in the future,
d no reasons hat ver have been
given that make the le t bit of aense. 3 9
To support this ar

ent, Mr. Lacher expressed his opinion

that 0 if' this action is allcr. ed to stan,

DSU will cease to exist

a.a a moving force within three to five years. Every student and
ev ry program will be irreparably injur d... 39o
Mr. Lacher concluded his arguments with the observation hat

''1.J'e South Dakotans, through our regents, are putting ourse�ves in

a position of not car.i.ng for one of the most important needs of our
child? n."391 In his opinion, the decision would force students
to leave tha st te to co lete

ir education:

This action is a cle and unequivocal statem nt to
brightest yo
peop e of the State: Go · ay !
e
n' t . ant you he , e on' t care about your de sir s
and n eds • • • 392
the

�•,

I

I •

Ruth Alexander
A professor in the

partmsnt of

lish at

1

snsu.

Dr. Ruth

Al xa.ndor xpres ed the assertive theme t t a tmiversity environment
provide

a broad r int raction between various disciplines.

In a

l tter printed in both th Siou."t F .1 Argus-Leader on February
Al�d r cu ioned:
In making decision bou t the future of the Engi
neering Sc ool at snsu. the r�gents hould consider the
intellectual benefit of exchange of 1 eas etween engineering students and arts
cience students. 93
Dr. Alexander's first argument in support of this theme
as that a uni ersity off r a greater diversity for sati�fying
the nei::J.6 of i.ud:l.vidual st· dents.

It ms hei:� 01Yl '.ffi.Oili

It is e.xpensiv to maintain a substantial program
as a service in a purely technical school. In t e context
of a urdver ity, d.th 11-develop d rograms in the arts
and sci nee d technical fields, ·' h ro is much great r
choic for the individual stu ent. 39
Secondly, Dr. Alexander argued that
ideas bet\�e

the various disciplines

:val of man:

e interchange of

n ceasary for the

We need, I b3lie e, a gr ator exchange of id as if
we in the humanities an social sci es re going to
n our ociety
und rstand t e impact of technolo
oing to der tand human
and if our t chnici
needs d cone rna.395
To support thea

ar

ant , Dr. Alexander provided a

letter fro a recent graduate of SDSU, Ronald Frankenstein, a

chanical e��._er from R df'ield, South D ota, ho had taken.
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Gener
his gr titude to er. The lett r read in pa.rt:
Thank you for a most rewarding cour e. I hate to
of the under tanding four Negro d Indian brothr that I might have had ••• had I not taken
"ties
d ociolo
the l s" t aemeat ra. As a
chanic
Engin er I have ad little c l ce to explore
er di ciplines d hope that Humanit � might ome
requir m nt for all college raauates. It
't so ery lo
o that I s one of those ho question d m. ck Studi s courses on collego campuse .396
Haro d

s.

Bailey, Jr.
ngs Daily Reister on February

It was record din the

12, 1971, that Dr. Harold S. Bailey, as de

of Aca.d

c Affairs

and dean of the Grad t School t DSU, encouraged students "not

to panic"397

cause the Board of Regents decided to move the

College of Engineering from SDSU.

To support the implied them�

t the Coll ge of Engineering t SDSU should be retained, it was
an Bai1

•s argum nt that, among all th o her arguments that

preoented , "The education r c ived he. e (at SDStLJ includes
re ttuznaIJLl.ti e than · s taught at the Sc�ool of Minea. 0 398
be

Ervin Hueth r
Ervin

ether, an a.ssoci te profes or of Health, Physical

Education, and Recreat on at SDSU, expressed "so e observations 0399
regarding the decision to move

College of Engineering from

l: rch 4, 1971, and the f. rch 9, 1971 issue
Jo1rna. These observ tions

-----

f the R

erved Mr. Huether as ar

ents
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support·

the th

be retained.
of

It

that the College of Engineering at SDSU should
a his first argument that the loss of the College

gineering wo d have ad trimental ffect on the univeruity.

ose of education is its product--the
He o served, nrr the
stu ent," 4o then education becomes:
• • • t composit on of the heart and soul of a great
dy of the university and what it can do for its stu
ents • • • • cut off a vital part of the body of th�
univ ity and you destroy its ability to function.�-01

r

It

Mr. Hueth r' s second ar

ineering at SDSU provide
that 11 Civic leaders

nt that the Coll ge of

an industrial incentive. He observed

d politicians re constan ly voicing their

conce rn bout t e lack of industry and economic opportunities,

• • • Never has there been economic growth without; first making a

substantial investment." 4o2 Mr. Huether expressed the opinion,

in support of this argument, that the "trend of our youth to

migrate out of this ata'te cannot be reversed by retrenching our

oblig ted investment in their education. 11403 ]!..s additional support,

he cited from his previous experience on the East coast regarding
educational responsibilities:

Specialization is not the anw er • • • • Even the
traditional east has found that a concentrated s ecialization nan l
e campus is not the an wer.
They a.re going coeducational with a broad curriculum •
• • • Specialization s solved the problem of getting
to the moon ut it sn't had the compassion to even4o4
want to solve the problems of manldnd here on earth.
A third argument e:>..'1)resa d by·

• Huether in support of

the implied theme that the College of Engineering at SDSU should
be retained was th.at the Board of Regents' decinion could have a
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detrimental attect on the state. He observed that South Dakota
campuaea have been relatively free troiq :the unrest

and

turmoil

tound elsewhere but that "disrupting the lives of many people

that will

be

affected by the Board of Regents decision to move the

ei,gin•ering scbool C()uld have grave results.· " lK>S In supporting

this observation, Mr. Huether cited one ramification of the decision:
A friendly attitude and a great es-pr.it de corps
has been the trade mark of our state •••• This decision
can be the_wedge that will split the state in half and
cause a political tug-of-war on all issues fo� years to
come. The damage to the state could be imneasura.ble.40 6

As a tinal observation, Mr. Hu.ether noted that the election

results last :tall indicated "emphatically that the voters are
disenchanted with our political policies."Jw7 Implying the �gument

that the Board of Regents were not acting in the best interests

ot the citizens of South Dakota, Mr. Huether predicted that if the

Board

ot Regents' decision was not reversed, "with most of the

stud.en� eligible to vote at the next election, there will
.

tew veterans present at the first roll call."

4o8

be

very

Ard.en B. Sig].

As an instructor in Civ:U Engineerin8 at SDSU, Mr. Arden

B. Sigl implied the assertive
at SDSlJ ahoul.d

be

theme

that the College of Engineering

retained. To develop this theme, Mr. Sig]. argued,

"A quality engineering program depends not only on technical courses

but on supporting courses from other· departments."409 Mr. Sigl's

opinion, in support of this argwnent was that "At a university all
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di oi lines contribute to producing an engineer with a well
ro

This type of

d d due tion.

ducation will not be obtained ·

School of Mines." 410

at

A second

nt f i • Sigl as that the loss of the

College of Engin ering would have a etrimental ffect on SDSU.
It

s his opinions
••• th o ion taken y the Reents will have serious
etriment
ffects [jLcJ on the largeat university in
outh Dakota, a wli.v r ity that has serv d ore South 411
D otana than any other instituti of higher learning.

th0 �es regarding the Board f Regents' decision to close the Collage
of Engineering at SDSU. Underlying all these themes was the
assumption that the College of Engineerin at SDSU bould be retain d.
This th _ wa.s implied by three educators.
this th

Ytl7'1'11'\bnts ere d velo

d:

To substantiate

(1) The educatio

receiv d at SDS includ-s ore humanitie than are offered t th

S�hoo of Mines.
ar

a de

ent.

thi
opinions

(2)

No support w s off red to substantiate this

The loss of the College of Engineering would have

tal ffect on t e univer ity
-rsoDal opinions

d observations
of South

ere utilized.

pported this ar

of Reg nts, by their decision,

of th oitiz

d the stat •

D ota.

(3) Th College

nt.

er not acting in
Ag • ,

To support

(4) The Board

e be t interests

rsona.l opinio

and

observations

or the only forms of support utilized. . { 5) The

disciplines .

Personal opinion

Coll ge of �5J-4e ring de nds on

pporting coux-s s from other

s utiliz d to upport this argument.

A second asertive theme was that the decision by the Board.

of Regents w

not based on facts.

opinion

ed this argum�nt.

(1 )

Four arguments w re develo d :

outh Dakot is on the hreshold of industrinliza.tion.
pp

i d ply in: olv
of th invo

lo s

(3)

Personal

( 2 ) The College of Engineering

th the College of Agricultur�.

A description

�nt and ersonal opinions supported this argument.

f the College of Engineerin..� would be det ·

to the mu.vars ty.
form of support.

ntal

Again, personal opinions emerg d aa the onl

( 4 ) Savings would not result from the move 4

Pere nal opinions also supported

· s argument.

Two educators implied the assertive theme that the legis

lature should intervene in the matter.
ented :

of

Four arguments were pre-

( 1 ) There must be a way to come to grips with the economics

e situation.

This argument was supported with personal opinion.

(2 ) The peopl.e of the state ant this intervention.

opinions ere offered as support.

Only personal

( 3 ) There were not valid :t� asons

to justify the Board of Regents ' decision.

Contrary facts and

personal opinio11s were 1.tilized to support this argument.

( 4 ) The

decision could cause irreparable damage to the university. Again,

personal opinions were t e only form of support • .

The fourth composite theme was that the loss of the Coll ge

of Engineering at SDSU would have a detrimental effect on the
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cult al Engine ring, on

Departm nt of'

in South Dako a.,

d on fed rally funded p ogrwns .

the eff cts on th Dep

ar

ent

riculture a11d industry

ere offer d:

With

gard to

· cultural Engineering, two

nt of

(l) Th

s on the College of •

partment or .Agr:Lcultur
ine ring.

Engi-

To support this

n·t, the land grant tradition, on exampl , and per onal opinions

ar

( 2) Witho t the Coll ge of ��...·... ,.eering, the Depart-

tilized.

er
natio

accreditation.

Personal pinions supported this argument.

To subst tiat the claim of detrim0ntal effects on South Dakota
agricultur and industry, two arguments were p

aonted :

{l) The

Colleg of Engineering, the Colle.qe of .Agriculture ; and the Depart-�
ment of Agricultural Engine ring ork closoly in ooperative entures
in r search.
argument .

o pecii'ic examples wer cited in support of this

(2) The College of Engineering and he College of

Agriculture have extension programs. Personal opinion was offered
aa

pport for this argument .

As

to the. effects on the federally

ed progr a , five arguments ere

eveloped:

(1) Many of the

projec a �ere initi ted before the Board of Regents ' decision.
To support this argument,
( 2 ) Grant funds

fact

d a 0peculation were tilized.

re _available for equi

nt, supplies and stipends.

to aubstantiato this argument.

(3) Undergraduate ducation

Doc ented vidence and tatistics were the fo
utiliz

of support

a impro ed as a. result of the availa ility of research proj eta.
An xarople supported this argument.

( 4 ) The Coll ge of Engin ering

�• ,

I

I ,

and the Coll

c of Agriculture work closely in research projects.

An explanation, based on personal opinion, was tilized as support
.
for
s argument. ( 5) The f derally funded progr a are important to the future. This argume11t

s

upported by personal opinion.

The fifth assertive theme as that the Board of Re ents
we

ot acting in the best interests of students .

or forms of support w re offered to su

No ar

ents

tantiate this theme.

The sixth as erti e theme as that a university nvironment
provides a broader interaction between various disciplines.
ar

nts were presented:

'!'l o

( 1 ) A university offers a greater

diversity for satisfying individual student needs .

( 2 ) The inter

change of ideas betwee the various disciplines ua.s necessary for
the urvival of man.

To support both these arguments, a letter

from a former student was provided.
Alumni
Rh t rical analy is
It was the intent to include in this s ction alumni from
both chools involved in the controver y; however, no rhetoric
was

· scovered that could

of Mines.

e attribut d to alumni of the School

Therefore, included in this grouping

e those indi

viduals hose contri tions reflect their affiliation to SDSU.
It must be as

ed that some of the individuals mention d under

. pr vious he dings might al o be alumni of SDSU, but unle a they
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made a direct refer nee to that ta us , they have not been included

here .
Stephen

• Briggs
While a student at So th Dakota State College, Stephen F.

i s inv n ed what as later to b c alled he Briggs-Stratton
inc. To how hia

ppreciation for the training he received

at DSU, u-. Briggs , the retir d chairman of the board of Outboard
· e Corporation,

stablished a 40 , 000 annual scholarship grant
412
for South D ota State University tu.dents.
In an attempt to refute the Board of R egents • decision to
move the Colle e of Engine ring from SDSU, Mr. Bri . s stated, " In
opinion c losing the Co.tlege of Engineering at

�n�u would

oe a

ery serious mistake • • • [}he engineering colleg!) has al a.ys
been an utatanding college. 11
s

41

3

He then concluded his remarks with what might be interpreted
pport for the unmentioned argument that savings would not

result from the move.

nin as much as I have no interest in the

School of Mines , if the Engineering College is

oved from Brookings

to Rapid City, I rould diacontinue oy program. " 414

Donald E. Craig

A graduate of South Dakota State University and general

manager of the lar e steam turbine

enerator division of General

Electric , Donald E. Craig responded to Conmissioner Gibb ' s ta.tement
regarding the quality of South Dakota State Univ� raity ' a ngineering

program by stating, ''My personal knowl dg and our company ' s
experi ne e in hiring grad ates over the years �ould indicate x-

4
the opposite." 15

act

Charles Coughlin
Charles Coughlin, a 1909 engineering graduate of SDSC,
chairman of the board and chief executive officer of the Briggs
Stratton btor Company of lt.d.lwaukee , Wisconsin , and a long time
benefactor of SDSU, called the deoision by the Board of Regents
to clos DSU' s College of Engineering " b y nd belief. " }+16
Mr. Coughlin expressed the assertive th

that the College

of Engineering at SDSU as a factor to potential industry:
In my opinion, industrial development in eastern
South Dakota is in the embryonic stage and is growing
rapidly. To slam shut the doors of an engineering
coll ege known and espect d nationwide will cancel o t
an important factor considered by potential industry. 417
To support this theme, Mr. Coughlin implied the argument that
the decision by the

1971 , Mr.

Co

of Regents as based on s · ething . other

Bo

lin observed, "Somebody doesn ' t know what is required

to build up a trong engineering college nor :hat it would me

-

suddenly destroy t
It ms Mr.

.

·

t college. " 418

Coughlin ' a

ju

to

nt that, to insure reliability,

the ecis on by the Boa.rd of Regents should be 1tstudied closely by

tho e , ho have professional

all t

ngineering knowledge and judgment on

ramific tions involved in such a drastic ove . " 419

1 59
Dal

olter
An engine ring graduate of SDSU no residing in Des 1oines,
• Dale Holter expressed his feelings in a letter to the

Iow ,

r on F bruary 23, 1971.
::f.:..:�=��=;a_��·�t�e=-

His conments can

e

interpr ted to upport the impl od th e _ that the Coll ge of Engit SDSU houl d

ne r

rath r

retain d.

His opinions

sserted no dir ct

r onal observations on the implications of the

mov .
With a degre of urprise he observed, "I didn ' t believe ·
hat ucb
of R gent

preposterous proposal recently recommended by the Board
4
a ev n being eriously considered. " 20

Mr. Holter ex.pre sed hi hopes that "co

n s-

e, not

politics, would pr ail and SDSU ould continue with a. College of

Engjne ring. " 421 He o served that if Engineering were moved to
Rapid City, "Colorado and Wyoming should
share of
to

proposed engineering school .

nefit. n 422

taxed to support the r
They would be the ones

• Holt r offered no evidence to support this

observ tion.
As support for the direction of his ob ervations, Mr. Holter

said, "I would not e in engineering today if DSU did not have an

·
4
engineering school. " 23
arr n tiller

AB President of the

outh Dakota St te University Alumni

Association, Mr. Warren Miller was influential in coordinating .
, fforts by the Al

Association throughout the state ana. the

16o
nation.

Mr. Miller assert d the them tho.t the Coll ge of Engiat SDSU

ne r

"South

hould b' retained.

Quot d in the Sioux Falls

eta. will e the loser if the boa.rd does not reconsider

. •"
ction

4

24

• Mill r pr sented thr e arguments in support of his

opinion that losses would b incurred by the
ri ·

ve.

Al, a.ya over-

ese a.r�ente · as his observation that "we have no quar l

with the School of Minea--they have a fin program. 0
The first

425

gument considered by Mr. Miller questioned

the validity of th.., alleged -w300, 000 savings that ould be effected
by the move. He cited, in rerut tion of this ass rt · cn, an a.na.l.ysis
by Leo Spinar. a

ter Pl

subcorrmittee rn mber, which showed

"the

s·timated net savings per year to bo just slightly more :than
30 ,000 . .. 426
As his second argument supporting the thema that he College

.the Department of .Agricultural Engineering at SDSU ,ould be aff ct d ·

by

e move.

To upport this

gument ,· Mr . Miller observed that the

agricul ural e�eer · ng .program at SDSU, without the supportive
programs of an ngineering college , would

in a very vulnerable

position "right at a ime whe South Dakot will be called to
provide the t chnical skills for the development of the Oahe
Irrigation Proj ect. 0 427

161
And finally,

• Miller ' s third argument as that "the

ama e that will be do ne to industrial evelopment, agricultural
int re ts,
11 far

d water resources developnent programs by this action

ceed the savings . 11

428

Mr. Mille·r offered no evidence

Others
Fi e a.J.umni, a l

iding in the Minne polis area, . wrote

ompos ' te letter to the ioux Falla Argu -Leader of �larch 7,

1971 . The alumni

Fegrelius,

e

Charles F. Heal , BSEE, 1943; Carl A.

EE, 1942; Grant

u.

Haugen, BS, 1942; Darrell C � Crockett ;

BSEE, 1964; and Dennis Leslie, BSEE, 1964.
SDSU l ould have

It was their main

detrimental effect on the state of South Dakota.

In their pinion, "To move the Engineering College of South Dakota.
State University ould in our opinion be detrimental and unfair
-'oo tho e p... ople now residing in the state of

outh Dakota. "� 29

To sub&. tantia o this theme, the five al'lmllli developed two
lines of argument, the first of which was that East ...rn South Dakota
is a desirable location for in ustrial growth:

It is a ·k nown fa�t • • • [that Eastern South Dakot�
is a esirable place for industrial growt 1 • • • • This
is hat Sout Dakota has been attempting to ..o--encoura00e
industries to come · and ncourage their teclmical people
to stay in the tate of South Dakota . We b li ve that
the Engineering College at South Dakota State University
does encoura e and enhance this . _ purpose. 430
As support for this argument, the five alumni fir t cited

the fact that the financial and industrial centers of the state

lie in the eastern

f of t e state.

431 In th ir opinion, this

trend c uld be "attributed partly by the natural barrier of the
Rocky �ountains to the West Coa t industrial centers and partly
4
by the fertilit of farm land in the eastern parts. " 32

The

cent construction of a Minnesota Mining and Manufac

plant near Brookings , served the gentlemen well as an
illus ra .on of their argument that e stern South Dakota is a de
sirable location for industrial growth :
OUr tax climate in our state l}unnesota] is one that
could stan considerable improvement. In view of this
condition, many of our local corporations are seeking
reas not t o far away� but in a little more desirable
1 bor and tax element. '+33
The s cond argument developed by the five alumni was that
the College of
interaction be

ineering at SDSU was an important factor in the
een the midwestern states and the industrial

potential:
All of us in one way or another in our Upper Midwest
a, Minnesota, North and South Dakota , �e ependent
one on the other . We need each other to maintain our
pre tige and o position in the national picture•• ••
We are fe fu1 that the coimnUnications and tha iai on
between our · d strial centers would degenerate if the
colle 34or any part of it ere iooved another 4oo miles
away.
"the

It a th ir ·opinion, in support o f this argument, · that

change of ideas pre ently going on between our college and

4
university peopl.e camiot b p but benefit a1l of us. " 35

AB a final comnent , it ,as the thinking of the five al

t t the ttEngi neering College at State University could make many

more contributions towards the welfare of the people of South
Dakota than i t might in the ' tourist mecca' of the state , Rapid
4
City. 11 36

Three

sserti e themes were either implied or directly

stated by the al

of SDSU in upport of their affiliation to

the uni ersity.

The first a ertive theme, impli d by three alumni

w s that the College of Engineering at SDSU should be retained.
Three arguments wer developed :
the move.

(l) Savings would not. result from

Personal speculation supported this argument.

( 2)

The Department of Agricultural Engineering would be affected by
the

ve

·I·his

,_gument ias support d oy person ·· opinion.

Damage t o industrial develo

(3)

ent, agricultural interests and water

resouroee development programs wi l far exceed the avings. No
vidence or a pportiv data were introduced to subC!tantiate this
ar

nt .

A second aaaertive them

1as

t the College of Engineering

at SD U • as a potential factor to new industry.

This theme was

suppor ed by the implied argument that the decision by the Board
of Re ents as
opinions
The

sed on om thing other than facts.

Personal

d judgments substan iated this argument.
third

th

, dov loped by five alumni, was that the

loss of the College of Engineering would have a detrimental effect
on t e state of Sou

Dakota .

Two arguments wer developed :

(l)
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st rn South Dakota is a desirable location for industrial growth.
To upport this argmnent, fact , pexsonal opinions , and an illus. .

tration ere u ilized.

(2) The College of Engine ring at SDSU

as an important factor in the interaction between the I,H.dwestern
and the industrial potential.

8

This

gument was supported

by personal pinions.
Students of the Two Schools Involved
in the Controversy
is
Thirty students

were c

ntly em"Olled at either of

the tt- schools invol ed in the controversy subni ted written items

· of .. hctori "".

Of cha thirty -'i;,udents, only three ere from the

Sc

ol of Mines and none of their co ents fell

1·

tations of -this study.

· thin the time

ain, as in previous groupings, an

alpha etical arrangement was utilized for those individuals ho e
c

ents

arr nted individual mention.

In all but a few cases,

the student • s rhetorical contribution was in t,he form of a letter
written to
Mike

newspaper.

11
r.like Bell , an SDSU student from Heel , South Dakota, favored 

e retention of the Coll ge of Engineering at SDSU and orked in
upport of that position. His co
arf{Ullrtents. Ra

nt asserted no themes or

r, they ere refutational in nature , supporting

of

oh 9 , 1971, Mr. Bell defend d his actions and those of other

SDSU students :
We 've tri d to , ork through the system. I hope the
If it doesn ' t, e • re 11ot going to o
system r - sponds.
·
down buildings or start riots . We ' ve earned
out and
that if our a.rgum nts are sound, if you are courteo u s and
und rstand that not all o�le will agree with you, tu
dents can relate to adults. 37
He

reased, in further

of pride and pt

pport of his ctions, a degree

· sm in the outcome of the controversy.

now I 'm not tbinkj ng of the yst m not working .

win and I think that e

· 11

ttRight

I think e will

have. shown college students every

where that it is possible to work within the system. "

38

4

Ted Borstad
Ted Borstad, a jimior ngin cring student from Estelline,
South Dakota disc s ed his intentions regarding the completion
of hi.a education.

It was his observation, in refutation of the

assertion that students rould tr sfer to the School of Mines ,
e to the regents ' decision, my present plans ar indefinite.
�t is v ry unlikely that I

uld transfer to Mines.

4
oul consider going out of state. 11 39

In th Brookin

I.nstead I

of February 25, 1971 , Mr.

Bor tad ef ndea. his choic of SDSU and the advantages offered at
a university.

He argued, "I asn ' t ntirely sure that I wanted

to become an ngineer and at SDSU I have bad
·.
440
l ok at other fields and
e my decision. "

opportunity to.
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Don D-.;;Cramer

In

a letter appearing in the SDSU Collegian on March 18,

1971, Don Deer er, Chainnan of the Joint Engineers Council at
South D ota State University, extended his thanks to all SDSU
students who ·orked for the retention of the College of Engineering
at SDSU by participating in t e walk-out.

In an attempt to find

the right way- to phrase hi remarks, Mr. DeCram.er reflected on
his o�

thoughts on the day o f the rally, March 3, 1971 :

When the idea of the rally was initially in its plan- 
ning stage ednesday morning, March 3, among innumerable
other consid rations was the one of , hat happens if this
doesn' t come off; if the students don ' t go for this . Wi 1
e be able to make them realize that everyone is affected
by his destructive move? And will they ant to get in
·;-olved? t,Till ·e "rouse t eir school pride enough that
they n11 1 ay, '' 1o one is going to tear apart OUR uni
versity ! " 4 1
It wa Mr. DeCramer ' s opinion, in hindsight, that "not only
were these questions absurd but irrelevant to the students at
SDSU• • • •

B.'v'

this comment,

ryone went out and did a fabulous job t " 442 In

• DeCramer implied the assertive theme that the

students of SDSU had conducted themselves in an effective and
sincer mann r.
To

support this theme , Mr. DeCramer observed ·two favorable

effects to their acti.ons during the walk-out.

First, he observed

that "the fire and spirit generated from your sincerity and hard
work has moved the entire State of South Dakota . u

443

Mr. DeCramer

cited no speci ic examples of how the state had been moved.

And

secondly, he ob erved that the students of SDSU had shown that
protest can be successfully worked thro

the system:

We can mphasize to the "great washed he " that
• ve triedit by the system instead of violently pro
testing and de onstrating in the streets. For this it
is unique, in that this t · e someone from the outside ·
was trying to tear-down and we were trying to keep-it
together-- �ll structive ac· ion oppose fjicJ destructive
marauders o
It was Mr. DeCramer ' s conclusion, after all this praise,
tba.t r ther than hank someone for the pride they have in their
school, you thank them for their work. "Great Go
Lorin V. Dobson
Lorin V. Dobson, a junior at South Dakota State University,
wrote a letter to the s · oux Falls Argu -Leader on March 17, 1971,
replying to the remarks of Miss Eudora Stegner ( refer to textnotes
320-324 ).

�. Dobson ' s first refutation ·was ·

reference to Miss

Stegner ' s inaccurate title of South Dakota Sta-:t,e Coll ge. ''W e

a.re officially called South Dakota State University. A university
�omposed of seven specialized colleges. 11

446

Referring to Miss

Stegner• s assertion that students were tending to what should be
none of their usinesa, ?-lr. Dobson clarified the motivations of
the students :
R cently, we have been confronted with a decision ·
the university
that could have a damaging effect
structure--the -tructurc that has
de thia school the
gre t one that it is today. A great majority of the
students on this campus feel this way • • • • Ninety
five per cent of t e student body, voluntarily, left

• I
I
� : .

I

I • ·
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their tudi s f'or t-wo days to get support on an issue
that ould not just affect them because they are college
students ,
t ffects the ntire ta e. Who is ore
aware of college life
d its prob�ems than a college
student ? Very few people--if any l 4

In

j

addition to the above statement which served to partially

tify th students' absence from classes, Mr. Dobson continued,

"Is it a crime to top in one' s routine to democratically take care
of som thing he feels strongly bout? " 448
Miss Stegner asserted that because students do not pay
tax s, they should not be heard.

Mr.

Do

son ' s refutatio

was:

IT a student has a job he pays income tax. If' he
buy something at the tore he pays taxes . If he fills
his car dth gas and bu s a set of license plates he
pays taxes. A si' eable percent ge of students own449
personal prop rty and pay personal property ta...xes.
Even if that ere not the case, it as Hr. Dobson ' s opinion

that "everyone, no matter if they pay taxes or not, has the
Constitutional Right to Express themselves. 11

450

Raymond Feyereisen

In an article printed in the Brookip.gs Daily Register on

March 3, 1971 , Raymond Feyereison, a senior engineering student
fl� Minnesota, supported the retention of the College of Engineering
at

SU.

H supported this position with his personal valuation

of the quality of education offered at SDSU:

I have en paying out-of-state {triple) tuition for
three years and I don ' t feel a bit c eated; I ' ve been
getting my money' s 1, orth • • • • If the school i moved
I ' ll cry lot for th p ople of South Dakota. 4 51

On

Monday, F bruary 22, 1971, a letter ·from Mr. Feyereison
oux Falls Argus-Leader.

app arcd in the

Fay r ison impli d · the

In that letter Mr.

sertive theme that th College of Engi

s influential in att acting industry.

ne ring at SDSU

It

as

his opinion that "South Dakota will attr ct light ind u stry only
4
th n rby center of high r technical learning. " 52
To upport this theme , Mr. Feyereison argued _that the
Colle

_ of Engin ring as

aential factor to encourage in-

trialization. Expressing concern for the pollut on problems
plaguil

other industrial areas, Mr.

eyereison con ended that

with u ood antipollution laws and the t P-notoh college of engi
neering t SDSU :,_ could have the

4
est of both wor ds • ., 53

A econd implied theme developed by Mr. Fe ereison was that

the deci ion to move the Colle e of Engineering from SDSU was .
motivated by politics.
theme, that "

ch

It was his opinion, in support of this

disastrous ruling should not be allo ed to stand

on a principle of no poli·�ics that made . the decision to tart

�th. " 4 54

Earl Hoelanan

Earl Hoekman, a gr duate · student in electrical engineering

at SDSU during the controversy, wrote a letter to the d.itors of
the SDSU Coll gi� on February 24, 1971.

In that letter h refuted

the aa ertive them that SDSU wo d maintain a limit d program of
engineering bich io d atisfy its e eds.

In his pinion , "th
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Board or

Regents,

in

an

apparent

appeasement move ,

SDSU 111&7 maintain a • department • or engineering .
ludicrous as
and Science . "

aaying

4

has eaid that .
Thia is as

that SDSU should have a ' department • of Arts

5�

To support this retutational. theme , Mr. Hoekman explored
two inadequacies that would be incurred with a ' department ' of
engineering .

Mr. Hoekman ' a :tirst inadequacy was that "an engineering

' department, • and not even the dean ot engineering has heard of
one , 110ul.d

have

no appeal to any instructors who are concerned

about advancin8 their. professional careers . "

456

Another re1ated

inadequacy was mentioned by Mr. Hoekman,
A •department" of e?>gjneering would quickly deteri
orate in quality due to the oxodus [� of quality
staff, students , and research funds , - would soon lose
any accreditation it may have been able to retain in the
meant1me . 4 57
Mt-. Hoekman concluded from this that "only a solid engi
neering college with a thriving graduate and research program such

as

that which

tors to

now exists here at

SDSU

come here."ll58

can:· entice the best instruc

Mr. Hoekman developed the assertive theme that South
aboul.d retain two
aupported by

Colleges

conversations

·ot Engineering.

Dakota

It was his opinion,

with others , and "al.l

and engineering students that I have talked to

of

that

the

engine ers

there is a need

:tor the School of Mines and Technology and the College of Engi
neering at SDSU in the state ot South
Justif'ied and supported on three

4
Dakota. 11 59 This theme was

accO\Ults i

I

l

; ,

I

I •
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1) These two schools have overlapping curricula in the
three most basic engineering disciplines--civil, mechan
ical and electrical. South Dakota School of Mines and
Teclmoiogy has four other engineering disciplines:
chemical engineering, geological engineering, metal
lurgical engineering, and minjng engineering. South
Dakota State University has agricultural engineering,
engineering physics, and industrial engineering.
2 ) These two· schools emphasize dif'feren:t areas of re
search.
:,) An engineering college is a catalyst for economic
developnent. Due to the wide geographic separation of
the schools it seems desirable to maintain both schools
to fos� economic developnent at both ends of . the
state .
After citing the above three reasons supporting the need
for two Colleges of

Engineering

in South Dak.Qta, Mr. Hoekman then

offered five reasons specifically supporting the theme that the
College of Engineering at SDSU should be retained:
1) The agricultural research and extension program as it
now exists could not be supported by an inferior, un
accredited engineering ' department. t.
2) A university permits engineering students to take
elective courses from many disciplines, and thus they
may round out and broaden their education.
:, ) A College o1: Engineering with a university permi.ts
engineering students to transfer easily to other colleges
if they find that they aren' t able to be engineers.
4) An exceedingly high quality engineering program exists
at SDSU. In fact, ·the College of Engineering at SDSU
surpasse·s the SDSM&l' in the most widely accepted standards
of quality education:
a) number of facul.ty i . e . , faculty/etudent ratio.
b) percent o.f facu.l.ty with doctorates.
c) amount of research being carried on.
5) Since the great majority of South Dakota's resources
(people, agriculture, and industry) are located in the
eastem part of the state , it is expedient that an engi
neering college be retained in the eastern part of South
Dakota to foster economic developnent of the above mentioned
· ·
resources . 461
Mr. Hoekman pres�nted no supportive data or evidence to
substantiate the validity of these assertions.
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rtin

Diana

Mi s Diana Martin, an SDSU coed from Sturgis, expressed
her opinion that the decision to move the College of Engineerili.g
462
from SDSU as "asinine. 11

In a letter printed in the Sio

assertiv theme that the Board of Regents were not cting in the
best interests of the students of SDSU.
To substantiate this theme, :Mi s Hartin de eloped three
arguments, the fir t of which was that savings wo uld not result
from the move.

It was her opinion that "SDSU will lose a s b

stantial amomit of federal aid. 0
ar6

are

463

As additional support for this

ent, she ob-srved that "this is aid our school and our stu ents
sperately in need of. The federal aid we g t right now is

limi .- d enough without losing these dollars for such an unnecessary
move. "464
Miss :Martin ' s second argument was that the School of Mines

, as not equipp ed ither academically or structurally to handle the
extra students.

he observed that th Liberal Arts College at -

the School of Mines was '' everely inadequate. u 465 To support this
argument, Miss I'l"...artin of'fered a one- aid d comparison :
a broader,

"At Sta e,

ore well-rounded education is offered. This is the

purpo e of a Univ rsity, so by jeopardize the ducation of DSU
466
tudents? "
Miss Martin' s thi

the

Bo

argument in support of the theme that

rd of Reg nts ' decision was not in the best interests of

I

I , .
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the students� evolved out of the "well-rounded education" available

at SDSU and the wide variety of student� ,in the various classes.

Mi•• Martin argued that this interaction raised the scholastic
lenl at SDSU.

It · was her opinion that this interaction "elevates

the scholastic level ot each and eveey student at SDSU• • • • Keen

ccmpetition such as is offered by such a variety is not possible
at the School ot Mines. " 467
Gary McFarland

A junior engineering student at SDSU, Gary McFarland o'f

Winner, supported the retention of the College of Engineering at
SDSU with the argument - that the loss of the College would have

a detrimental effect on the status of the university. It was his

determination that "if the engineering is closed, I will transfer

to some other school • • • I feel a degree from a school which is
dying out may not carry much weight with industry. " 468 Mr.

McFarland supported this argument that the school was dying with

his opinion that "the top instructors, indeed all the instructors,

woul.d start searching now for other Jobs, rather than await the
inevitable phasing out in the next few years . " 469

In an article published in the Brookings Daily Register on

Pebruary 25, 1971, Mr. McFarland explained his reasons for choosing
SDSU rather than another school , . in terms of tlle possible career
choices inherent in a university curriculum.

"As a freshman, I

wasn't sure about my future in engineering and felt a Univers�ty

wou1d enable more fiexi.bility in finding the right major. for � . " 470

l

,

Ed Merer

A junior engineering student � Sioux Falls , F.d Meyer,

telt qualified to evaluate the education offered at the two schools

involved in the controve�sy as he was a recent transfer student from
tbe School of Mines to SDSU.

In

the Brookings Daily Register of

March 3, 1971, Mr. Meyer supported the retention of the College of
Engineering at SDSU on the basis of two comparative opinions re
garding- the quality of education at the two schools.

First, Mr.

Meyer observed, "State' s program offers a well-rounded education.

4 1
The quality of both technical and nontechnical courses is high. 11 7

And secondly, Mr. Meyer was of the opinion that "the whole atmos
phere o� the campus far surpasses that of Tech,
of education here (.at
4
than at. 'i'ech. n 72

snsu]

·and

the quality

in all respects is equal to or better

William Meyers

1111Jiam Meyers, a senior mechanical engineering student

at SDSU, acted as spokesman in behalf of SDSU engineering students
at the public hearings before the How,e State .Affairs Conmittee.

He implied the assertive theme that the College of Engineering
at SDSU shou1d be retained. Taken f'rom the Sioux Falls Argus-.

Lead.er

on February 26, 1971, Mr. Meyers • opinion

was

that he

saw

no Justification for "cripplill8 a university that has grown so

mu.ch and is such a show piece for the state. " 473

The Brookings Daily Register on February 26, 1971, �ported·

that Mr. Meyers presented four arguments in support of this theme
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before the Ho
(1)

e State Affairs Comnittee.

Those arguments were :

t scholarship funds would be lost if the College of Engi-

ne ring

i

re

ed, ( 2 ) that only about 100 of the Boo engineering

students at SDSU ould transfer to the School of Mines , ( 3 ) that

SDSU engineering programs

nefit fro the humanities and social

sciences, and (4) that the ove could affect the national accred
4
ita:tion f the Agricultur Engineering department. 74 rr. Meyers
offer d no supportive data or evidence to expand these arguments.
Betsy Nohr
· A

student in the College of Arts and Science at SDSU, Miss

Betsy Nohr forwarded a letter f'rom her mother to the SDSU Col
on March 3, 1971.

Miss Nohr prefaced the remarks of her

ther

with the opinion , "While not completely agreeing, I think it does
present the alternate point of view, probably one of many tax

payers. 11 475

It was her mother ' s assertive theme that outh Dakota could

not afford to maintain two Colleges of Engineering. Mrs. Nohr
candidly observed:

I just kno e are spending too much money for our
iza• • •• South Dakota has a population three times
.
er than Iowas si
and · w support seven state ·
chools in c arise to their three • • • • Our Board
of Regent have been remiss in letting this thing mushroom out of proportion over the years ,. now we have all
these good buildings , etc . But at see ,it, there ' s no
use pouring good money after bad. 7
. .

C J

J

To ubstantiate this theme , ?• s . Nohl.' developed two argu�

ents , the first of which

s that the duplication between various

.

I

I "
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programs wa an unnecessary expanse.
the state ."
e

477

"We are duplicating all over

In support of this argument, Mrs. Nohr cited

ples of d lication:
I hav
ways felt that the phannacy school should be
do with th school of medic " ne at the University since
t ey tia in together and e have nursing schools all over,
hiring expensive teac rs at each place and ometimes
only a
dful of students out of each departgraduat ·
ent �d :urely ot even coming close to pa.yin their
4
\> ay. 7 'o
Mrs .

hr ' s second argument in support of the theme that

South Dakota c uld not afford to maintain two Colleges of Engi
neering was that graduate programs aleo incurred an additional
In er opinion, " I think ome of these places ha.v

expense .

graduate programs that involve very xpenaive f�culty and perhaps
only involve a couple of Master ' s degrees a year. " 479
Mrs . Nohr justified her opinions regarding these two
arguments beca.u e "as a taxpayer I am very conscious of this,
and the student , being non taxpayers hould realize that they
48o
don ' t always ow whereof they speak. " •

In :furt er justification of her opinions , Mrs. Nohr ex

pr ssed her confidence in Dr. Gibb because "he ' s an uninvolved

outsider ho is doing a job and he has no ax to grind either way,
so his reco enda.tio s I balive have merit because he isn ' t
48
emotionally involved. 1• 1

Finall , Mrs . Nohr rationalized her opinions that Betsy.

ought not

students

to ..., too concer.ned

mi

over

the fact ·t.hat SDSU

engine ering

ht t'choose to go to Minnesota or Iowa and spend that

1 77
out- of-state tuition rather than the in-state tuition at Rapid

City, • • • I doubt we could keep them anyway so I can ' t see that ' s
any great los • " 482
Richard E. Pl tcher
In a letter pp a.ring in the Sioux Falls .Argus-Leader
on February 28, · 1971, Richard E. Pletcher implied the assertive

theme. that the quality of education in South Dakota would not be
rov d by

Ving the College of Enginee ing from SDSU.

In

his opinion, as a grad te student in speech from DSU, "The major
goal of the Vaster Plan, that of providing improved educati on in
au.th Dakota , has not been achieved by the decision to move the
Co1_..
1e

•
.
�
e or.. l!Jlg:1.neerl.Ilg
rrom

sns-:Tv . " 48-,

To support this assertive theme, Ifir. Pletcher set up three
interrogative arguments, the first of which was, " Is it not assumed
that quality of education is based on the quality of the e uca
tors ? "

484

Mr. Pletcher observed, in support o� this argument,

the fact that "SDSU has 16 Ph.D. ' s in just two departments, Mines
has only 7 and the number of instructors with lesser degrees is

higher at t e School of Mines than it is at SDSU. " 485

Follo •ling this line of thought, !lir. Pletcher asked secondly,
"If Dr. G. bb is questioning the raduate program of either s chool,
how can he fa; or Mine s , when it is conmonly held to be true that
qualified Ph. D ' s as instructors re an int,agraJ. part of • any
486
adu te pro ram? "
To support this argument , Mr. Pletche.r

observed that in addition to the fact that SDSU has 120 students
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working on advanced degrees bile Mines has only 70,
also authorized a graduate program without a thesis.
is considered to

be

11

llines has

A thesis

a requirement in most quality programs for ·

advanced degrees." 487

Mr . Pletcher ' s thi

question was rooted in the premise

that SDSU was originally recommended as the site of the College

of Engineering in the 1970 Master Plan because it was more capable
of providing a ell-rounded education.

"Are we then to assume

that the idea of a ell-rowided education, and the attempt to 
allow man to reconcile his technical mastery with his social
problems has b_en sacrificed2 11
It · s

ir- .

488

Pletcher ' s conclusion, ba-ed on authorit · ea

of educ ·tional thought , that "one of the greatest problems :facing

mankind is not his mastery of technical capabilities but rather,
hol': man wi1l. be able to live with hat he creates . "

489

David Scott

Mr. David Scott, a junior electrical engineering student

at DSU from Sioux Falls, favored the r tention of the College of
Engineering at SDSU.

In a letter to the editors of the s · oux Fall

Argus-Leader on March 4, 1971, Mr. Scott discussed three - reasons
:for his choosing SDSU rath r than another school and supporting

His :first Justification for choo ing SDSU was bec ause of

its geogra hie location.
f a11

Mr. Scott o served, "I came here first
4
ca e it is close to my ho e in Sioux Fall s . 11 90
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Mr. Scott ' s second reason for choosing SDSU was the finan

cial

aid

avai1able.

scholarship here

"I

which

engineering school . "

got a Briggs '

is the

491

only

Gof

Briggs

Stratton)

&

scholarship I got

to

any

Dn.rdly, Mr. Scott chose SDSU because ·o f the quality of
education ottered within a university

situation.

"I

chose

SDSU

over any other school because of its small size and excellent
programs • • • • - A· \Dliversity provides me a chance to interact

.

and learn trooi other people , from people in all works of life . "

492

J:t was Mr. Scott ' s opinion that "� quality of engineering
at

SDSU

1.s vecy

good. The

electrical engineering department has

4
some ot the best young professors (with Ph.D. •·s ) in this area . " 93

Mr. Scott supported this opinion with . the reconmendations

of his father
they believe

Dave
SDSU,

that

and Ruth

Both

Dave

and

brother who were

both

electrical engineers "an�

4 4
SDSU has an excellent program . 11 9

Slaughter

sophanore students in the College of Agriculture at

and

Ruth

only one side of

the

Slaughter

implied the assertive

engineering question was

being

theme

that

considered.

Taken frail a letter printed in the SDSU Collegian of February
24, 1971 , it was their opinion :
Because only one side of the entire issue can be
found-in classrooms , student wlion, news papers , bulle
tins, or radio , there are many · points that are riot clear.
Rather than ovel'-reacting as forcefully as encouraged to
do, perhaps we should l.�ok at the entire question a
litt1e D>re rationally. 95
.

18o
In an attempt to look at the question· a ittle more ra
tionally, Dave and Ruth Sl ughter posed seven questions hich

4 6
might "shed a new light on the entire issue. " 9

( 1 ) Where is t e other side of the issue ? ( 2 ) ihy wo u ld
five o u t of seven regents vote to change the engineering
chool if there wasn't another side of the issue? ( 3 )
What do tho�e opposing the change really want? ( 4) If
the statu quo mains , the expense of maintaining two
ngineering colleges would continue to rise , wouldn ' t
it ? ( 5 ) If instead, the School of I1ines is c osed or
ed in other area of education, , ould.n ' t the trans
ferral cost be more than a change at SDSU? (6) Couldn't
ngineering, as a department, here ma · tain a high qual
ity as easily as any ot er department, or is the title
of ' college ' necessary to maintain educational quality?
( 7) How many East River student alr ady go to the
School of Mines for specialization in engineering?
SDSU already monopolizea the field of agricultural
ducation. Why shouldn ' t the School of Mine monopol " ze
enginee ��ijince it i better qunlified to produce
engineers? ,..:J r

In asking these questions, it was the Sl ughter' s intention
to point out that "if the administration, St u dent Association,
and students use university facilities to present the iss u e , don 1 t
we

have the responsibility to ask more questions, get more inf'or-

tion and plan our moves from there? " 498

In conclusion, Dave and Ruth Slaughter observed skeptically,

" It rould appear that the dministration and Brookings comnunity

are sing the tu ents as po itical tools to fulfill their o

greedy ends rather than helping to obj ectively evalu te the i sue
at hand. " 499

I

I , ,
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Kevin Johansen
Ke\rin. Johansen wrote a letter which appeared in the �
.;;.C_
o___
l �i....
an_ on March 3, 1971, providing answers to the seven questions
posed by Dave and Ruth Slaughter ( refer to textnote 497 ) .

It was

Mr. Johansen ' s opinion that "SDSU has a high quality engineering
ducation or I would be attending the University of Minnesota and
paying resid nt tuition." 500 And it was with this justification
that Mr. Johansen began answering some of the questions of the
Slaughters in the same order in which they rere asked.
In respon e to the question asking ihy the Board of Regents
bad made the decision they did, 1.rr. Johansen implied _ the argument
that the Board of Regents had not follo ed proper procedures .

In

his opinion:
No one seems to know, as the regents haven ' t really
giv n any definite and factual i.nfonnation or reasons.
Perhaps I can ask a few questions : Why did the master
plan reconmend the engineering school be located he···e?
Evidently we have a good program. Why did those five
rege nts meet the night of February 10 and apparently
decide the issue before the actual . coomittee meeti� .
Why eren ' t the other two regents at that meeting?5 1

Secondly, ref rring to t 1 Sl ughter ' s question of what

was really wanted by those opposing the change, Mr. Johansen observed,
nwe want the continuance of a fine engineering program, and the

growth of SDSU and South Dakota.
two engineering school . .. 5°2

le feel the state definitely needs

The fourth and fifth questions asked by Dave and Ruth

Slaughter dealt with the comparative cost of transferral and

I

I ,
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maintenance.

• Johansen offered the refutation that savings
t from the

'"ould not re

ve t

of ilding new facilities
Considering the c
at Mines , the many stu nts and the loss of the benefits
of those projects, I se no lo range economic benefits
in closing State' s eng:meer:ing ollege . Education is an
investment, not an expe se • • • • We' re t advocating
closing either school . Both are needed. Closing either
one would be a mistake 03
Responding to the question by the Slaughters regarding the
necessity o f the title "College" in attaining educational quality.
Mr. Johansen cited an xample from the Slaughters ' area of interest :

the

I see a great difference between the act of changing

nam

:rrom Coll ge

department and that of elimi

nating mo t of the_ programs in that college. Could we
maintain a quality ' de--..--ent ' of horti ulture-forestry ,
for instance , if the re-st of the College of .Agriculture
ere eliminated? I do t it. The ' department ' would
quickly deteriorate wi h the supporting areas of the
College of .Agriculture . The comparison is obvious . SO4
Dave
the number of

in

response ,

d Ruth Slaughter ' s seventh question referred to
tudents

ttending

as of the op

on

the

that

School of Mines .
it would be

Mr.

Johansen,

more instructive

to ask :

How many student have transfeITed here from Mines.
many East River stu ents go here ? How many students
ould l ave the state? How many students can Mines ab
sorb without overcrowding the existing f cilities? The
ord ' spec ialization ' is also interesting : SDSU engi
neers are not only C!P- ialized but educated in other
nontechnical are-as . 505

How

Mr. Johansen

eA-ten

that had the S aughter c
ents, number of

teachers ,

ed this

refutation with

hi s observation ·

ared the facts "on the number of studegrees held by eachero, amount . of

government and private research funds ,

quality

of

graduate

J , number of grad students

porgrams {::s ic

., • • etc. , they would

not have aaked their question concerning the quality of education
offered at State. 0 506

As a final observation, Mr . Johansen stated, " It seems
that th writers could have set an example by asking some q estions,
and etting some facts, before they made up their minds." 507

Tom Stanton
Student Association President at South Dakota State
University, Tom Stanton, though not particularly active in the
controversy, did act as spokesman for the students at SDSU and

was influential in the organization of the student "walk-out" o:f
March 4

d

5, 1971.

In his colunm "Rated M"

hich appeared in the February 17 ,

1971 issue of the SDSU Collegian, Mr. Stanton explored a possible
alternative cause :for the Board of Regents ' decision.

He implied

the assertive theme that the decision by the Bpard of Regents was

motivated by their ffiliation with the University of South Dakota.
In his opinion t "Many here feel that South Dakota University was

instrumental in the defeat through the disproportionate n
of alumni they have on the Board of Re ent a . 11 508

er

Mr. Stanton offered no concrete support for this theme,

only dditional obs Nations on the implicat�ons of that possi

bility :

It seems irrational or at best very shortsided for
an institution to cheeL the destruction of one like
itself . It is only a matter of tim before the ame
0

I

I , ,
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criteria--greed, jealousy, and fear-- hich attempts to
destroy one will turn on the other. 509
Though difficult to follow this lack of reasoning, it ·was
as umed y Mr. Stanton that sooner or later
Dakota

ould be the victims of

the

University of South

Boa.rd of Regents and should

the

therefore rally in support of SDSU.
econd ssertive th e

as developed by Mr. Stanton

a letter published in the R p d City Jot

iii

al on February 17 , 1971 ,

opinion that "the Board of Regents

re providing a bad xample
for the 20 ,. 000 college students they gove rn." 510
To

pport this op · .: onated theme , Mr. Stanton argued that

the Board of Regents had

decision ma.king.

not followed proper procedures in their

AB an illustration of the Board of Regents '

"disregard for authority, " he cited that "the attorney general ,
ho is th chief legal advisor of the state, bad. no luck in con

vincing them that th governor was correct in .removing the two
.
names Farrar had nominated for the regents . " 511

A second argument developed by 1r. Stan.ton in support of

the them that the Board of Reg nts were providing a bad ey.ample ,

was that they

of South Dakota.

re not acting in the best

terest · of

e tat

In his opinion, "They dealt a crushing blow to

South Dakota State University , the City of Brookings ,

astern

South Dakota, yea, even t e entire state • • • • So, from this
erratic

the ys

ahavior , students ar
or. s . 0 512

ceiving a

monstration of how
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The remainaer of Mr. Stanton' a comnents referr d to the
walk-out from classes by SDSU students

on March 4 and 5, 1971.

Speaking to the SDSU students at a rally · held in the "Barn" on
March 3, 1971 , Mr. Stanton had argued, in support of the retention

of the College of Enginee1� at SDSU, that the loss of the College

would have a detrimental effect on SDSU:
y of s are not engineers, but s SDSU students and
citizens of South Dakota ,
are affected • • • • The
�'""'·u.l·..........._· stration ' s hands are tied, and it is now up to the
students to stop this first step in lowering the quality
of education at SDSU • • • • This will erode the quality
of arts and sci nee and agri ulture and home economics. 513

The SDSU Collegian of March 10, 1971 , provided an additional
observ tion :f'rom

:Mr.

Stanton to the tudenta.

"The administration

has one all it can. lt is now up to students to convince the
state and particularly the legislature that transferring engineering
4
is a bad move. Go home ! u51
In t he Broo · n.Q;s Dail

Stanton defended the actions of the SDSU studeµts.

1971, Mr.
"I

ant to

stress a.gain the fact that this is not a boycott against SDSU.
I

it is a constructive- effort to take our story to the
people. 11 51 5 The eek follo ring the demonstration, Mr. Stanton
hope

expre sed the impli d theme that the students had conducted them
selves in a sincere and effective manner .

Taken from t e Brookings

The st ents conducted themselves as responsible ·
citizens seeking public support for a cause which di
rectly affects them and all South Dakotans. I am very
proud o f them and all So th Dakotans should be, too .
• • • .Anyone -1ho thought we ere on strike or
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re cting in a ne ative ay now kncn that e were not.
We were concerned citi ens who fclt our cause was the

right ca se and who e t that if the facts were lmown,
the peo le t ould understand. 516
Mr. Stanton xpres ed this theme again in his colunm "Rated

M" from the SDSU Coll !!;! of March 10, 1971 :
I was surprised by the magnitude of the effort , and
v n more by the ing nuity and the sophistication of the
ous� els of workers • • • • As an xrunple of individual
ffort, leadership, and ingenuity your Save Engineering
ctivities mu t rate xt oly high. Now we must wait
for the legi lature to act. But w an rait with the
owledge that we have ev ral thousand veterans of
e future battl s
c.ratic ction. Veterans will
ch easier. 517
Ric Steece

In

a let+cr to the Sio

s Ar6Y;n-Le dcr on Febru.ar.f 28,

1971 , Rick Steece , an SDSU student, expressed the assertive theme
that the d cision by the

ard of Regents was not based on facts.

In his opinion, "The Board of Regents did not have all the facts
and cted too

stily without viewing the outcome of the situa

in his opinion,

ere not considered by th Board of Regents . First,
d , "The moving. of the College of Engineering would

tion. " 518 To support this theme, Mr . Steece c · ted three facts that,

Mr. Steece ar

have se · ous detrimental e:ffects on South Dakota State University. 11 519 In elaborating this argument, :r.1r. Steece
ressed his
opinion that "various programs such as hy ics, chemistry, and

others �ould be endangered to such a point it would be ridiculous
to consider this cha.'l e . n 520
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Secondly, Mr. Steece argued that savings would not result
from the move . He observed :
• • • the cost of moving t e long established College of
� ineerl.llg dth its established graduate program • • •
d only te d to set things back fo a very long period
of time. The results ,JOuld be a loss of time and oney
to the state of South Dakota and not a savings as indi
cated. 521
The third fact not considered by the Board of Regents, in
Mr. St ece ' s opinion, was that a "great number of engineers have
stated that they would move out of state to attend

College of

Engineering rather than move to Rapid City • • • • they feel they
would - receive a better education, more rounded with other courses
in the fine arts and others ; and many more . 11 522
Mark Trapp
Mark Trapp, a student t SDSU, expressed the theme that
the College of Engineering at SDSU should be retained.

In a

letter printed in the Rap id C · ty Journal on ¥.1arch 10 , 1971 , V.ll'.

Trapp stated,

0

I think the time has come for the legislators and

regents to listen

·to

the people , not themselves. Keep

ngine.ering

at SDsu. u 523 To substantiate this theme , he argued that the
decision was

�de with insufficient evidence.

Sarcastically, he

observed, "The vast runount of infonnation supplied in favor of
completely overwhelmed me l " 5

24

the regents '

ve ha

serious infer

ce, Mr. Trapp argued that "there seems to be no

In a more

information available substantiating or giving cause or reason
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for the regents • decision and their continued refusal to recon
525
sider it. 11

Mr. Trapp ' s second argument in support of retaining the

Colle e of Engineering at SDSU was that the citizens favored the
He asked, "Do s the legislature represent the majority

retention.

of the people or the politic

hims of a few? • • • The state of

South Dakota has made their voice quite clear by now, in favor of
keeping the engineering college at

snsu. n 526

Brian Walsh
Brian Walsh identified himself in a letter in the Rapid
Cit Journal on .March 11, 1971 , as "a Sociology major in the

2
College of Arts and Sciences at South Dakota State University." 5 7
..

..

He expressed the assertive theme that the decision by the Board
of Regents to move the College of Engineering from SDSU would have
a detrimental effect on SDSU and the state.

"The Board of Re ents '

decision to move the engin ering college to �pid City affects
everyone.

I feel it would lo ier the quality of all education at

SDSU and the state . u 528

To support this theme , Mr. Walsh implied the argument that

savings would not result from the move.

Rather, it ·ms · his opinion

that the people of South Dakota "should e willing to invest

$30 , 000, the maximum amount of money that it costs to oper te two

engineering schools rathe
tate .

11 529

than one, to keep the youth in the

A second argument

n support of this theme was that the

students now enrolled in engineering at SDSU would leave the state
to complete their du.cation :
U the College of Engineering is moved to the School
of 1'1:i.nes in Rapid City the greatest percentage of the ·
students now in engineering at SDSU will go out of state
to sc ool because it i s closer to the eastern part of the
tate • • • This is something that a state that is losing
population cannot afford to let happen. 530
Janelle Welsh
In an article printed in the Brookings Daily Regist er on

March 9, 1971, Miss Janelle Welsh, an SDSU student from Watertown,
South nakota, described her feelings regarding her efforts in the
SDSU student walkout , March

4 and 5 , 1971.

thought the students were home on a lark
they ere mistaken • • • • I ' ve never worked so hard in
my life . We orked fro dawn to dusk and then tried toe plans uring the evening for what we would do the
next day. I have learned more about politics and people
in the last four days than I c ould in a year of political
cience or psychology classes. 531
If anyone

others

The Brookings Daily Register publiohed a series of three

article s in \mi.ch they asked students on the DSU campus to express
their feelings with regard to the qua ity of ed cation · offered at
SDSU,

hy they chose SDSU over other alternatives , and their

intentions if the Board of Regents ' decision , ere to stand.

Some ·

of the students included in these articles made other conments or
rote a letter, and have been mentioned previously.

Included
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under this heading a.re only those students whose rhetorical con
tri tion was limited to this one set of articles.
The first article was titled "Students Prepare Data for
Regents, 11 and appeared in t e February 24, 1971 issue of the
Br:oolc�s. D_aily RSJsiste.r.

Its content dealt primarily with the

students ' intentions to transfer out of state rather than to the
School of Mines.

Gregory Halling, a junior engineering student

from Lennox 9 South Dakota , said, "If the engineering school goes,
I go--out of state. " 532 James Kor, a junior engineering student

from White, . South DaJ.-cota, stated, " I came to SDSU because it is
close to home and offered a fine engineering school o

If the regents'

plan is not reversed, I �rlll transfer to the University of

Nebraska . u 533 Regarding Commissioner Gibb t s statement that the
move of

engineering

would "not affect the enrollment much at SDSU, "

an unidentified student refuted, "He must not have bothered to
talk to the engineering students here. " 534

The second article, "Tenns Are Blunt., Colorful, " appeared

in the Brookipgs Dai y Register on February 2 5, 1971 .

When a-sked

why he had chosen SDSU rather than some other school , John Roling
from ?>'ladison, South Dakota , expressed his opinion :

I am in favor of the "total education" concept, be
lieving it better to attend a school where the program
is not limited to a mono-maniac engineering-science
tecbnology outlook • • • • I prefer to enter a school
where education of the individual is more . important than
politic s. Recent events lead -me to believe that such
a school will soon ba :found only out of sta.te. 535
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An unidentified student , in addition to bel�eving that

SDSU offered the best engineering progi.am, stated unequivocally,
"I wanted to go to school with coeds ! " 536

With regard to the quality of engineering education avail

abl.e at SDSU, Elwin Lar3on, a junior from Clark, South Dakota,

stated in the third article , "Fonner Students Express Feelings, "

on March J, 1971 , that "the only indication of the quality of an

engineering school is its ECPD [Engineer ' s Council for Professional

DeYelopnen-tJ rating or accreditation rating--either 2 , 4, or 6

years. SDSU's engineering college has an ECPD of 6 years , the
highest rating given." 537 Jack Lange, a senior mechanical engi
neering student :trom Franklin, Wisconsin, stated that he trans

ferred to SDSU "because the Dean of Engineering at the University

o-r Wisconsin-Milwaukee said . that it was a very good engineering

achool. " S::,8

Evaluative sumnary

Within the rhetorical contributions of the twenty-seven

students included in this study, all but two favored the retention

o� the College of Engineering. This assertive_ theme was directly
stated or implied by twelve students . Taken collectively, and

accounting for overlapping, twelve arguments were developed to
substantiate this theme i

{l ) The quality of education offered at

SD&J was comparatively high. This argument � supported by

personal. opinions

and

fact .

(2) Agricultural · research and extension

programs would suffer without the College of Engineering. Personal

I

I ,
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opinion upported thi argument.

(3) A university . allows engineering

stud nts to take elective courses from t e ocial sciences and
humanities .

No support was cited to substantiate this arguroont

other than personal opinion.
to transfer study
opinion.

phasi •

(4) A tmiversity pennits students

This was also supported by personal

( 5 ) South Dakota ' s resources li

in

the eastern half of

the state. No support was provided for this argument.

( 6 ) The

general atmosphere at SDSU is better than at the School of Mines. ·
Personal opinion supported this argument.
are available at SDSU.

( 7 ) Scholarship

funds

Personal experience supported this argument .

(8 ) Students now enrolled in engineering at SDSU would le ave the
state to complete theiI education. This
by personal speculation.

rgument was supported

( 9 ) The Department of .Agricultural

Engineering would not be able to maintain its national accreditation.
This argum.ent was supported by personal opinion.

(10 ) The College

of Engineering at SDSU is geographically well-located.
opinion · upported this argument.

Personal

( 11 ) The decision was based on

insufficient evidence. This argument was supported by personal
opinion.

(12 ) The citizens of South Dakota bad expressed their

desire to maintain the College of Engineering at SDSU • . Personal
opinion supported this argument .
Two students xpressed another assertive theme, that the
students of SDSU had conducted themselves

in

an effective and

sincere manner. To substantiate this theme, favorable repercussions
and p rsona.l opinions were utilized.

1 93
A thi d assertive them.e t favoring the retention of the
College of Engineering at SDSU, was that the College of Engine ring
was influential in attracting industry to Eastern South Dakota.
It was ar ed,

upported solely by personal opinion, that a

College of Engineering

s an essential factor in industri alization.

Two citizens developed a theme that the Board of Regents '
decision as motivated by politics and their affiliation with the
Uni ersity of South Dakota .

To support this theme, personal

observations we;re utilized.
A fifth assertive theme, tha.t South Dakota should retain
two colleges of engineering, was supported with three arguments :
( 1 ) The two colleges emphasize different specialized disciplines .
( 2) The two colleges emphasize different areas of research.
.All engineering college is a catalyst for econo · c gro,-tth.

No

(3)

support, other than personal. opinion and knowledge, was utilized
to substantiate these arguments.

A sixth assertive theme was that the Board of Regents were

not acting in the best interests of the students .
re expressed:

Three arguments

( 1 ) Savings would not result from the move .

Personal opinion supported - this argument.

( 2 ) The School of Mines

is not equipped academically or structurally to handle additional

students .

argument .

A one-sided comparison was utilized to support this

(3) The scholastic l evel at SDSU is higher because- of

the interaction among e ineering students.
supported by personal. opinion.

This argument was

I ,,
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A sev

th theme expressed in support of the retention of

t e College o . Engineering was that the quality of education ould
not be improv

by the Board of Regents I decision.

rogative ar�nts were developed :
detenn:i.ned by

(1 ) Quality of education is

e quality of instructors .

supported by f,-- t.

Three inter

This argument was

(2) The graduate program at SDSU is of high

Fact. and personal observations supported this argument .

quality.

(3) SDSU was originally reconmended as the site of the Colleg
�""ll�.....

of

ersonal opinions supported this argument •

ering.

. A th

-that the Eoard of Regents. were providing a bad

example for 20 . 000 students wa.a substantiated by two arguments :
( 1 ) The Board

f Regents had not follo ed proper procedur s in

ma.ld.ng their de ision.

An illustration was cited in suppo1--t of

this argument .

( 2 ) The

best interests

f the state .

argument • .

ard of Regents were not acting in ·the
Personal opinions supported this

A ninth assertiv theme was that the decision by the Board

of Regents was

ot based on facts.

Three argum nts were presented :

(1 ) The loss of' the College of Engineering would have a detrimental

effect on the university.

this argument.

personal opini

( 2 ) Savi

Personal opinion was utiliz�d to support

s would not result f'rom the move .

were utilized.

Again,

(3) Students presently enrolled

in the engineering at SDSU would leave the state to ccmplete -their

ed cation.

Personal opinions also supported this argument .

I '
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A tenth assertive theme, implied in many arguments, was
that the loss of the College of Engineering would have a detrimental
effect on SDSU and the state .

Two �guments, both supported by

personal opinions, , ere advanced:
from the move.

( 1 ) Savings would not result

( 2 ) Students would leave the state to complete

their education.
Two students expressed themes in opposition to the retention
of the College of Engineering at SDSU.

The first of these was that

South D kota could not afford to maintain "tito colleges of engi
neering.

Two arguments were advanced:

( 1 ) The duplication between

various programs was an unnecessary expense .
this ar""'1Illent.

Two examples supported

( 2 ) Gradaate programs incurred an dditional ...x:pense .

This argument was supported by personal opinions.

A second theme in opposition to the retention of the College
of Engineering was that only one side of the engineering issue was
being considered.
asked.

To support this theme , s even questions were

In addition to these assertive themes and arguments, a number

of refutational comnents were

ade in reference to the students '

walk-out , the transfer of students to the School of iunes , the

taxpaying ability of . students , the quality of education offered at
SDSU, and to other positions advanced through letters .

I , .
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Special Interest Groups
Rhetorical analysis
Included under this heading are those organizations or

individuals representing organizations who submitted rhetorical
statements regarding their positions or the positions of their

organizations on he future of engineering education in South

Dakota.

Wayne Hawley--SOS Comnittee

As chainnan of the SOS Conmittee,- Wayne Hawley, a Brookings

businessman, was the chief' spok sman for the efforts and progress
of +hat comnitta�.

·within r_j_s remarks, Mr. Pw.wley asserted _no

themes, but his con:ments

re

in

direct upport of the retentio_n - -

of t e College of Engineering at SDSU and the legislative inter
vention to insure that end.

Referring to the economic support his conmittee had procured

to sustain their endeavors, Ivlr. Hawley observed

in

the· Sioux Falls

contributed • • • and many thousands of dollars ha e also been
pledged. 11 539 In .the Broo · gs Daily Register of March 3, 1971,
he expressed concern that 0 time's growing short, and 't•e've got

to get things done. 11 54o

The r�inder of Mr. Ha: ley's cOlllllents were of a refutational

nature in response to legislative action, particularly tb.a:t on.the

Bibby bill.

I , ,
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Expressing relief that the Bibby bill to retain engineering

at SDSU had been smoked out of conmittee, Mr. Hawley, in the

Bro kings Daily Reister of' March 6, 1971, s id, "We feel we are

now going to have our day in court, • • • We are extremely pleased.

The comnittee feels this was a do-or-die situation.
intere ted in compromises."54l

We were not

He further observed that the SOS committee ''wholeheartedly

endors�d Bibby's efforts to get the bill ·smoked out and we are
doing all we can to support him." 542

Regarding the Senate action on the bill, severely amending

it, Mr. Hawley again exhibited his and the SOS Comnittee's con-

fiden\je in their ca.use.

"This issue is far fr-om lost. I still
have faith we will see the benefits of our work."543

An -urµ.dentified member of the SOS Committee was quoted in

the Brookings Daily Register on March 14, 1971, urging passage

of the Bibby Bill rather than the resolution passed by the Regents
stating their willingn ss to reconsider their decision.

He implied

the throne that South D tota should retain two Colleges of Engi
neering:

1?e do not.want a war between State and the Sch9ol of
Mines. \> e hav two f·ine engineering schools. Let's keep
them both •••• [the· portant thing i� Let's get this
issue settled now. They cannot .finish the study by fall
and we cannot wait another year. Just consider what it
will do t the f culty of both schools. 544

I , .

Jo:int Engineers Council
The Joint Engineers Council includes students from the

three professional societie in student engineering at SDSU.

In

the February 23, 1971 issue of the Sioux Falls Argus-Leader, their

position was developed.

Although no direct themes were stated,

their remarks supported three overlapping, inherent ""·i

es, that

the Board of Regents had not held public hearings, tha� the decision

was not based on facts, and fina.J.ly that -the College of Engineering
at SDSU should be re--c.ained:

Public hearings were never held by the Board of
Regents concerning the question of abolishing engineer
ing at SDSU. Consequently, it is now necessary that
the public e informed of the facts and that the leg
islature be encouraged to act to :t\u.ly and irrevocably
-cs"-Llis.u. a Cc,"1 lege of E'cLgineer-illg at South Dakota.,:. ; ..
._ ..
State Uni ersity.545

The Joint Engineers Counpil developed five lines of sub

stantiative arguments to support their position.

They first argued

·that the College of Engineering at SDSU served the best interests
of the students.

In their opinion, ·"Having the engineering cour es
at State is right for the students."546 To enhance this argument,

they utilized statistics, fact, and a prediction:

Out of the 886 students enrolled in engineering
course in 1970, 90 pr cent- ere from F.astern South
Dakota •••• �grams at State are fully accredited
by the Engineers Cowicil for Professional Development,
and are designed to produce eli educated citizens as
well as technicians •••• Removal of the courses would
result in tile loss of scholarship programs for the
engineers.5 7
S

cifical y mentio ed in support of the prediction was one

individual, a �aduatc of State

in

1907 (Stephen Briggs) who gives

I

,
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$40,000 yearly in scholarships and has donated· ov�r $235,000 in

the past twelve years.548

The second argument developed by the Joint Engineers

Council was that there was an interdependence between programs

at SDSU and specifically that "there is interdependence of agi�
4
cultural engineering with other phases." 5 9 To support this

argument, the Council cited additional statistics and personal

opinio1?,S:

There are currently 43 research projects being
carried on at the school that combine agriculture and
engineering research. �1any of these projects are fed
erally funded, and these funds would-be lost if engi
neering is abolished at SDSU. $100,000 in federal
:f\mds including $3(),000 in faculty salary would be lost
in programs of water resources and pollution control
alone bee use they rely on the expert advice and
�ssistance of staff from the College of Agriculture. 550

Thir<µy, it was argued by the Council that the College of

Engineering at SDSU was in,.,�uential in attracting inciustry.

In

·their opinion, "Industrial development of South Dakota is dependent
on SDSU's engineering. 11 551 In support of this argument, the
engineers cited personal opinions and examples where engin�ering
provided the additive factor or incentive for industrialization:
The engineering extension program at State handled
47
5 requests for industrial and municipal developmental
help ill 1970 • •.• • Education t and especially engineering
are factors in industrial locatio. n, and that if'. other
factors are similar, it can be the determinent • • •• The
education-research-extension concept of the SDSU College
of Engineering is in existence and is already functioning
effectively· • • • these needs could not be provided by a
"remote control" operation :from the western part of the
state that does not have the extension organization. 552

I ' ,
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As their fourth argument, the Council implied that savings

would not result from the move.
three statistical comparisons:

This argument was supported by

Costs per students are 1,543 at Tech and $1,190 at
State • • • • SDSU now has·about 10,000 in bonded
indebtedness in donnitories and food service. Removing
a program that involves 886 students without replacing
them leav s "grave concern11 about repayment • • • • State
engineering researc grants for the year 1968-69 were
357,000 compared to 254,ooo at Tech, and present
support-at SDSU is estimated at over $3()0,00Q. 553

.Again, relating to industrial growth, the Council's fifth

argument was that "Geographic location enhances SDSU's engineering

college. "554 Three local industries ere cited as examples to

substantiate this argument:

The engineering school should be close to �ne highest
concentration of population, and therefore industrial
development and potential work force, but also to the
areas in need of eD.o,rjneering knowhow and advice. These
include the EROS Project, northeast of Sioux Falls, the
Remote Sensing Institute already located at Brookings
and the ollution studies being carried out in eastern
Sou.th Dakota. 555
According to the Sioux Falls Argus-Lead r, these five

rguments were accompanied by graphs comparing the two schools,

prepared from statistics gathered through the American Society of
Engineering Education.

In civil engineering, one graph showed

State leading Tech in number of professors with Ph.D.'s eight to
four; in outside funds for research, State showed $79 , 000, Tech,
$61,000

d graduate students at the two schools number 28 at

State and 24 at Tech.

Comparable figures, equa ly favorable to
I , .
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State, ·1ere also given for the schools fo electrical and mechanical
engineering.556
The Board of Directors of t e East
South Dakota ·conaerva cy District
ccording to the Sioux Falls Argus-Leader of February 20,

1971, "T e directors cited five reasons why they are vitally

interested in seeing the college of engineering retained at South

Dakota State Univ�1"sity. 11557 These five reasons, serving as
arguments in support of this theme, were:

(1) The su district r ceives valuable engineering
services through formal contracts and info:nnation
confer nces with the engineering faculty.
(2) The niversity's engineering reference material
is ,,..E:d ...:.tensiv ly by the sub-district staff.
(3) Engineering students provide a Vital source of
part time employees for the sub-district.
(4) Research under ay at State University on agri-_
cultural runoff and pollution control to maintain and
enhance water quality requires close interties between
the Colleges of EngL"l.eer-lng and .Agriculture on one
campus.
(5) The potential for over $100 million worth of
water resource development in the next 20 years in the
sub-district will require considerable ngineering
manpo er familiar with eastern South Dakota.558

This was the total extent of the arguments.

No supportive

data was provided to .xpand them or to justify their reliabilit,y.
Sioux Fa ls Industrial Association

The Sioux F- ls Industrial Association supported the

retention of the Col ege af Engineering at SDSU on the basis that
the College was influential in attracting industry to East rn

South Dakota.

Taken fro the Rapid City Jo rnal on February 25,

I , ,
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1971, "the presence of an engineering college in Bl'Qokings is
vital to the continued industrial growth of eastern South
Dakot . u 559 This position was not supported by any concrete
evidence or other supportive data.
Dave Stenseth
Dave Stenseth t the

xecutive vice-president of the Sioux

Falls Developnent Corporation and the spokesman for the F.ast River
Electri'c Cooperativ , implied that the College of Engineering at
SDSU was influential in attracting industry to Eastern South

Dakota. Representing_ both organizations, Mr. Stenseth told the

House State Affairs Comnittee on February 26, 1971, "The engi-

. neer·ing college at SDSU has helped develop industry in eastern

South Dakota."56o This was the extent of Mr. Stenseth's remarks.

He provided

no

supportive data to enhance his position.

Faculty of the College
of Arts and Science

AB recorded in the s·oux Falla Argus-Lea er on February

26, 1971, the faculty of the College of Arts and Science at SDSU

pass d the following resolution declaring their position

with

regard

to the Board of Regents' decision and the advantages inherent in
a universit curriculum. They asserted the theme that a uni

versity curriculum offered students a broader educational potential:
The Bo rd of Regents in their recent decision to
strike the SDSU College in favor of consoiidating
engineering at t e School of ,lines, failed to consider
the broader need.a of engineering students. Had they

I

, ,
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done so, they would have realized that only a. university
community provid s these students a gufficiently broad
latitude of educational experience.5 1
South Dakota Federation
of Democratic Women
The executive board of the South Dakota Federation of

Democratic Women submitted the following resolution requesting
legislative intervention in the Engineering School Controversy:
. A decision of this magnitu.de, affecting so many
people and the possible future of the state, should
be made by the legislature and not by an appointed
board that may not be legally constituted. The
federation believes no good could come from post
poning that decision as a cloud of uncertainty would
be har.ging over the students, fac'Jlty and admini trators of the schools involved. 5b2

South Dakota State University
.Alumni Association

The South Dakota State University Alumni �sociation

expressed the theme that the SDSU students had conducted them
selves in an effective and s incere manner.

In a message of thanks

appearing in the SDSU Collegian on :March 10, 1971, the Alumni

Association stated:

There are not sufficient words to convey to the
entire student body of our alma mater our feelings.of
pride in your spontaneous, mature, responsible, inventive,
and dedicated efforts in working within the system to
help right a wrong which effects . CsicJ not only .your [:sic]
personally but all of South Dakota.
OUr comnon cause will prevail because it is the righ�
cause. We'�e proud of you, thanks to each of you.563

Evaluative sunxnag
Eight special interest groups, either through spokesmen
or written resolutions, expressed support for the retention of
the Coll ge of Engineering at SDSU.
Three themes, that t,he

Board

of Regents had not held public

hearings, that the decision was not based on facts, and that the

College of Engineering at SDSU should be retained, were. considered

collec�ively by one organization.

Five arguments were developed:

(1) The College of Engineering at SDSU served the best interests

of the students.

Personal opinion, statistics, fact, and a pre

diction were utilized as supportive data.

depandence between programs at SDSUo

(2) There is an inter-

To support this argument,

statistics and personal opinions were utilized.

(3) The College

of Engineeri.Qg at SDSU was influential in attracting industry.

Personal opinions and examples ere utilized as support for this

argument.

(4) Savl.ngs �ould not result from the move.

comparative statistics supported this argument.

location enhances SDSU's engineering college.

Undocumented

(5) The geographic

Three examples

of local industries utilizing the benefits of SDSU were cited in

support of this ·argument.
Five

dvantages inherent in the presence of an Engineering

College were cited in support of the theme that the College of

Engineering at SDSU should be retained:

(1) The College of

neering offers contracts and informational services.

..,,

Engi

(2) Reference

material from the Engineering College is used extensively.

I

, ,
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(:,) Engineering students are available tor part-time employment.
(4) There is close interaction betweenithe Colleges of
and Engineering.

Agriculture

(5) Water resource developnent in the future·

requires expertise from those familiar with Eastern South Dakota.
No support was provided to substantiate.these arguments.
The

theme

that the College ot Engineering was infiuential

� attracting industry to Eastern South Dakota was expressed by
the spokesman of two organizations

and

another special interest

group. No arguments or supportive

data

were provided to sub

stantiate this theme.
Other special interest groups expressed their positions in
tenns of written resolutions passed by their membership.

One

asserted the theme that a university curriculum offered students
a broader educational potential, one requested legislative inter
vention, and one asserted that the students of SDSU

had

conducted

themselves in an effective and sµicere manner. None of these
resolutions provided arguments or S'Upportive data other than the
personal opinions of the majority of the voting me1llbership.
Editorial Conments
Included under this third general_ division of the rhetorical
contributions in the Engineering School Controversy are those
couments made by the editorial staffs of the five newspapers_ involved in this study. No couments were discovered in The Tech.
The editorial contributions of' Paul Cross, a staff' writer.for the
Rapid City Joumal who subnitted a daily column "Capitol Crossroads"

''.

2o6

deal�ng with day to day legislative actions, have-been considered

here as their content was interpreted to be editorial in nature.
The Brookings Daily Register

The editorial staff' of the Brookings Daily Reg;ster pub
561+ Their position
lished
opinions
on
thirteen
separate
occasions.
'
.
in the .controversy emerge_d clearly on February 12, 1971:

11

The

college of ngineering must be retained if SDSU is to retain its

status as a first class university. 11 565 With this basic assertive

theme overriding their comnents, the editors of the Brookings

paper d veloped four arguments.

The first of the e arguments was that "the loss of the

engineering co·1ege would cause irreparable damage to the \llliversity's

academic programs."566 To support this argument, the editors noted
the fact that the Master Plan originally intended that all engi

neering instruction be moved to SDSU because _"SDSU offers engineers

a well-rounded education jn a wuversity with a fine academic
program."567 To further j stify their argument that the academic

programs at SDSU·would suffer without the College of Engineering,
the editorial staff; on February 18, 1971, stated their opinion

that "SDSU's engineering college bas some �ound reasons for being

proud of its ac�emic programs •. • • the qualifications of the

department heads is one reaoon the engineering program is.good�"56B

After citing the credentials of John Lagerstrom, dean of the College
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ot Engineeri:ng; Em>ry Jolmson, head of the Civil &lgineering
Department; Dennis Moe, head of the Dej)artnaent of Agricultural
Engineering; Frankl.in Fitchen, head of ElectricaL.Engineering;

John P. Sand:f'ort of Mechanical &lgineering; and Harold Froslie,

bead of F)Jgfneering Physics, the editors of the -Register expressed
the opinion. that "it has taken many years to assemble the engi

�eering facu1ty at SDSU, and their contributions in research and
public service ·to eastern South Dakota extend far beyond their
classrooms."�

Although the editors stated that·it was not their intent

to downgrade the School of Mines or to assert that SDSU's engi
0
neering program was superior in any way, 57 they did cite 1969
statistics which indicated that "SDSU graduated more engineers

••• :,Z.. students with civil engineering degrees . compared to
onl.y 22 at the School of Mines and Technology ... 57l
Additional support for their first argument that the

academic reputation and future could be jeopardized by the move,

the editors relied on the fact that SDSU served as a land grant

m'liversity and that "there is only one.land grant college in the
U.S. in which.Agricultural. Eogineering stands alone."572 The
only exception, as was noted previously, was the example of

"Georgia Tech• which offers an excellent epgineering program ••.•

[but whiclij

is only 70 miles from Georgia University. Rapid City
is about 365 miles away :from sosu. .. 573

A fifth consideration supporting the argument that the

academic programs at SDSU would suffer without the College of
eering,

J.:4UE... � ...

as the opinion that, because statistics indicated

"573 of the 621 students (92 per cent) in SDSU's engineering

4
college ar from counties east of the Missouri River, ,, 57 these

students enhanced the academic quality offered at SDSU.

The second argument developed by the editors of . the Brookings

ly R gister in support of the theme that the College of Engi- ·

neering at SDSU should be retained appeared in the issue of March
7 , 1971.

the move:

That argument was that savings would not result from

li the Board of Regents ar-e successful in 1n,:r�ng
engineering from South Dakota State University, they
are going to be hard.pressed to justify their actions
on grol.lllds of economy. 575

To support tl1is argument, the editors utilized six monetary

.factor where savings would not result or where they would be
minj mal.

Although each of these six factors was based on sta

tistics, no docv.mentation v.as provided to establish their accuracy.
The first of these was the savings indicated in the Master

Plan regarding the 11otio11 that "only 2 professors would be needed

in the agricultural engineering department at SDSU at a salary of
$12,000. 11 576 According to the Register editors, this estimate

was low:

"SDSU officials say it would take from 6 to 8 e�eers

for the agricultural engineering program at SDSU, and a salary
level of �15, 000 is more realistic. " 577 A second consideration

209
wa that if the agr cultural engineering program were ma.intained
by those two professors then " 210,000 in federal grants" that
were then awarded could never b justified. 578

The editors offered refutation to t,he Master Plan idea that

for every additional position required at �Jines, one could be

eliminated at SDSU, if stating ,

11

at SDSU--23 nee ed at Mines . " 579

the

18 positions would be eliminated

. A fourth monetary_ consideration noted by the editors of ·
Daily Register as that SDSU was a land grant uni-

versity and "there is no guarantee that the federal funds supporting

projectu t SDSU ould accompany the engineering school to Rapid

City . 0 58° A specifi1,; stat.i.atical exalll'J)le of this was that of · the

78, ooo available in scholarships for engineering students, 49, 000
1
of hich was _:from the Air Force ROTc. 58 "This 49, 000 would not
82
be a�ailable at the School of Mi..'"les. 0 5
The fifth monetary factor discussed by the editors was

the f ct that residence halls at SDSU built to accomodate 0 about

50%

of the student body require a 92% occ pancy for a break.:.even

8
point. "5 3 It was argued that "if one residence hall with a
capacity of 4oo ·students ere

ptied, the annual payment in

interest and principal alo e on a

6o , ooo . u584

1. 3 million residence hall is

A final _ qu stion regarding monetary savings involved the

tudent fees.

"There would be a loss of

44 ,ooo

in student :fees
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• • • fees which help support health services, forensics, music,
8
dr�, a student union, and athletica. u 5 5
ading into their third specific rgument , th editors of

· ngs· Daily Regi ster noted on Febniary 12, 1971, that

"there is a limited amount of funds within the state to meet the
86
growing co..,ts of higher e ucation in two large univ rsities. 0 5
Because of t e insufficient funds, the editors expressed the

argument that there appeared to be an indication of political
moti es involved in the Board of Regents' decision:

There is a growing · uspicion these USD orientated
regents saw in the Master Plan for Higher Education an
opportunity to w�ttle South Dakota State University
down in stature. 5 7
1·0

support -che argument that there were political motives

involved in the Board of Regents ' decision, the editorial staff

of the Broo d.ngs Daily Register dealt with two specific instances.
On

February 13, 1971, it was observed that "the Board of Regents

have violated the public trust which this august body deserves. .. 588

They further expressed their opinion :

From no� on decisions made by the Board of Regents
will be considered for just what they ar • The public
will have lost all confidence and trust in an all
important g�verning body that should be above the _whims
of petty politics. �89

This conclusion as based on the premise that "some of the decisions
reached by the Board at their latest meeting in Pierre, were appar

ently made at a closed (almost ecret) meeting held in a motel

room the night before a public meeting was to be held. " 590

was the editors ' opinion regarding this meeting:

It
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• • • it seems re than coincidental that five of . the
memb�rs of the Board who voted to close the school of
engineering were at that meeting, while the two who voted
for keeping the school at Brookings had no knowledge of
the " coffee pa.rty. "591

Additional support was expressed on March 13, 1971, in the

fonn of a personal opinion.

They observed that the " credibility

gap surrounding tatements of Dr. Richard Gibb, coomissione� of

higher education in South Dakota, has developed into a yawning
chasm. 0 59

2

This c onclusion emerged as the result of 0 an eleventh

hour change of hea.rt 11 593 that chara�terized the attitude by the

Board of Regents and their willingness to now reconsider their
previous action in a resolution passed after a series· of phone
4
calls from Colllmissioner Gibo. 59

The fourth line of argument developed by the editorial

staff in support of their position that the College of Engineering

should be retained at South Dakota State University was their

insistence that the legislature "would be remiss" if it failed to
act · on HB 766. 595 It was the editors' opinion that the regents

"have stepped beyond the pale of their authority•• • • What the
regents propose would change the very character of South Dakota

State University as defined by the legislature. " 596 To support

this argument, the editors cited the before-mentioned Supreme

Court ruling of 1933, and the fact that in, 1887:

• • • the Territorial Government passed a law defining
the purpose of the State College of Agriculture and
Mechanics, forerunner of SDSU, and outlining the cur- .
ricul • Civil engineering was specificallz mentioned
in the law as one o� the fields of study. 597
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It was the opinion of the editorial staff, · as additional

support, that passage of HB 766 was imperative to the future of

SDSU.

In

addition to a College of Engineering, HB 766 also cited

other areas of study, specifically pharmacy and nursing :

Passage of the bill defining the fields of study
for South Dakota J. ate has become imperative before the
academic program of the st�te 's largest insi tutio11 fJicJ
is pennanently crippled. 59�

Passage of HB 66 in the House by a vote of 56-17 prompted

the editorial staff to conclude, as their fifth argument; that

"there seems to be little doubt that the maj ority of South Dakotan.a
want . to retain the engineering college at SDSU. " 599 This conclusion
as based on the opinion of the editorial staff that four supportive

factions had contributed to the success .

The first of these factions, according to the editorial

staff of the . Brookings Daily Register, was "· the deluge of mail
and telephone calls to state representatives" 6oo from ."a silent

majority across the state. " 6ol In t�e editor ' s opinion, "The

legislators learned the people of South Dakota did not want the

academic standing o f a fine university crippled by removing its

vital engineering pro gram. 0

The second faction included John
.
Bibby , whose "p�stige weighed heavily when votes were taken, " 603
6o2

and 'Wayne Hauschild w: o orked with "surprising effectiveness for
6o4
a freshman lal-JI.naker . "
Not to be underestimated on the success

of the bill, in the opinion of the ·editors, were the SDSU students

ho courageously decided t_o leave classes and return to their home
0
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coarmmities to work in behalf of the bill. ..6os The editors

observed:

These angry young students weren ' t demonstrating to
tear dotm our established inst,itutions. They are demon
strating because an established institution--their alma
mater-may be dealt a crippling blow by the Board of
Regents • • • • These angry young people a.re demonstrating
to keep � establishment from tearing down our insti�
tutions.

As a final comnent on the s·tudents ' actions, the editors

observed March ·11, 1971, that "the anger first expressed by many •
legislators over the walkout turned to admiration as the students

pleaded the cause of SDSU intelligently and effectively in
nOD1JRmj ties throughout South Dakota. n007

However, in addition to presenting these five arguments

and the support utilized to strengthen their basic position, the

editorial staff conceded -on March 20, 1971 , · af'ter the legislative
session was adjourned, that "the victory is a hollow one.

So many

loyal SDSU supporters fought so long and so hard just to retain

what the Wtiversity already bad."

6o8

It was· their opinion that

"ootbing was gained, nothing was lost. But the political scars

probably will be remembered for years . ..609
Evaluative sunmary

The editorial staff of the Brookings Daily Register expressed

only one assertive theme, that the College of Engine ering at SDSU
should be retained.

Five arguments were advanced :

( 1 ) The l oss

of the College of Engine ering would have a detrimenta1 eff'ect on

the academ.1.o quality of SDSU. Six items of support were p�ded:
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two facts, two personal opinions s, and two citat�ions of statistics .
(2 ) Savings muld not resul.t from the move.

Six items of un

documented stpportive statistics were presented.

(3) Political

motives influenced the decision by the Board of Regents .

Two

examples, based on personal opinion, supported this argument.

(4)

The legislature would be derelict in their duty if they failed to
intervene.

Two opinions and two facts supported this argument .

(5 ) The majority of South Dakotans want to retain the Co�lege of ·

Engineering at SDSU.

Four examples of supportive persons, and

personal opinion substantiated this argument.

"Capitol Crossroads "
Rhetorical analysis

Paul Cross, a Rapid City Journal legislative correspondent,

devoted eight colu:nna to a discussion and review of the events

occurring in the legislature regarding the future of engineering
610
education in So th Dakota.
Most of Mr . Cross's editorials

dealt primarily with an interpretive analysis of- the operational
factors and causes in the controversy.

In these editorials he

offered s everal . predictions and personal observations .but did not

develop any assertive or refutational themes.

In only two instances

were rhetorical themes expounded, one assertive and one refutatiqnal.
rhen

'rhe only assertive theme was expressed on March 10, 1971 ,

r.1r.

Cross expressed bis opL�on that the supporters of SDSU

were concerned with more than the question of engineering in this
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controversy. He referred to a study being conducted on the medical

program in South Dakota.

He noted, "While the report has not yet

been released, one reconrnendation is that al l of these fields

[?ur ing, phannacy, premedical and medical · technology] be moved to

Sioux Falls where there are two major hospitals and the Veterans

Administration Hospital . " 611 It was Mr. Cross ' s assertive theme

that 1 1 if SDSU hould lose this major area, and then lose the field
of engineering, i:t would indeed be a blow to the prestige of
SDSU."612 Mr. Cross did not reveal the source of his information

regarding medical education, nor did he offer any supportive
evidence to establish its credibility.

To -upport the theme that the loss of engineering was not

a prime consideration, Mr. Cross argued that SDSU students were

spreading false and inaccurate information with the authority. of

the faculty and administration of SDSU :

The loss of engineering would not be a major factor
as some would try to make people believe. Wnen students .
of SDSU fanned out across the state it was done at the
urging of faculty embers who saw their jobs in jeopardy.
c-tud nts actually were given the wrong interpretation of
action by the House State Affairs Committee, and as a
r sult the students became the pawn of a college faculty
who have sat back and let the blame be placed on the
students. bl� ·

This argument attacking the motives of the faculty and

admjnj stration of DSU was supported by evidence If.a:- . Cross obtained

in an interview with six SDSU students :

Six students rho realized they bad been duped stopped
off in Pierre last Thursday, and after getting a full . and
true explanation, made every effort through .the wire ser
ices to get the demonstration called off believe it did
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the damage that the faculty had hoped would result sicJ .
They admitted to this reporter that they had been giv n
the wrong information. We also have infon�ation that a
house mother on the SDSU campus trigger d a fire bell in
one of the dormitories, and as the students filed
the buil� were told to report at a rally bsicJ . 14

mm

In an attempt to refute the argument that the College of

Engineer:ing was essential to insure the national accreditation of
the Department of Agricultural Engineering at SDSU, Mr. Cross

stated his opinion that "agricultural engineering at South Dakota

State Univer ity is actually ' small -potatoes' when one views the
over all university complex. One might even wonder why it

exists. 11 615

To support his refutation regarding the vitalness of gri

cultural engineering at SDSU, Mr. Cross observed that as a land

grant university, "SDSU has long been known for its efforts in

agriculture and agricultural engineering, and yet last spring only

12 seniors graduated with a bachelor of science degree in this
field.

u 616

Comparing other fields of engineering at SDSU and the

School of Mines, 1.fr. Cross discovered:

In the other fields of engineering at SDSU, 38 grad
uated last spring in electrical engineering, 36 it). ci ril,
and 25 il1 mechanical. • • • At th School of Mines, 7 2
graduated in mechanical, 45 in electrical, 35 in civil,
29 in chemical, 14 in mining, eight in geological, and
three in metallurgical engineering. 61 7

To insure that his documentation of these statistics was

complete, Mr. Cross added, "These figures aren't captured ·out of

a hat , incidentally, but caine from information given to the Board
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of Regents during their investigative study of Sout Dakota
educational institutions and the roles they should play. "�18

The only assertive theme expressed by Mr. Cross was that
the loss of the College of Engineering at SDSU was not a prime
consideration in the controversy.

One argument was advanced, that

because of the other priorities, students were given false and

inaccurate infonnation by the faculty and administration at SDSU.

Personal opinion and an interview with six SDSU students supported

this argument.

Refutation of the importance of Agricultural Engineering

at SDSU was supported by documented comparative statistics.
other Rapid City Journal Editorials
Rhetorical analysis

The editorial staff of the Rapid City Journal contributed

four editorials on the issue of engineering education in South
Dakota . 619 Three assertive themes were developed and all were
concerned with legislative involvement.

The first of these, expressed on February 22, 1971, was

that the decision to move the College of Engineering from South
Dakota State University could result in a dangerous situatiqn

within the legislature .

"A dangerous situation seems to be

dev loping as the result of the Board of Regents' decision to

eliminate engineering at South Dakota State University in
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l,,...; "" ..,
11
Broo�s.

620

It was their only argument, as noted in the same

editorial, that the
.

emotions are

er could result because - "naturally,

running hir)l. "

62l

To upport their argument that

emotions were· tending to have more influence than the facts in

the controversy, the editorial staff observed that the "focal

point for pressure to retain two colleges of engine.ering is in the
legislature, 0 62 2 and more -specificaliy, it was the opinion of the
editorial staff, in John Bibby.

"Bibby acknowledges he is fight

ing for his hom county constituents who vi w the regents action

with alann. Because SDSU is the large st_ state institution, and

has thousands of alumni, great political pressure is possible. " 623

\"1hile it was conceded by the editors that these alunm.i had

legitimate and "valid arguments for preserving an integrated program
at the Brookings Campus, 11 624 it would be wrong to assume tha� the
arguments were entirely academic.

It was their opinion that "SDSU

is the principal factor in Brookings ' economy. 11 62 5

To further illustrate the argument that emotions were

becoming the basis of the controversy, the editorial sta:f:f -compared

the cur-rent emotional eaction to the earlier and more conservative
reaction of the School of !f.dnes.

It was their opinion, that

bee use the School of lines was a smaller school, they did not

exert comparable political and emotional pressure:

Tech is a relati ely small institution with only
about 1200 of its st d nts in enr.dnee1�ng . The very
nature of Tec h ' s mission has kept it out of the • numbers
game' •• • • When the regents arlier decided the roLe
of Tech should remain basi-cally unchanged, it s a
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recognition of an outstanding institution that had
developed a program of unusually high quality. 626
It was the editors ' final opinion supporting the argument
that because the issue had become emotional, the objective of the

Master Plan "to make the best possible use of the dollars being
spent on higher education"

627 was being _ overlooked.

Lead1ng to their second assertive theme, that the legis

lature should not become involved in matters of curricula, the
editorial staff stated, on February 22, 1971 :

The 1egislature is in its proper role when it concerns
itself with the :f\mding needed for faculty and adminis. _ trators, and the money for books, buildings, equip:nent,
and maintenance • • • • For the legislature to dictate what
shall be taught is something entirely different, for this
is to cast legislators in a role for which very few are
either knowledgeable or experienced.628

It was their first argument that such an involvement would

not be in the best interests of the citizens of South Dakota :

Higher education should not be caught up in the numbers
game on the campuses or within the legislatul"e. The ma
chinery for quality education has already been provided .
by the people and by �tatute. ·Tampering that is politically
or regionally· mot:i.vated is not in the best interests of the
state as a whole . South Dakota could find this machinery
badly damageg which could only mean that its youth would
suffer� too. 29

To support this argument -the editorial staff .expressed their

opinion that 1egislative intervention might "lead to undesirable
interference and

ultimate

breakdown of the educational processes.•

Professional educators could

themselves being told by iaymen
.
6
what they can or cannot teach. " 30 As an added dimension, the
find

editors supported the argument that legislative .intervention would
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not be satisfactory with their opinion that "sincere as they might
be, 110 lawmakers would not be a satisfactory substitute for

regents working continuously on policy, a co�issioner administrating
·
the program and college presidents making it work. "631
A second argmnent defending the. theme that the legislature

should not become involved in the establishing of curricu.la _ was

expressed without support on March 17, 1971, in terms of the effect

of intervention on the accreditation of various programs ;

• •• the present fuss will not go unnoticed, nor will
it be without ramifications• • • • Nation.al accrediting
associations are very much interested in this type of
controversy. If they suspect politically motivated
deci�iogs override professional viewpoints , they idll
say so. 32

The third assertive theme developed on Pebruary 24, 1971 ,

by the editorial staff of the Rapid City Journal wa.s that the

Board of Regents had fulfilled their obligations to the state and
should be supported.

"Whatever arguments pertain against eliminat

ing engineering at SDSU, the regen�s have gotten to the heart of

the matter, and that is how many colleges and universities can
South Da...ltota �fford. 0633 In defense of the Board of Regents '

actions, they expressed their opinion :

The regents have made a tough decision . on a matter
of basic philosophy, and that is whether there should be
only one professional school or college of each type in
South Dakota • • • • To face up to this, when there is a
school of engineering at each end of the state, ultimately emanded choosing between SDSU and Tech, both of
which are strong engineering schools.63J+

The only argument developed to support this theme that the

Board of Regents should be conmended for their actions 11-ra.s that
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"because of the repercussions , the regents could have found ample

reasons to prolong their deliberations on what is perhaps the most
volatile feature of the master plan.

But they didn ' t. "6 35

To support this argument, the editorial staff offered their

opinion that the "storm of protest cert�inly was anticipated by

the seven-membe-'- board, five of whom voted for the move. 11

6

36

They

observed that few voices had been r ised in defense of the Board
of Regents.

It w�s . their opinion that it might possibly . be because

"the situation is complicated by a question of whether the board

is properly constituted. " 37
6

It was the observation of the editorial staff• in further

support of the actions of the Board of Regents :

• • • those who now protest should be certain they are
honestly obj ective a.�d that they truly believe in the
optimum utilization of the state ' s higher education
dollar • • • • Criticism should not interfere with arriv
ing, in a dispas�i§nate manner, at what will be the best
in the long run. b3

The editors concluded that if this criticism was bas.e d on

anything less than objectivity and economics , higher education

''will be at the . mercy of politics and such a situation could lead
to academic cbaos . 0 639

Although not develop�d or supported as .an assertive theme 9

the editorial staff of the Rapi d City Journal did · conclude,

"Elevating the engineering program for aJ.l' South Dakota will be

better accomplished with one school , and that would be the gain
for Tech. 0

640
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The remainder of the editorial remarks . found in the Rapid
City Journal were of a refutational nature.

Regarding the forms

of support utilized by the 1 gislators, "various parts of the

state code, the constitution and previous �ourt decisions, "641 the

editorial staff I esponded, "These can b� used to support retaining
engineering at Brookings or can be interpreted as giving the
regents the authority to discontinue engineering there."

642

It

was the opinion of the editors that these "fine points of the law
64
need examining." 3 . Referring to a ·comment by Senator Tom Mills

of Sioux Falls that the legislature did . not want the burdens of

the Board of Regents , (refer to textnote 215 ) the editorial staff
obse�." �d, "This in r... etori.c, pl.tr� and simple.

Of course the

legislature should not want nor have the burdens of regents, and

that is part of the issue too. 0 644 It was speculated by the .editors

that alt 1ough pressure on behalf of SDSU was inmense, it was not

necessarily representative of statewide thinking about the '.iaster
Plan.

Again refuting Senator Mills, the editors questioned the

validity of his statement that it was "quite evident that the people

of the state did not want the College of Engineering removed . • •
and also eviden� that the board had ceased to act in the best
.
interests of the people ( refer to textnote 214)." "To charge

as he [Tom Mills] has that the regents haye acted irresponsibly

is to believe they have some interest other than the people and
higher education." 645
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In reference to the pressure exerted by the legislature

and various special irrterest groups , the editors cautioned that
these special interest groups "can bring political pressure in

the le ,islature to prevent carrying out even the wishes of that
legislature--in this case, develop a master plan for quality

education. 11

646

The editors observed that a.lthough the - battle for
◄

the legislators who upheld the principle that higher education

should be kept out of the poiitical arena was uphill, "Tl?-e cause

is a good one and certainly equal to a cause upheld by one
.
university or one locality or one group ·of people. "647

As a word of advice, the editors s aid, "The regislature

would do well to suppo1� state boa.1"'cls to prevent recur·rence of the

very thing that has happened• • • • where the interests of the state
as a whole may be difficult to see through the heavy barrage . from
one direction. "648

On �!arch 17, 1971, the editorial staff of the Rapid Citr
Journal, offered refutation to the . concept of the legislature' s

intervem...l'lg in the work of state boards and comnissions:

Whatever the outcome of the engineering school
squabble, enough has already transpired to say that the
concept of �ssigning duties to a non-political board
chosen fQr _ the competence of its members has been badly
shaken. 6 �9

Evaluative sum.nary

The first assertive theme expressed by the editorial staff

of the Rapid City Journal was that the decision to move the College

of Engineering :from South Dakota State University could result in
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erous situation within the legislature. One argument was

advanced , that emotions ,ere tending to overwhelm the facts of
the controversy.

Four items of personal opinion were cited in

support of this argument.

The second assertive theme was that the legislature should

not become involved in matter of curricula. '1\vo arguments _we 1 e
presented:

( 1 ) Legislative involveme t was not in the best inter

ests of the citizens of South Dakota.

twice as supportive insight.

Personal opinion was expressed

( 2) Legislative intervention might

affect the accreditation of various programs. Speculation was the
only support provided for this argument.

Thirdly, the editorial staff of the Rapid CH;y Journal

expressed the theme that the Board of Regents had fulfilled their

obligations to the people of South Dakota and should be supported.

The only argument developed for this theme was that despite criticism
and repercussions, the Board of Regents had chosen to fulfill their
responsibility.

support utilized.

Again, personal opinions were the only form of

Al.though not developed or supported as an assertive theme,

the editors expi:-essed their opinion that there should be only one
college of engineering in South Dakota.

Refutational themes were developed in response -to legislative

intervention, to remarks of Senator Thomas Mills, and to legislative

pressure from special interest groups.
refutati

Support for all these

efforts were in the fonn of personal .opinions.
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Sioux Falls Argus-Leader
Rhetorical analysis
The staff of the Sioux Falls Argus-Leader submitted four·
editorials during the time span of this study.6 50 On February

13, 1971 , they expressed their only assertive theme, that the

role and function of South Dakota tate University should remain

unchanged .

" It is the opinion of this newspaper, as previously

outlined, that the ·state-owned colleges and universities ·should

retain their established Pc1:ttern and their separate -identities. 11

6 51

To support this theme, they established the argument that the

state-o\lm. ed colleges and universities "have served us well and they

have rrtade an extremely valuable contribUtion to education at a
6
relatively modest cost. u 5 2 And more specifically, "The college

of engineering has been a substantial part of a university at
Brookings and it has served the state we11. 11 653 Part of serving
the state well, in the opinion of the editorial staff, involved

the availability of the resources - to a majority of the population.
Statistical support indicated:

The bulk of the population of South Dakota is east
of the �Iissouri River ·and, in consequence, considerably
closer to Brookings than to Rapid City. CUrrent statis
tics illustrate this as only about 50 of the more than
Boo engineering students ag Brookings are from west of
the river in South Dakota. 54

A second argument supporting the theme that the role and

function· of SDSU should remain unchanged was that savings would

not result from the decision of the Board of Regents.

It was the
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opinion of the editors that the expense in travel· expenditures
for the students and their parents ould involve "much more than
enough to off set any savings that the regents might have had in

6
mind. 0 55 An�ther consideration that ought not to be over ooked

was "the investment in buildings and equipment at Brookings and
the nec essity for immediate construction at Rapid City if the
coll ge were to be

hifted. " 656

The third . argument offered in support of this theme was

that the decision was made under improper conditions :

In many respects, the situation was almost chaotic in
view of the sharp division of opinion among the regents,
the questions about the validity of the me�bership and a
clash about the marmer of the proceedings . 57

Although it was acknowledged by the editorial staff that

it was their opinion that the regents were actuated by the best

of intentions, "surely it wasn ' t the kind of atmosphere that should

prevail in the det2rmination of affairs that would have a profound
impact on the future alignment of c3:n extremely important phase of
6
higher education. 11 58 The editors concluded, "To be kept in mind
is the divis ion . within the board--a division so pronounced that

it can't be ignored. " 6 59
On

March 20 , 1971, the editorial staff .of the Sioux Falls

Argus-Leader expressed their hope that " in due course there will

be a recognition on the part of all concerned about the wis�om of
maintaining the College at Brookings. "660
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Anson Yea er, the Executive Editor of the S owe Falls

Argus-Leader, expressed his own feelings in an editorial on March

7 , 1971 . It was his opinion :

No college issue in recent years has generated quite
as much opposition as the . Master Plan proposaJ. to kill
the uccessful College of Engineering at Brookings and
make th school of ¥.d.nes the state • s only engineering
school . 661
1.-1r. Yeager asserted the theme that it was the legislature ' s

responsibility to . intervene in the Board of Regents' deci_sion. He

observed that although some legislators "will argue that they

shouldn ' t be talking about curriculum, and that such things should

be left to the Board of Regents and the planners, 11 662 · they should

i.-ride cd ba talldr'O because "the. e are 800 en •ineering st-udents , their

parents , faculty members a.nd legislative constituency to consider,
as ell as the impact of the question on both the wrlversity and
the state as a whole. u 663

It was his argument supporting legislative involvement that

the . citizens of South Dakota wanted the legislature to intervene
in the controversy.

Supporting this argument was personal opinion:

Actually, t; e State College of Engineering question
should be one of the easier ones for legislators to solve
affirmatively. If they pass Rep. John Bibby ' s bill re
quiring a College of Engineering at State, they'll be re
sponding to the public's · shes and they' avoid leaving
the question
51'1ered for another year. 4

M

such legi lative intervention was necessary, Mr. Yeager

further rgued, because

11

from the human standpoint,

Boo_ engineering

students, their faculty members, d ves , parents and others would
·
get a positive answer about the future of their students. " 665
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On

Saturday, March 13, 1971, the editors of the Sioux

Fal.ls Arms-Leader reprinted an editorial from the Lennox
Independ nt ( South Dakota).

Master Plan did not

This editorial asserted that the

atisfy the intentions of its development.

It was the editor ' s opinion that "it has become abundantly clear

that a second look [at the Master PlanJ has convinced many South
Dakotans that there is much in it with which they do not agree

and that change for the sake of change does not represen� prog666 The editorial argued that savings would not result from
ress. "

the move.

This argument was supported by personal opinion :

So far as economic savings are concerned, we are
to wonder if the elimination of the Comnissioner
of Higher Education and his office would not save South
Dakota more money than tampering with institu!G ons which
have proven their worth through many decades. 7
beginning

Evaluative surr.mary

Three assertive themes were discovered in editorials of

the Sioux Falls Argus-Leader.

One was presented by the editorial

staff, one by the executive editor, Mr. Anson Yeager, and one by

reprinting an editorial from the Lennox Independent, Lennox, South

Dakota.

The fi�st of these, as expressed by the editorial staff of

the Sioux Falls Argus-L ader, was that the role and function of
0

South Dakota State University should remain relatively unch�ed.

Three arguments ere developed : · (1) The College of Engineering
at SDSU has served both SDSU and the citizens well.

Statistics

and personal opinion were cited in support of this argument.
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(2 ) Savings would not result from the move.

Support for this

argument was provided by a personal opinion and a fact.
decision was made under improper conditions.
were given

in

(3) The

Two personal opinions

upport of this argument.

Mr. Anson Yeage asserted the theme that it was the

legis ature ' s responsibility to intervene in the controversr•

provided only one argument , that the citizens ' of South Dalr�ota

He

wanted the int-rv�ntion, oupported by personal opinions.

The editorial staff of the Lennox Independent express d

the theme that the Master Plan did not fulfill the intentions of
its development.

They argued that savings would no t result from

the move and offer d person l opiru.on in support.
SDSU Collegian
Rhetorical analysi_!

Representing the thoughts of the student body at South Dakota

State University, the editorial staff of the SDSU Collegian con

tributed three editorials668 supporting the theme that the . College

of Engineering at South Dakota State University should be retained.
On

February 17 , -. 1971 , an editor stated:

How five i dividual s could come to the conclusion
that moving Boo engineering students to the South Dakota
School of Mines and Technology in Rapid City iould bene
fit higher ducation in the state is asinine. 69

It was the first a
rgument of the editors that the opposite

would oce;ur.

Instead of improving higher education, they argued

that the loss of the College of Engineering would have a detrimental
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effect on the number of students attending SDSU and the quality
of education offered there.

To support this argument, the �

Collegian conducted a survey which indicated that out of the 66

undergraduates polled,

0

61 said that they would leave the state

to go to school rather than to the School of Mines • • • • Projecting

this survey to include all 800 engineering students enrolled, only

6o or 7 1/2 percent would go to Mines while the other 74o would
The survey also fotmd that " 573 of . the 621
go out-of-state . "6. 70
.
or 92 percent, of the instate engineering students live in eastern
South Dak.ota. 1 1 671
The editors ' second argument in support of the retention

cf the College of EngineeriJ1.g at SDSU was that the loss of the
College of Engineering would dismantle the structure of the

university.

They stated, in support of this arg1.llllent, their .

opinion that "a university is a series of related colleges not
of independent entities. " 672 Referring to the College of Engi
neering , they quoted statistics:

"Graduating 3,000 engineers

since 1889 , 1 , 000 in the last decade, proves that this one· college

has grown along with the State University, is a vital part of
this community c3:lld cannot just be yanked from us. 11 673

Further support for this argument was in the form of

authoritative testimony.

According to an editorial in the Marc�

3, 197 1 issue of the SDSU Collegian, it was the opinion of the
editorial staff that remarks made by Dr. James A. Perkins , an

internationally-le..nown educator who served on marzy national
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educat · onal advisory conmittees, a professor, a government employer ;

a foundation officer, and President of Cornell University, sub

stantiate their claim that South Dakota State University is in the

6
best position to have a College of Engineering. 7 4

According to Dr. Perkins, " • • • the modern engineering

student must squeeze into his crowded schedule addi tional courses
◄

in biology and computer science-- and still maintain 20-25 percent
of his program in_ the liberal arts . 11 675 He further stated:
Thi need for professional students to become more
broadly as well as more deeply educated has produced its
own problems--but it is a need that .will continue to
e scalate . The effectiveness of the professional man
depends on it, and survival of society demands it . 676

Another poi..'lt developed by Dr. Pcr}--..ins was , " • • • The

professional school will have to s olve , first, - the old difficulty
6
·or� (!icJ providing a liberal arts foundation for its students .• u 77
• • • Arts colleges need the professional student as
much as he nee ds it. For if the professional student
withdraws into his professional shell, he will take
,ti.th him his hard-headed concern for the practical
_ effects of his work--and both the arts gollege and the
professional school will be the losers. 678

The editors 's third argument expressed on February 17, 1971,

was that the damage to other curricula and a decline in enrollment
would offset any savings that might result fro� the move.

It was

their opinion that with the reduction of students · in the College

of Engineering 0 Sta te University loses not only engineering but ·

cut backs in teaching staff for mathematics, English, chemistry,
6
physics, and in social sciences. 11 79 Because of those losses, the
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engineering students would "lose an opportunity in the state for
an all round d education. " 680

Dealing in economic terms, the editorial observed that
$35,000 would . be lost in activity fees yearly. "Costs of the

Collegian, Jackrabbit, judging teams, �sic, drama, concerts will

all suffer unless the remaining 5, 000 students wish to make �P
◄

the $35, 000 lost. 0 681

A fourth �gument developed by the Collegian staff in · :

support of the theme that the College of Engineering be retained

at SDSU was that the Board of Regents had not followed proper

"The Board of Regents has

procedures in making their decision :

ignored the responsibility vested in them to provide the best

possible education for the students of this state. 0 682 Support
for this argument emerged as personal opinion :

"Anyone naive.

enough to think that State University stands to lose only its
engineering college is dealing with disappointment."683 They

concluded that because "Commissioner Gibb has ignored multitudes

of factors directly pointing to the need for an engineering school
in eastern South Dakota, " 684 there is an added possibility that a:fter
engineering :

• • • the finger of greed may point at pharmacy, or
nursing , pre-med or med tech. And it may not ·stop
there. Home ec and ultilnately arts and science may
be snatched away in the name of an economic plan
that doesn't save money t until at last State Univer
sity ?5S nothing but a remnant of a land grant univer
sity. 5
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The motives of the Board of Regents were - further attacked
by the editors with their opinion that "refusing to state reasons
for decisions made by a public body throws a que stionable light

on the motive·s behind these decisions . u

686

· They further observed

that while "neither the commissioner nor the regents would say

why they wanted to take engineering away from

sosu,� • • •

private

gatherings by those same de cision makers make their motives look
687
even less honorabJ_ e . 11

Further support for the argument that the Board of Regents

did not follow proper procedures in making their decision was the
editors ' opinion that the loyalty of s everal Regents to the

Ur.J.vernity of South Dakota affected the objectivity of their
decision.

They cited the fact that :

Four
of South
itics up
point to

regent members are graduates of the University
Dakota . The board i s plunged in internal pol
to it ' s [sic] neck, and those polit�§ do not
the well-being of State University.

Evaluative summary

The editorial staff of the SDSU Collegian expressed only

one assertive theme , that the College of Engineering at SDSU should

be retained.

F�ur arguments were developed :

( 1 ) The. loss of the

College of Engineering would have a detrimental effect on SDSU.

A survey conducted by the staff supported ,this argument .

( 2 ) The

loss of the College of Engine ering would dismantl e the university
struc·ture .

Support for this argument emerged in the fo� of per

sonal opinion, statistics , and authoritative te�timony .

( 3 ) Savings

would not result from the move . Two p sonal opinions and a cita
tion of statistics emerged as support.

(4) The Board of Regents

did not follow proper procedures when they made their decision.

This argument was supported by six personal opinions and one fact.
SUMMARY

It was the intent in this chapter to identify those persons

and interest groups , ho participated in t.he rhetoric of the Engi

neeriiig School Controversy, to describe the nature of their involve

ment, to discover the them�s employed, to identify the lines of argu

ment ut ·11zed to develop those themes, and to analyze the forms of'
support utilized to substantiate those themes and arguments.

One hundred twenty-three individuals, special interest groups ,

and editorial writers ere discovered to have contributed to the
rhetoric of the Engineering School Controversy. Of the se, eight

were described as principal contributors, five were members of

the Board of Regents, twenty-two were state legislators, twenty-six

were concerned citizens, nine were educators, eleven were alumni,
twenty-sev n were students,

ight were special interest groups,

and seven ;1ere editorial writers.

Of these ne hundred twenty-three participants in the

Controversy, the great majority were from Eastern· South Dakota,

making it a rather one -sided controversy�
Thirty-fiv

ssertive ·themes were developed by these

participants, twenty-four of which upported the retention of the
College of Engineering at SDSU and the legisl t:ive intervention
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neces sary to insure that end.

Eleven assertive themes supported

the decision by the Board of Regents and opposed the concept of
legislative intervention.

In addition· to these thirty-five asser

tive themes, numerous refutational the es emerged in response to
questions , comments , and actions of others .

To develop these assertive and refutationaL themes , a wide

variety of arguments emerged.

These arguments have been enumer

ated �ti.thin each evaluative sunmary and have not been re-listed 

in this surmnary.

The primary fonn of support utilized to substantiate themes

and arguments

as personal opinion.

incorporated in only a few cases o

Documentary evidence was

1-Jhen evidence was utilized, it

was generally not documented and was based on personal opinions.

This lack of documented, concrete supportive data might very �ell
have contributed to the general attitude of the controversy and
to the considerable misunderstanding among the participants.
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CHAP'l'ER 1.V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose in this investigation has been to discoyer

those persona and interest groups who participated in the Engi

neering School Controversy and to analyze the themes, lil?,es of
argument , and forms of support utilized by these participants

from the date of the Board of Regents ' deci ion on February 11,

1971 ,

through

19 , 1971.

the

final

day o·f

legisl

the

on March

swers to six asic questions

To achieve this purpose,

ere ought :

1;ive session

( 1 } Who were the principal persons and interest

groups involved in the rhetoric ?

and interest groups involved?

(3)

(2 ) How were these in dividuals
ere themes

developed

the · l'hetoric of these persons and interest groups?

through

( 4) Were

certain themes consistent throughout the rhetoric of the contro

ve::.

?

( 5 ) Did themes vary according to special interests? (6)

re ·the l in ,

of

de e op th se theme ?

argument and

forms of support utilized

Chronol ogical � urumary of Ev nts

The

to

gineering S chool Controversy was not the result of

a single event .

Rather, th� controversy of 1971 was the

manifestation of many related events beginning in 1968 when Dr.
Richard Gibb was appoint ed Commi ssioner of Higher Education in
South Dakota.

One of the specified duties of his office , as

determined by the legislature , was to formulate an acadenlic master

plan for higher education in South Dakota.

A ¥iaater Plan for

Public Higher Education in Sout Dakota was released to the _ public

and submitted to the Board of Regents for their review on December

l , 1970.

Within - this publication, Dr. Gibb offered certain primary

recomme11d&tions and alternate actions to improve the qualit,y of

high r education in South Dakota.

On January 21 , 1971, the Board of Regents accepted w"'lail

imously an alternate reconmendation that the role of the School
of Mines should remain unchanged.

On

February 11, 1971 , they

accepted a primary reconmendation, by a vote of five to two, that

South Dakota should have only one College of Engineering.

This

combination of primary and alternate recommen dations implied that

SDSU �ould no longer maintain it s own College of Engineering.

In an attempt to reverse the decision by the Board of

Regents , legislators introduced two counteractive measures :

(1 )

John Bibby and sevente en of his legislatj.ve colleagues introduce d

House Bill 766, specifically defining the,, role o f Engi11eering at

SDSU; ( 2 ) Carveth Thompson introduced House Concurrent Resolution

520 , requesting a review by the Board of Regents of thei� .decision .

The House Concurrent R esolution 520 was defeatec;i on March 1 0 , 1971 ,
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d an amended version of House Bill 766 was passed on March 9 ,

1971 .

However, the amended bill that was accepted by both Houses

was not the bill that was signed into law.

Rather, an amended

version of the Bill., accepted by the Senate and reject ed by the
House, was the doc ent that

ecame law,

In adclitio to the complexities of the dec±sion by �he

Board of Regents and the confusion in the l egislature, the con

troversy was further complicated by a gathering of five members · of

the Board of Regents- preceding their decision of February 11, 197 1 ;
a alkout of

the

SDSU student body on March 4-5, 197 1 ; a concil

iato ry m eeting between the Board of Regents and the l egislative

l eader hip called b the Governor on Ma1�h 4, 1971 ; a special

meeting of the Board of Reg nts on March 5, 197 1 ; and a prep ared
statem t from the Conmisaioner of H:i.gher -

1971.

cation on March .13,

Summary of �e Particip ants

One hundred and

nty-tbree individuals, special interest

groups, and editori al writers were discover d to have participated
in the rhetoric o:f the controversy.

Of that number, one hundred

and eight were .individuals whose participation . reflected either
their involvement in the

ctual decision making proce ss, their

membership on the Boar d of Regen�s or in the legi slature, their

professional · terests, or their general concern for the future
of higher education in South Dakota.

Specifically, there wer e :

eight principal contributors (CODinissioner Richard D. Gibb, Repre
sentative John Bibby, President Harvey Fraser, President H. M.

Briggs, Governor Ric� Kneip, Lieutenant Governor William
Do

herty, Representative C rveth Thompson, and Sen ator Paul

Brown), five members of the

Board

of Regents, twenty-two le gislators,

twenty-six citizens, nine educat ors, eleven alumni, and twe:n.ty◄

seven student a o

In ad dition, eight spe cial interest groups contrl:-buted

resolutions or conments, an d seven sources expressed their feelings
through editorial opinions.

It can generally b e said that thi s was an East River

Controversy, supporting interest s of citizens residing east of

the !JJ:i.ssouri River .

Of the one hundred twenty-three parti cipants,

only a few supported the interests of citizens in western South

Dakota.

No rhetorical efforts were discovered from the students,

alumni, or faculty t the School of Mines • . Their only spokesman
was the Pre siden t, Dr.

Harvey

Fr�er .

only on e was from western South Dakota.
River co-authored Hou se ill 7 66.
i

Of the twenty-six citizen s,
One l egislator from West

The School of Mines, however t

did e arn a limted degree of support from some citizens in East ern

South Dakota.

Their remarks were not in direct support but rather

implied in their support for t he Board of Regents and t heir

opposit ion to legislative inte rvention.
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Sumnary of the Rhetoric ·

Thirty-five assertive themes emerged in the rhetoric of

the controversy .
groups.

These themes can b e divided into two conflict,ing

Eleven themes favored the Board of R egents and their

decision and thus opposed legislative �tervention.

and the number of times the were expressed, are : �

These themes,

( l ) The legi slature hould not b ecome involved in the
establishing of curricula--ex:pressed six times.

(2) There· should be only one College of Engineering in
South Dakota--expressed four times.

(3) Legislative intervention could set a dangerous
prec edent--expressed four times .

( 4 ) The Board of Regents should be commended for their
forthrightness--eA'J)ressed four times .

( 5) The public has been mi sinformed on the implications
of the decision--expressed once .
( 6 ) The School of Mines is an outstanding institution-
expressed once.

( 7 ) Academic decisions should be made by the Board of
Regent s , not the legislature-�_e.xpr esaed once .

(8) Students should not have a voice in the processes
of higher education-�expreas ed once .

(9 ) The Board of Regents should b� left alone in their
decision-making--expressed once .

(10 ) South Dakota cannot afford two C olleges of Engi
neering--expre ssed once.
(11 ) Only one side of the engineering question was
being heard-�expressed once .

Twenty-four assertive theme s favored the retention of the

College of Engin ee ring at SDSU and thus f vored le islat ive
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intervention.

Inherent in these themes was an opposition to the

decision o f the Board of Regents and the reconmendations of the

Master Plan.

use are :

These assertive themes and the frequency of their

( l ) The Co ll ge of Engine ering at SDSU should be
retained--expressed eighteen times.

( 2 ) The legislature has both the responsibility and ·
prerogative to intervene in matters of curricula-
expressed twelve times.

( 3 ) The College of Engineering at SDSU is influ- ·
ntial in attracting industry--expressed nine times.

(4) The decision by the Board of Regents would have
a detrimental effect o n SDSU as a total uni rersity, on
the Department of Agrioul tural Engine ering, and on
federally :funded programs--expressed even timeD.
( 5) South Dakota should maintain · two Colleges of
Engineering--expre ssed five times.

( 6 ) The Board of R egents ' decision was not in the
best interests of the citizens or students of South
Dakota--expressed five times.

( 7 ) The decision to move the College of Engineering
from SDSU was the first step � other s ecret, undis. closed plans--expressed three times.
( 8 ) The decision by the Board of Regents was not

based on facts--expressed three times.

( 9 ) The students of SDSU conducted themselves in an
effective �d sincere manner--e.xpressed three times.
�

of Regents did ot follow proper
pro c edures in making the deoision--expres sed twice.
( 10 ) The Board

(11 ) The decision was motivated by politics an d the
Board of Regents' affiliation with the University of
South Dakota--expressed ��c e.
(12 ) The engineering question had insufficient
hearing fore the Board of Regents--ex:pres�ed twice .
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(13) The loss of the College of Engineering from
SDSU is the most damaging thing that could happen to
the state--expressed twice .

(14) The College of Engine ring at SDSU is essential
in solving ecological problems--expres�ed twice.
(15) Savings would no.t result from the move-
express ed twice.

(16) A uni ersity envirornnent provides a broader
interaction b et een various disciplines--expressed once �

( 17 ) The quality of education in South Dakota would
from
not b e improv_ed by moving the College of Engineering
·
·
SDSU--expressed once.
( 18 ) The Board of Regents were providing a b ad ex
ample for the a udents ·they govern-- Arpre ssed once.

(1 9 ) The decision to ve the College of Engineering
could result in a dangerous situation in the legisl ture-
cxprcsned once.

( 20 ) The rol e and function of SDSU hould remain
unchang d--e.xpressed once.

(21 ) The Commissioner of Higher E�cation and the
Board of Regents ignored four previous studies-
expre ssed once.

( 2 2 ) The qualifications fo;r �_mbership on the Boa.rd.
of Re ents are inadequate--expressed once.

the

( 23 ) The Board of Regents had no authority to make

hange they proposed--expresaed once.

( 24 ) The ha.st.er Plan did not ful fill the intentions
of its dev �opnent--expressed once .

In addition to these assertive themes , individuals brought

forth a variety of refutational themes wlQ.ch were used against

the aasertions of others or

in

_ defense of their 0\-m positiona .

The arguments utilized to support th ass rtive and refu

tational themes were as varied and diversified as the individuals
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who developed them.
reflect

More often than no t the argumen ts seemed to

individual attitudes

and

recurring arguments appeared.

predispo sition s.

They were.:

However, certain

( 1 ) The quality of education would e improved with
only one college of engine ring.

(2 ) Economic and industrial development in South
Dako ta would not be affected by the removal o f .the engi
neer ing co ll ege from SDSU.
( 3 ) The Board o f' Regent s should make academic
decisions, no� �he legislature.
( 4) Savings ould not re

t from the move .

( 5 ) The legi slature has the r espensibility to inter
ene in matters o f curricula.
(6) The students '

needs

would n o t be best served .

( 7 ) The lo ss o f the College of Engineering would have
a detrimen tal effect on SDSU.

(8) The Colleg e of Engineering was influential in
attracting industry- to Eastern South Dako ta.

The arguments and themes in the rhetoric of the Engineering

School

Controversy were supported �st exclu.sively by personal

opinions .

and themes

Exact do cumentary evidence to substantiate arguments

• as

conspicuously

absent.

Two

no table exceptions wer e

Dr . Richard Gibb and R epresentative John Bibby, the two principal

contribi�tor s � the controver sy, who tended to . proceed from r eason

abl y , ell substantiated · positions.

views,

Al though they · held opposing

t one point both rel ied on statutory authority to s�pport

opposite assertions.

Dr. Gibb

argu

d, without citing a specific

example , that there ere st atutes giving the Board of Regents the

authority to establish curricula.

Representative . Bibby quoted the

· pmpo-e statute of 1887 which requiredl engineering to
at SDSU.

be

taught

Conclusions

Based on the findings of this study and within the bound

ari.es of the imposed limitations, the following . conclusions have

been drawn concerning the · rhetoric of the Engineering School
Controversy:
1.

In volume , the rhetoric of the Engineering School

Controversy was disproportionately from Fastern South Dakota and

against the decision by the

Board

of Regents.

This is consistent

with expectations that those under attack exert more rhetorical
pressure than those whos·e position appears secure.
2. The persons

and

groups who participated in the rhetoric

or this controversy represented a variety of interests. Partici

pants included members of the Bo� of" Regents, legislators ,

educators , students, spec ial interest groups, and other citizens.

No single group predominated.
:, .

In the controversy, a great diversity of themes emerged.

There seemed to be no singleness of purpose.

Instead, participants

spoke in support of their own interests or personal involvement.

4. A great variety of arguments were utilize� in attelDpts

to substantiate themes.

These arguments seemed to be as varied

aa the backgrounds and interests of the participants.
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5.

In the rhetoric of this controversy, with the possib l e

exception of that from the two principal contributors, supporting _
evidence was conspi cuously absent.

Persons- seemed ready to offer

their opinions but :failed t o support them \dth do cumented, logical

proo f.

6.

term effect .

The controversy seemed t o have an unsettling and long
The rhetoric, at times, became intemperate and

reflected perso� biases and animosities .

7. Perhaps due t o the lack of singleness o� purpose among

the participants, irrelevancies v. er e conspicuous in the rhetoric .
For example :

(a) Whether or not there were secret, undisc l osed

plans for a medical complex had nothing to do with the meri't s of

the que stion of engineering _education in South Daltota; ( b ) Whether

or not a student pays taxe s or has a right to be heard had n�thing

to d o with the wisdom of consolidating engineering education in
South Dakota; ( c ) The assertion that th e Board o:f Regents were

motivated by a bia

to the Unive�sity of South Dakota had nothing

to do with the merits of the basic quest ion of engineering education ·
in outh Dakota.
8.

J dging from the wide variety of themes and arguments ,

the rhetoric in this controversy d oe s not appear to be that of any
organized movement .

Instead, the rhetoric represents individual

concerns, maldng it participatory rather t.han movement rhetoric.
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!nmlications for Further Study

Combining the findings of this study with additional

resear ch could restllt . in a broader understanding of rhetoric in
contemporary ·controversy.

If such studie s were underta ken, they

might possibly take the following fonns ;
1.

Thematic studies of the rhetoric of other controversial

issues might be undert aken to discover the degree of c onsistency

with the findings_ of this study.
2.

Thematic studies aimed a t controversies in more heavily

populated areas might be undertaken to

etermine if density of

population might be a significant variable in the particip atory
or movement natv.re of the rhetoric.
3.

Other studies might be undertaken to determine i f the

first conclusion that the g reatest volume of rhetoric origin�tes

f1--om the threatened interests can be generalized to other rhetorical

sit-uations .
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